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Abstract

Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) is a unique MRI modality to probe the diffusive molecular transport in biological tissue. Due to its noninvasiveness and its ability to investigate
the living human brain at submillimeter scale, dMRI is frequently performed in clinical and biomedical research to study the brain’s complex microstructural architecture. Over the last decades large
prospective cohort studies have been set up with the aim to gain new insights into the development
and progression of brain diseases across the life span and to discover biomarkers for disease prediction and potentially prevention. To allow for diverse brain imaging using different MRI modalities,
stringent scan time limits are typically imposed in population imaging. Nevertheless, population
studies aim to apply advanced and thereby time consuming dMRI protocols that deliver high quality
data with great potential for future analysis.
To allow for time-efficient but also versatile diffusion imaging, this thesis contributes to the investigation of accelerating diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI), an advanced dMRI technique that acquires
imaging data with high intra-voxel resolution of tissue microstructure. Combining state-of-the-art
parallel imaging and the theory of compressed sensing (CS) enables the acceleration of spatial encoding and diffusion encoding in dMRI. In this way, the otherwise long acquisition times in DSI can
be reduced significantly.
In this thesis, first, suitable q-space sampling strategies and basis functions are explored that fulfill
the requirements of CS theory for accurate sparse DSI reconstruction. Novel 3D q-space sample
distributions are investigated for CS-DSI. Moreover, conventional CS-DSI based on the discrete
Fourier transform is compared for the first time to CS-DSI based on the continuous SHORE (simple
harmonic oscillator based reconstruction and estimation) basis functions.
Based on these findings, a CS-DSI protocol is proposed for application in a prospective cohort study,
the Rhineland Study. A pilot study was designed and conducted to evaluate the CS-DSI protocol
in comparison with state-of-the-art 3-shell dMRI and dedicated protocols for diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and for the combined hindered and restricted model of diffusion (CHARMED). Population
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imaging requires processing techniques preferably with low computational cost to process and analyze the acquired big data within a reasonable time frame. Therefore, a pipeline for automated
processing of CS-DSI acquisitions was implemented including both in-house developed and existing state-of-the-art processing tools.
The last contribution of this thesis is a novel method for automatic detection and imputation of signal
dropout due to fast bulk motion during the diffusion encoding in dMRI. Subject motion is a common
source of artifacts, especially when conducting clinical or population studies with children, the elderly or patients. Related artifacts degrade image quality and adversely affect data analysis. It is,
thus, highly desired to detect and then exclude or potentially impute defective measurements prior
to dMRI analysis. Our proposed method applies dMRI signal modeling in the SHORE basis and determines outliers based on the weighted model residuals. Signal imputation reconstructs corrupted
and therefore discarded measurements from the sparse set of inliers. This approach allows for
fast and robust correction of imaging artifacts in dMRI which is essential to estimate accurate and
precise model parameters that reflect the diffusive transport of water molecules and the underlying
microstructural environment in brain tissue.
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Zusammenfassung

Die diffusionsgewichtete Magnetresonanztomographie (dMRT) ist ein einzigartiges MRTBildgebungsverfahren, um die Diffusionsbewegung von Wassermolekülen in biologischem
Gewebe zu messen. Aufgrund der Möglichkeit Schichtbilder nicht invasiv aufzunehmen und das
lebende menschliche Gehirn im Submillimeter-Bereich zu untersuchen, ist die dMRT ein häufig
verwendetes Bildgebungsverfahren in klinischen und biomedizinischen Studien zur Erforschung der
komplexen mikrostrukturellen Architektur des Gehirns. In den letzten Jahrzehnten wurden große
prospektive Kohortenstudien angelegt, um neue Einblicke in die Entwicklung und den Verlauf von
Gehirnkrankheiten über die Lebenspanne zu erhalten und um Biomarker zur Krankheitserkennung
und -vorbeugung zu bestimmen. Um durch die Verwendung unterschiedlicher MRT-Verfahren
verschiedenartige Schichtbildaufnahmen des Gehirns zu ermöglich, müssen Scanzeiten typischerweise stark begrenzt werden. Dennoch streben Populationsstudien die Anwendung von
fortschrittlichen und daher zeitintensiven dMRT-Protokollen an, um Bilddaten in hoher Qualität und
mit großem Potential für zukünftige Analysen zu akquirieren.
Um eine zeiteffizente und gleichzeitig vielseitige Diffusionsbildgebung zu ermöglichen, leistet diese
Dissertation Beiträge zur Untersuchung von Beschleunigungsverfahren für die Bildgebung mittels
diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI). DSI ist ein fortschrittliches dMRT-Verfahren, das Bilddaten
mit hoher intra-voxel Auflösung der Gewebestruktur erhebt. Werden modernste Verfahren zur
parallelen MRT-Bildgebung mit der compressed sensing (CS) Theorie kombiniert, ermöglicht dies
eine Beschleunigung der räumliche Kodierung und der Diffusionskodierung in der dMRT. Dadurch
können die ansonsten langen Aufnahmezeiten für DSI erheblich reduziert werden.
In dieser Arbeit werden zuerst geeigenete Strategien zur Abtastung des q-space sowie Basisfunktionen untersucht, welche die Anforderungen der CS-Theorie für eine korrekte Signalrekonstruktion
der dünnbesetzten DSI-Daten erfüllen. Neue 3D-Verteilungen von Messpunkten im q-space
werden für die Verwendung in CS-DSI untersucht. Außerdem wird konventionell auf der diskreten
Fourier-Transformation basierendes CS-DSI zum ersten Mal mit einem CS-DSI Verfahren verglichen, welches kontinuierliche SHORE (simple harmonic oscillator based reconstruction and
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estimation) Basisfunktionen verwendet.
Aufbauend auf diesen Ergebnissen wird ein CS-DSI-Protokoll zur Anwendung in einer prospektiven
Kohortenstudie, der Rheinland Studie, vorgestellt. Eine Pilotstudie wurde entworfen und durchgeführt, um das CS-DSI-Protokoll im Vergleich mit modernster 3-shell-dMRT und mit dedizierten
Protokollen für diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) und für das combined hindered and restricted model
of diffusion (CHARMED) zu evaluieren. Populationsbildgebung erfordert Prozessierungsverfahren
mit möglichst geringem Rechenaufwand, um große akquirierte Datenmengen in einem angemessenen Zeitrahmen zu verarbeiten und zu analysieren. Dafür wurde eine Pipeline zur automatisierten
Verarbeitung von CS-DSI-Daten implementiert, welche sowohl eigenentwickelte als auch bereits
existierende moderene Verarbeitungsprogramme enthält.
Der letzte Beitrag dieser Arbeit ist eine neue Methode zur automatischen Detektion und Imputation
von Signalabfall, welcher durch schnelle Bewegungen während der Diffusionskodierung in der
dMRT entsteht. Bewegungen der Probanden während der dMRT-Aufnahme sind eine häufige
Ursache für Bildfehler, vor allem in klinischen oder Populationsstudien mit Kindern, alten Menschen
oder Patienten. Diese Artefakte vermindern die Datenqualität und haben einen negativen Einfluss
auf die Datenanalyse. Daher ist es das Ziel, fehlerhafte Messungen vor der dMRI-Analyse zu
erkennen und dann auszuschließen oder wenn möglich zu ersetzen. Die vorgestellte Methode
verwendet die SHORE-Basis zur dMRT-Signalmodellierung und bestimmt Ausreißer mit Hilfe von
gewichteten Modellresidualen. Die Datenimputation rekonstruiert die unbrauchbaren und daher
verworfenen Messungen mit Hilfe der verbleibenden, dünnbesetzten Menge an Messungen. Dieser
Ansatz ermöglicht eine schnelle und robuste Korrektur von Bildartefakten in der dMRT, welche
erforderlich ist, um korrekte und präzise Modellparameter zu schätzen, die die Diffusionsbewegung
von Wassermolekülen und die zugrundeliegende Mikrostruktur des Gehirngewebes reflektieren.
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Introduction and background
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1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
In clinical and biomedical research, diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) provides, completely non-invasively, unique insights into the complex microstructural architecture of
the living human brain. Sensitized to the diffusive molecular transport in brain tissue, diffusion MRI
is the methodology of choice to investigate pathological changes of diffusion in brain tissue and
the influence of disease on the structural connectivity of brain white matter (WM). As a biomarker
for brain diseases, dMRI is applied in clinical applications, e.g. for the assessment of acute stoke
(Jensen et al., 2011; Werring et al., 2000), and in research studies investigating e.g. the process
of aging (Falangola et al., 2008; Kodiweera et al., 2016) and neurodegenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer’s disease (AD)(Colgan et al., 2016; Fieremans et al., 2013; Helpern et al., 2011). In
the last decades, large cohort studies have been set up with the purpose to gain new insights into
disease development and progression across the life span and to thereby discover biomarkers for
disease prediction and potentially prevention. Diffusion MRI is one of the core MR imaging techniques applied in population studies such as the Rotterdam study (Breteler et al., 1994; De Groot et
al., 2000), the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (Weiner et al., 2015) (ADNI), the Human
Connectome Project (Glasser et al., 2016) (HCP), the UK Biobank study (Miller et al., 2016) and the
Rhineland Study (Stöcker, 2016; Tobisch et al., 2018).
Long-term population imaging demands time efficient and versatile diffusion imaging. Thus, on
the one hand, accelerated dMRI is required to collect data within a reasonable scan time. On the
other hand, population imaging requires a dMRI protocol that provides reliable high quality data with
maximum potential for future analysis. The acquired dMRI data should be of high spatial and high
intra-voxel resolution in order to be applicable to a wide range of dMRI reconstruction techniques.
Following data acquisition, quality assessment that accounts for acquisition and subject related
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image artifacts is essential to minimize degradation of data quality and related adverse effects on
subsequent dMRI analysis. As of today, there is no consensus in the research community on the
best dMRI acquisition and reconstruction techniques to infer reliable information on the diffusion
process and the underlying brain tissue microstructure. In the early days of dMRI, diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) (P Basser et al., 1994a) was proposed to quantitatively characterize the anisotropy
of diffusion and to reconstruct macroscopic neuronal connections. Since DTI is possible in a few
minutes of scan time, it was quickly implemented in clinical settings. Even today, DTI is widely used
for clinical and research applications, despite its inherent limitations (see section 2.6.1.1). Other
dMRI reconstruction techniques, e.g. diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) (Wedeen et al., 2005) (see
section 2.6.1.3), have been developed to overcome the shortcomings of DTI, however, typically at
the cost of increased scan time. For dMRI in the context of population imaging, but also, in general, in
studies with limited scan time, the application of advanced dMRI protocols is highly desired, thereby
increasing the demand for robust acceleration techniques to speed up dMRI acquisition. Moreover,
the collection of big data, e.g. in population imaging, requires processing techniques preferably with
low computational cost to process and analyze the acquired data within a reasonable time frame.
This thesis contributes to the investigation and evaluation of dMRI acquisition and reconstruction
strategies that match the requirements of population imaging. For fast high resolution dMRI, stateof-the-art parallel imaging is combined with compressed sensing based dMRI acquisition and reconstruction. Different approaches for accelerated dMRI are presented and compared, with a special
focus on accelerated DSI. In this context, a forward-looking dMRI acquisition strategy that allows
for time efficient versatile diffusion imaging at 3 Tesla (3T) MRI scanners is proposed for application
in the Rhineland Study. Moreover, a novel method that corrects for signal dropout in dMRI due to
fast subject motion was developed. This approach can be applied independently of the dMRI acquisition strategy and with fast performance due to lower computational effort compared to alternative
methods.

1.2

Related work

Over the last decades, many dMRI reconstruction techniques have been developed and investigated to relate the acquired dMRI data quantitatively to diffusion and microstructural features of
brain tissue. Each of them comes with specific requirements on the imaging protocol which itself is
designed based on hardware and application constraints. Fortunately, due to advances in parallel
imaging for dMRI (Cauley et al., 2014; Setsompop et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013) and the successful
translation of the compressed sensing (CS) theory (Candès and Romberg, 2007; Donoho, 2006) to
MRI (Lustig et al., 2007) and dMRI (Bilgic et al., 2012; Menzel et al., 2011; Paquette et al., 2015;
Setsompop et al., 2013), fast dMRI was made possible. This thesis focuses on robust compressed
sensing reconstruction to accelerate DSI (CS-DSI). DSI is an advanced diffusion imaging technique
that acquires dMRI data with high resolution of the intra-voxel microstructure. In addition DSI exploits the simple Fourier relationship between the dMRI signal and the diffusion propagator and thus
enables model-free dMRI reconstruction. Unfortunately, those advantages come at the cost of long
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acquisition times. Combining parallel imaging and CS principles to accelerate spatial encoding and
diffusion encoding in dMRI, the acquisition time in DSI can be reduced significantly.
Suitable sampling schemes (Menzel et al., 2011; Paquette et al., 2015) and basis functions (J Cheng,
T Jiang, et al., 2011; Fick et al., 2016; Merlet and Deriche, 2010, 2013; Ozarslan et al., 2009; Paquette et al., 2015) for compressed sensing and a sparse representation of dMRI signals have been
investigated. Within the scope of this thesis, different q-space sampling strategies were compared,
including a novel 3D approach (Knutsson and Westin, 2013) applied for the first time in CS-DSI.
Moreover, complementing and extending the previous works, suitable basis functions were investigated for accurate sparse DSI reconstruction based on simulations (Cook et al., 2006), diffusion
phantom (Moussavi-Biugui et al., 2011) and in vivo dMRI experiments. Based on these findings, we
adapted and optimized a CS-DSI protocol for dMRI in the Rhineland Study and compared it to 3shell dMRI (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013) and dedicated DTI and CHARMED (Assaf and Basser, 2005;
De Santis, Y Assaf, et al., 2014) protocols. As in other population studies (Breteler et al., 1994;
Glasser et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2016; Weiner et al., 2015), the dMRI protocol has to comply with
the imposed stringent scan time limits, while delivering high quality imaging data.
In dMRI, data analysis can be severely hampered by acquisition and subject related image artifacts.
Data processing methods exist to simultaneously correct for artifacts due to motion during dMRI
acquisition and for geometric distortions in the image (Andersson et al., 2017, 2016, 2003; Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016; Raffelt et al., 2012) common to diffusion weighted MR images. In this
thesis, a novel approach based on SHORE (simple harmonic oscillator based reconstruction and
estimation) (J Cheng, T Jiang, et al., 2011; Ozarslan et al., 2009) signal modeling was developed
for the correction of signal dropout within slices of dMRI volumes occurring due to fast macroscopic
subject movements. Several works have already been proposed for outlier detection to discard affected measurements from the dMRI data set to avoid adverse effects on dMRI feature extraction
(Chang et al., 2005; Scherrer and Warfield, 2012; Tax et al., 2015). However, accurate signal imputation to recover corrupted measurements facilitates and potentially improves data analysis (Chen
et al., 2015; Elhabian et al., 2014). Several methods have been proposed for dropout detection
and imputation in dMRI (Andersson et al., 2016; Christiaens et al., 2018; Elhabian et al., 2016) in
parallel to our works on the topic presented in this thesis. In comparison, our proposed method allows for accurate performance independent of the dMRI acquisition strategy and a more rapid data
processing.

1.3 Contributions and thesis outline
In this thesis, dMRI is used to investigate the human brain in vivo. An introduction to brain anatomy
and structure is therefore given at the beginning of Chapter 2. Furthermore, Chapter 2 presents the
basic principles and challenges of MRI sensitized to molecular motion in biological tissue. The last
part of Chapter 2 gives an overview on dMRI methodology to extract diffusion and microstructural
features of brain tissue from the acquired imaging data and a set of state-of-the-art dMRI reconstruction techniques is discussed in more detail. In Chapter 3, advances in the development of
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novel acquisition strategies for fast spatial and diffusion encoding in dMRI are presented. Following a brief introduction of parallel imaging, this chapter covers the principles of CS theory and its
application to dMRI for accelerated data collection.
The works published within the scope of this thesis are presented in chapters 4 - 7. For the application in CS-DSI, Chapter 4 investigates suitable q-space sampling strategies including the novel
approach by Knutsson and Westin (2013) applied for the first time in CS-DSI. Further, different basis
functions for CS accelerated DSI are compared with a focus on bases that allow for a sparse representation of the diffusion signal or propagator, thereby fulfilling one of the requirements for accurate
CS reconstruction. In comprehensive experimental settings, the methods were investigated and
evaluated based on simulations, diffusion phantom data and in vivo dMRI. In this work, a CS-DSI
approach based on the continuous SHORE basis functions was applied for the first time and compared to conventional CS-DSI based on the Fourier transform. By doing so, this work contributes to
extending and complementing previous works in this field on suitable sampling strategies and basis
functions for CS-DSI.
Based on the findings presented in Chapter 4, a CS-DSI protocol was adapted and optimized for
fast dMRI in a prospective cohort study, specifically the Rhineland Study. As presented in chapter 5, a pilot study was designed based on the requirements for long-term population imaging and
conducted to investigate the performance of CS-DSI for high resolution dMRI. CS-DSI was further
compared to state-of-the-art 3-shell HARDI dMRI and dedicated DTI and CHARMED protocols. In
this work, a comprehensive evaluation framework is used to implement a reliable comparison of
conceptually very different diffusion protocols. Conclusions on a suitable dMRI protocol for population imaging were based on qualitative visual inspection, quantitative statistical analysis of extracted
diffusion and microstructural features of brain tissue and test-retest performance of the different acquisition strategies. The first contribution of this work is a forward-looking dMRI acquisition strategy
that allows for time efficient versatile diffusion imaging at 3T which is now part of the core imaging
protocol of the Rhineland Study. Second, a pipeline for automated analysis of dMRI acquisitions
was designed specifically for CS-DSI and implemented including both in-house developed and existing state-of-the-art processing tools, e.g. for motion and distortion correction, CS reconstruction
and diffusion and microstructural feature extraction.
The estimation of accurate and precise model parameters that reflect the diffusive transport of water molecules and the underlying microstructural environment in brain tissue is challenged by the
presence of imaging artifacts in dMRI. Subject motion is a common source of artifacts because it
is ever present during dMRI acquisition. Signal dropout due to fast bulk motion during the diffusion
encoding leads to strong attenuation of the measured signal which can be erroneously interpreted
as high diffusivity during dMRI analysis. In chapters 6 and 7, novel methods for the detection of signal dropout in dMRI and accurate signal imputation are presented. Both works incorporate signal
modeling in the SHORE basis to reconstruct dMRI data. Since the SHORE model defines continuous basis functions, it was used to reconstruct the discarded corrupted measurements from a
sparse set of inliers, thereby reconstructing the complete dMRI data set. In addition to studies on
SHORE and our works discussed in chapter 4, we confirm its suitability to reconstruct dMRI data
from sparse measurement. Chapter 6 presents a SHORE-based approach that incorporates an
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iterative reweighting of model residuals to detect outliers due to signal dropout. Extending this approach with a novel outlier score, the method presented in Chapter 7 avoids reiterative processing
which results in a lower computational effort to accurately detect signal dropout and to replace the
affected measurements with imputed values. The contribution of these works is, thus, a fast and
robust method for automatic detection of signal dropout in dMRI and accurate signal imputation.
Chapter 8 summarizes the findings and contributions of this thesis. Further, an outlook is given on
future research directions in the field of accelerated dMRI by means of CS-DSI and its applications
in studies with limited dMRI scan time.

1.4 Publications
The following first author journal publications and proceedings paper form the chapters 4, 5, 6 and
7 of this cumulative dissertation:
Koch A, Zhukov A, Stöcker T, Groeschel S, Schultz T (2019) SHORE-based detection and imputation of dropout in diffusion MRI. Magn. Reson. Med. (under review)
Tobisch A, Schultz T, Stirnberg R, Varela-Mattatall G, Knutsson H, Irarrázaval P and Stöcker T
(2019) Comparison of basis functions and q-space sampling schemes for robust compressed
sensing reconstruction accelerating diffusion spectrum imaging. NMR in Biomedicine. e4055.
Tobisch A, Stirnberg R, Harms RL, Schultz T, Roebroeck A, Breteler MMB and Stöcker T (2018)
Compressed sensing diffusion spectrum imaging for accelerated diffusion microstructure MRI in
long-term population imaging. Front. Neurosci. 12:650.
Tobisch A, Stöcker T, Groeschel S, Schultz T (2016) Iteratively Reweighted L1-fitting for modelindependent outlier removal and regularization in diffusion MRI. In: 2016 IEEE 13th International
Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI) p.911–914.
Furthermore, the following works have been published within the scope of this thesis:
Journal publications
Varela-Mattatall GE, Koch A, Stirnberg R, Chabert S, Uribe S, Tejos C, Stöcker T and Irarrázaval
P (2019) Comparison of q-space reconstruction methods for undersampled diffusion spectrum
imaging data. Magn. Reson. Med. Sci. 0015-1-11.
Harms RL, Fritz FJ, Tobisch A, Goebel R, Roebroeck A (2017) Robust and fast nonlinear optimization of diffusion MRI microstructure models. Neuroimage. 155:82-96.
Conference proceedings
Tobisch A, Stirnberg R, Harms RL, Schultz T, Roebroeck A, Breteler M, Stöcker T (2017) Compressed sensing diffusion spectrum imaging as a forward-looking alternative to multi-shell diffu-
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sion MRI in population imaging. In proceedings of the 25th Scientific Meeting of the International
Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
Varela-Mattatall G, Tobisch A, Stirnberg R, Chabert S, Stöcker T, Tejos C, Irarrázaval P (2017)
Negentropy: non-Gaussian characterization for diffusion spectrum imaging. In proceedings of
the 25th Scientific Meeting of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
Tobisch A, Schultz T, Stirnberg R, Varela G, Knutsson H, Irarrázaval P, Stöcker T (2015) Comparing
Fourier to SHORE basis functions for sparse DSI reconstruction. In proceedings of the 23rd
Scientific Meeting of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISMRM Merit
Award)
Varela-Mattatall G, Tobisch A, Stoecker T, Irarrázaval P (2015) Diffusion spectrum imaging from
undersampled data using tensor fitting. In proceedings of the 23rd Scientific Meeting of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
Tobisch A, Varela G, Stirnberg R, Knutsson H, Schultz T, Irarrázaval P, Stöcker T (2014) Sparse
isotropic q-space sampling distribution for compressed sensing in DSI. In proceedings of the 22nd
Scientific Meeting of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
Varela G, Tobisch A, Stoecker T, Irarrázaval P (2014) Curvelets, a new sparse domain for diffusion
spectrum imaging. In proceedings of the 22nd Scientific Meeting of the International Society for
Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
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2
Diffusion MRI

2.1 Introduction
In clinical studies and biomedical research, MR scans are typically collected with a spatial resolution at the scale of millimeters (Figure 2.1) depicting the brain tissue macrostructure in vivo and
non-invasively. However, a resolution on the order of millimeters is too coarse to image tissue microstructure such as white matter axons with a much finer length scale of the order of micrometers.

Figure 2.1: From macro to microstructure of brain tissue by means of diffusion MRI.

As an indirect approach to probe microstructural details at orders of magnitude smaller than the
image resolution, diffusion magnetic resonance imaging can be applied to measure the diffusion
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of water molecules in the brain. In contrast to direct biological investigations by means of histology, non-invasive dMRI provides unique insights into brain structure in-vivo. Water molecules in
tissue randomly diffuse over a few micrometers within millisecond time scales, an effect described
as Brownian motion (Einstein, 1905), and, thus, probe the underlying microstructure. Sensitized
to the random motion of water molecules, dMRI offers a distinct imaging contrast to investigate in
vivo the diffusion process at a microscopic scale (Le Bihan et al., 1986) and to reveal microstructural information from macroscopic measurements. As visualized in Figure 2.2, a dMRI experiment
is performed based on the clinical or research application of interest to collect a set of diffusion
weighted and non-weighted MR images. A mathematical representation of the diffusion signal, e.g.
(P Basser et al., 1994a; Jensen et al., 2005; Ozarslan et al., 2009; Wedeen et al., 2005), or a biophysical model of brain tissue microstructure, e.g. (Assaf and Basser, 2005; Behrens et al., 2003;
Zhang et al., 2012), is selected based on the corresponding application and fit to the data to characterize the diffusion signal as well as the underlying microstructure. Such data modeling enables
the extraction of distinct features of the diffusion process and tissue properties that can be further
analyzed e.g. to infer macroscopic brain connections from voxel-wise fiber orientation estimates.

Figure 2.2: Diffusion MRI pipeline: dMRI acquisition, reconstruction and analysis.
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The possibility of estimating a wide range of diffusion and microstructural parameters that are of
great interest as biomarkers, makes dMRI a powerful imaging modality to study in vivo pathological
changes of diffusion in brain tissue and the influence of disease on the structural connectivity of
brain white matter (WM).

2.2 Micro and macro structure of human brain tissue
The dMRI acquisition, reconstruction and processing techniques presented in this thesis are generic
and have been successfully applied for brain imaging, but also for the investigation of other organs
such as the heart (Mekkaoui et al., 2017; Sosnovik et al., 2009), kidney (Caroli et al., 2018) and liver
(Shenoy-Bhangle et al., 2017) or for imaging of muscle tissue structure (Oudeman et al., 2016). Here
we focus on dMRI to investigate the human brain in vivo. This section provides basic information
about the brain anatomy and structure (OpenStax College, 2013), which is required to discuss dMRI
reconstruction techniques to model tissue microstructure or to track nerve fiber fascicles throughout
the brain. Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 are extracted from OpenStax College (2013), an open access
textbook on the human anatomy and physiology which is publicly available online. Figure 2.4 was
adapted to highlight additional brain regions.
The human nervous tissue is composed of two different types of cells: neurons and neuroglia. Glia
cells support and protect neurons in their function to integrate, process and convey sensory information and motor impulses throughout brain and body. The brain contains billions of neurons forming
a network of neuronal connections to process and transmit signals, e.g. along sensory and motor
pathways. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of the neuronal structure.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the neuronal structure. (This illustration was downloaded for free at
http://cnx.org/content/col11496/latest/).
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Signals are transmitted along axons in the form of electrical impulses. Communication between
neurons occurs at their junction (synapses) with the help of neurotransmitters. Dendrites receive
signals from other neurons and are therefore highly branched and form a tree-like structure.
The parcellation of the human brain into different regions yields a macroscopic overview of the
structural and functional organization of the central nervous system. Figure 2.4 depicts the division
of the brain into four major anatomical areas: cerebrum, cerebellum, diencephalon and brain stem.

Figure 2.4: Parcellation of the human brain into cerebrum, cerebellum, diencephalon and brain stem.
(This illustration was downloaded for free at http://cnx.org/content/col11496/latest/ Additional labels
were included for cerebellum, spinal cord, diencephalon and brain stem.)

In the brain stem, neurons connect the spinal cord and the mid brain to transmit nerve impulses
to and from the diencephalon and cerebrum. Malfunction of signal conduction via those projection
fibers due to axonal loss has severe consequences. For example, loss of motor neurons and thus
connectivity in this area is associated with neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s (Yau
et al., 2018). In the diencephalon, its two major parts, the thalamus and the hypothalamus, relay
sensory and motor information to the cerebral cortex and control and regulate internal organs, respectively. The cerebrum forms the major part of the brain and, among others, is responsible for
the processing of sensory information, the control of voluntary movement, emotions and consciousness. The cerebellum (Latin for “little brain”) supports the cerebrum and connects to the brain stem
for movement control and coordination.
The surfaces of the cerebrum and the cerebellum are the cerebral and the cerebellar cortex, respectively, and consist of gray matter (GM). Beneath the cortex, mostly myelinated nerve fibers, typically
tightly packed and aligned into axonal fiber fascicles, constitute the brain white matter (WM). Within
the WM, deep gray matter nuclei are located that compose the basal ganglia. Moreover, for protection of the brain and spinal cord, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) circulates around them and through
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the ventricles, little brain cavities. The folds (gyri) as well as the shallow and deep grooves (sulci
and fissures, respectively) of the cortex are a result of the more rapid enlargement of the cortex
during embryonic development compared to the white matter. Fissures and sulci separate different
regions throughout the brain. The longitudinal fissure separates the cerebrum into the left and right
hemisphere which are connected through the corpus callosum (CC), a broad white matter tract of
tightly packed and highly aligned axonal bundles. Signal transmission along axons occurs for example between gyri in one hemisphere via association fibers or from gyri in one hemispheres to the
corresponding gyri in the other hemisphere via commissural fibers such as the CC.
The four lobes of each of the cerebral hemispheres are distinguished by their function and named
after the cranial bones covering them: frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobe (see Figure 2.5).
In these lobes, motor (precentral gyrus) and speech areas, somatosensory areas (postcentral gyrus),
auditory areas and visual areas are located, respectively.

Figure 2.5: The cerebrum is divided into the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobe each including regions responsible for distinct brain functions. (This illustration was downloaded for free at
http://cnx.org/content/col11496/latest/)
The pathways connecting cortical areas can be determined by means of dMRI. Tractography aims
to identify major fiber tracts traversing through the brain white matter. Figure 2.6 shows a collection
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of projection and association white matter fiber tracts (Mori et al., 2008) reconstructed from dMRI
acquisitions by means of probability fiber tracking (see section 2.6.3). Figure 5.9 in chapter 5 further visualizes the forceps major, a commissural fiber tract that connects the cortical regions in the
occipital lobe of both hemispheres via the posterior part of the CC (splenium).

Figure 2.6: Coronal, sagittal and axial views of tractography of major fiber pathways in the brain.
Projection and association fibers in the left and right hemispheres are visualized in red and green,
respectively.
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2.3 Molecular diffusion
Diffusion or the molecular transport process is described by Fick’s first law (Fick, 1855) as the flux
of molecules J in a volume due to a concentration gradient (see Figure 2.7 a)
J = −D∇c(r, t)

(2.1)

Here, c(r, t) is the local concentration of particles or molecules in a medium and D is an intrinsic
feature of those particles, denoted the diffusion coefficient. To conserve the total number of particles,
Fick’s second law, the diffusion equation, associates the diffusion-related change of the particle
concentration over time to the flux divergence
∂c
= −∇ · J = D∇2 c
∂t

(2.2)

At the beginning of the 20th century, Einstein linked Fick’s description of the diffusion process to
observations made by Brown on the displacement of molecules over time due to random translational motion (Brown, 1866). In case of this so-called Brownian motion, “self-diffusion” of molecules
is caused by random thermal collisions among the ensemble of molecules (see Figure 2.7 b), in
the absence of a concentration gradient (Einstein, 1905). Einstein reformulated the expression for
the molecular diffusion coefficient defined by Fick’s laws based on a probabilistic description of the
Brownian motion. P (r0 , t0 ) is the probability of finding a particle at starting point r0 at time t0 = 0 and
defines the particle density ρ(r0 ). P (r0 , r1 , t) is the probability that a particle moves over a distance
R = r1 − r0 starting at r0 at time t0 . Integrating over r0 to account for all possible initial positions of
diffusing particles, the total probability of finding a particle at location r1 at time t is given by
∫
P (r1 , t) =

P (r0 , t0 )P (r0 , r1 , t)dr0

(2.3)

Figure 2.7: Molecular diffusion: a) Diffusion due to a concentration gradient. b) Random Brownian
motion of water molecules.
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Similar to a concentration function that refers to the density of particles, P (r1 , t) describes an
ensemble-averaged probability concentration for a single particle and obeys Fick’s diffusion equation (Callaghan, 1991). Considering the initial condition that all particles start at point r0 and time t0
represented by the Dirac delta function, δ(R), and substituting P (r0 , r1 , t) for c(r, t) in Eq. (2.2), the
solution to the diffusion equation in the case of unrestricted self-diffusion is a Gaussian diffusion
displacement probability distribution

P (r0 , r1 , t) = (4πDt)

−3/2

(

(r1 − r0 )2
exp −
4Dt

)

(2.4)

Free diffusion can be characterized by the mean-squared displacement (MSD) of molecules over
the diffusion time t (Figure 2.8 a) and, for each spatial dimension, is given by
⟨
⟩
(x1 − x0 )2 = 2Dt

(2.5)

Eq. (2.5) is commonly referred to as Einstein’s diffusion equation and can be rewritten for the three
⟨
⟩
dimensional case (Figure 2.8 b) in terms of the vectorial displacement as (r1 − r0 )2 = 6Dt.

Figure 2.8: PDF for Gaussian (non-restricted) diffusion as a function of molecular displacement
in one dimension (a) and in the three dimensional case (b). The diffusion coefficient relates to
molecular MSD via the variance of the distribution function.

Since the displacement distribution represented by Eq. (2.4) does not depend on the starting position
of a particle, but rather on the diffusion distance R = r1 −r0 , Eq. (2.3) can also be expressed in terms
of the molecular displacement R. This is most useful because the PGSE experiment (see section
2.5.1) performed in dMRI specifically measures this net displacement of water molecules in tissue
microstructure. The resulting distribution P̄ (R, t) defines the average probability for any particle to
move by R over time t. The solution to the diffusion equation is known as Green’s function and often
denoted the ensemble average propagator (EAP) (Callaghan, 1991; Kärger and Heink, 1983)
∫
P̄ (R, t) =
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P (r0 )P (r0 , r0 + R, t)dr0

(2.6)

2.4. Diffusion in biological tissue
Likewise, Eq. (2.4) for the specific case of free self-diffusion can be expressed in terms of the
molecular displacement R. In this case, all particles have a common EAP, thus the bar above can
be omitted. To account for restricted, anisotropic diffusion of water molecules in biological tissue,
the diffusion equation (Eq. (2.2)) takes the form
∂c
= ∇D∇c
∂t

(2.7)

where D is the apparent diffusion tensor (Jost, 1960), a second-order tensor defined by

Dij =

⟨Ri Rj ⟩
2t

(2.8)

where Ri is a component of the displacement R. The solution to Eq. (2.7) is the PDF describing
anisotropy diffusion in complex tissue microstructure and will be presented in the next section.

2.4 Diffusion in biological tissue
In biological tissue, impermeable objects constitute physical barriers that restrict the diffusion of
water molecules. In neuronal tissue, restrictions imposed by microstructures such as neuroglial
cells, dendritic trees in gray matter or the nerve fiber fascicles constituting the brain white matter
affect the water displacement and the corresponding probability distribution is no longer Gaussian.
In contrast to free diffusion in pure liquids as discussed in the previous section, diffusion in complex
media such as the brain tissue is denoted as restricted or hindered diffusion (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9: Schematic of diffusion in biological tissue: a) isotropic, restricted and hindered diffusion
in glia cells depicted as spheres, b) anisotropic, restricted and hindered diffusion in axonal fiber
fascicles depicted as idealized cylinders.

In the presence of microstructural obstacles, a directional dependency of water diffusion can, further,
be observed with dMRI, which was first reported at the end of the 1980s and then investigated in
animal and human MRI studies (Chenevert et al., 1990; Le Bihan et al., 1986; Moseley et al., 1991).
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This phenomenon of diffusion anisotropy depends on the organization of the microstructure. In
ordered microstructural environments such as the white matter’s highly aligned axonal fascicles,
the average water displacement is greater along than perpendicular to the fascicles. In this case
the diffusive transport is described as anisotropic (Figure 2.9 b). If molecules encounter cells or
randomly structured barriers such as the dendritic trees in gray matter, diffusion is characterized as
isotropic (Figure 2.9 a). Thus, if enough time is allowed for the water molecules to diffuse and to
encounter physical barriers, the molecular displacement can probe the underlying microstructure
and properties of the diffusion transport can be extracted from the diffusion propagator.
Figure 2.10 schematically depicts water displacement as a function of the square root of the diffusion
time. Consistent with Eq. (2.5) for free, isotropic diffusion, the diffusion coefficient is the slope of this
function. In case of restricted, isotropic diffusion, the diffusion coefficient is termed the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) representing the reduced displacement of molecules due to microstructural
obstacles.

Figure 2.10: Water displacement as a function of the square root of the diffusion time. The ADC
(dashed) describes the molecular displacement in the case of restricted, isotropic diffusion in complex environments (red) in comparison to free isotropic diffusion (blue).

For restricted, anisotropic diffusion the scalar ADC is insufficient to describe the directional dependency of the water displacement. In that case, the apparent diffusion tensor D is preferred over the
ADC to model the three-dimensional hindered diffusion transport and Eq. (2.4) is rewritten as (P
Basser et al., 1994a)

P (R, t) = (4πt)

−3/2

|D|

−1/2

(

(RT D−1 R)
exp −
4t

)

(2.9)

where |D| is the determinant of the diffusion tensor.
However, Eq. (2.9) only characterizes the Gaussian (non-restricted) contribution of molecular diffusion and the tensor approach comes with further inherent limitations such as not being able to
depict water displacement within microstructural environments of crossing fiber fascicles, which will
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be discussed in detail in section 2.6.3.
To fully capture the diffusion process, a comprehensive description of the diffusion propagator is
required. The shape of the diffusion propagator reflects the displacement of water molecules, even
within complex microstructural environments. Figure 2.11 illustrates distinct displacement patterns
in the case of a) isotropic diffusion transport in spherical cells or dispersed structures such as dendritic trees and of b) anisotropic spreading of water molecules in highly ordered single or crossing
fiber configurations.

Figure 2.11: The diffusion propagator captures the distinct profiles of molecular displacement due
to isotropic (a) and anisotropic (b) diffusion in biological tissue.

2.5 Diffusion MRI acquisition and preprocessing
An introduction to the basic principles of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is fundamental in order to discuss dMRI. (See Brown et al. (2014), Kuperman
(2000) and Callaghan (1991) for a comprehensive description of NMR and MRI theory.) Therefore,
the following sections explain the excitation and relaxation of spins of hydrogen nuclei within the
imaging object exposed to magnetic fields and their spatial encoding to allow MR image formation.
Furthermore, different types of imaging artifacts related to dMRI acquisition are discussed as well as
strategies that prevent artifacts by eliminating their source, correct for artifacts after data collection
or reduce their influence on image quality.

2.5.1

Diffusion NMR

Atomic nuclei possess the intrinsic property of spin that is associated to a magnetic moment µ if
the spin quantum number is odd-numberd (e.g. 1/2 in the case of hydrogen). For the investigation
of brain structure and function, the hydrogen nucleus is of great interest because of its natural
abundance in the human body. NMR describes the phenomenon that in the presence of a static
external magnetic field B0 , the spins precess around B0 at the Larmor frequency ω0 = γB0 . B0 is the
magnitude of B0 and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio with a value of 2π · 42.576 MHz/T for the hydrogen
nucleus in water. Although only a small excess of spins is aligned parallel to B0 , the ensemble
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average of all magnetic moments < µ > produces a measurable nuclear net magnetization M(R, t)
that is proportional to B0 . If B0 is considered to be applied along the z-direction, then the equilibrium
magnetization M0 = Mz and Mx = My = 0.
Exciting an ensemble of spins by a 90° radio-frequency (RF) pulse that oscillates at ω = ω0 in the
x-y-plane, rotates M perpendicular to B0 and induces a transverse magnetization. The NMR signal
induced in a nearby receive coil is called free induction decay (FID), and its evolution over time is
schematically depicted in Figure 2.12. After excitation, the spins aim to realign with the main field
B0 through interactions with their surrounding environment. Thereby, the longitudinal magnetization
Mz is recovered over a time defined by the T1 or spin-lattice relaxation time. Simultaneously, the T2
relaxation time, or spin-spin relaxation, characterizes the decay of the FID signal due to interactions
among spins resulting in spin dephasing.
The Bloch equation (Bloch, 1946) captures the fundamental dynamics of NMR due to precession,
excitation and relaxation


T2−1

∂M

= M × γB −  0
∂t
0

0
T2−1
0

0





0






0  M + M0  0 
T1−1
T1−1

(2.10)

where M = (Mx , My , Mz ) is the net nuclear magnetization vector and T1 and T2 are the longitudinal
and transverse relaxation times,respectively. Assuming excitation by means of a 90° RF pulse at t =
0, the solutions to the Bloch equation explain the T1 recovery of the initial longitudinal magnetization
Mz (0) = 0 back to equilibrium state M0 by
Mz (t) = M0 (1 − e−t/T 1 )

(2.11)

and the T2 decay of the transverse magnetization M⊥ (0) = M0 to zero by
M⊥ (t) = M0 e−t/T 2

(2.12)

After complete relaxation of the longitudinal and transverse components, the nuclear net magnetization has returned to its equilibrium state. Successive RF excitations of hydrogen nuclei yield
identical NMR signals that can be manipulated by magnetic field gradients and then measured by
an MR receive coil to form MR images of the brain. The process of MR image formation will be
described in the following section 2.5.2.
Apart from spin-spin interactions, additional dephasing arises in the presence of magnetic field inhomogeneities and leads to an even faster decay of the FID signal. In this case, the T2∗ relaxation
time needs to be considered instead of T2. Exposing the spins to a 180° refocusing RF pulse a time
τ after the 90° RF pulse, reverts the phase accrual of spins due to magnetic field inhomogeneities
and results in a spin-echo formed at the echo time TE = 2τ (see Figure 2.12). In case of the spin
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echo, signal attenuation is characterized by pure T2 relaxation.

Figure 2.12: Spin-echo experiment: In the presence of magnetic field inhomogeneities, the FID
signal, induced by means of a 90° RF pulse, decays rapidly according to the T2∗ relaxation time.
A 180° refocusing pulse reverts spin dephasing due to field inhomogeneities. Following pure T2
decay, a spin echo is formed at the echo time TE.

This spin-echo experiment introduced by Hahn (1950) depends on stationary spins for an accurate
refocusing. Due to the random nature of the translational Brownian motion of water molecules,
however, the phase gained by individual spins is randomly distributed and not equal before and
after the refocusing pulse. Thus, the net phase difference at the echo time leads to a reduced
spin-echo signal. In the case of diffusing water molecules, signal attenuation is, therefore, stronger
compared to the T2 decay depicted in Figure 2.12. Hahn (1950) noticed that this sensitivity on
molecular diffusion could be exploited to measure the diffusion coefficient. Adding steady magnetic
field gradients to the NMR spin-echo experiment, Carr and Purcell (1954) proposed a method to
measure molecular diffusion. Applying the magnetic field gradient G parallel to B0 generates the
total magnetic field B(r) = (0, 0, B0 + G · r)T and encodes the phase accrual of spins as a function
of their position r. To account for molecular diffusion, the Bloch-Torrey equation (Torrey, 1956)
extends the Bloch equation by an additional diffusion term D∇2 M. For the measurement of motion,
we consider the complex transverse magnetization M+ (R, t) = Mx (R, t) + iMy (R, t). Additionally
accounting for time-varying field gradients G(t), the Bloch-Torrey equation yields
∂M+
M+
= −iω0 M+ −
− iγ(G(t) · r)M+ + D∇2 M+
∂t
T2

(2.13)

To solve the Bloch-Torrey equation, Stejskal and Tanner (1965) proposed to neglect the effects of
precession and T2 relaxation by substituting the complex transverse magnetization by M+ (R, t) =
Φ(R, t) exp(−(iω0 + 1/T2 )t). More importantly, Stejskal and Tanner (1965) adapted the spin-echo
experiment by applying short duration pulsed field gradients G of amplitude g around the 180° refocusing pulse. This is known as the pulsed gradient spin echo (PGSE) experiment which is at the
heart of today’s diffusion MRI. The pulsed field gradients are switched on for a duration of δ and are
separated by a time ∆ (see Figure 2.13). With the application of such rectangular gradient pulses
that are no longer a function of time, the solution to the Bloch-Torrey equation (2.13) that represents
the spin-echo attenuation due to isotropic diffusion simplifies to
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S(g)
= exp(−D(γδg)2 (∆ − δ/3))
S0

(2.14)

where S(g) is the spin echo amplitude at the echo time (TE) attenuated due to molecular diffusion
and S0 the signal amplitude at the same echo time without application of pulsed field gradients. The
diffusion weighting due to the application of diffusion gradients is defined as the b-value
b = (γδg)2 (∆ − δ/3)

(2.15)

For anisotropic diffusion, the spin-echo attenuation is rewritten in terms of the apparent diffusion
tensor D (see section 2.6.1.1). Thus, the echo signal measured in direction g of G can be expressed
as the monoexponential attenuation of the non-diffusion weighted signal S0 by (P Basser et al.,
1994a)

S(b, g) = S0 exp(−bgT Dg)

(2.16)

Under the assumption that the pulse duration of G is very short, i.e. ∆ ≫ δ , so that diffusion during
this time can be neglected, the phase shift of a spin at position r gained due to the first gradient
pulse is γδG · r leading to a net phase difference of ϕ = γδG · (r′ − r) = γδG · R after the second
diffusion gradient (Callaghan, 1991; Callaghan et al., 1988). In this context, the so-called q-space
is introduced, with the gradient wave vector

q=

1
γδG
2π

(2.17)
√

1
The q-value q = 2π
γδg is proportional to the square root of the diffusion weighting b. Normalizing
the signal by the echo amplitude when G = 0 and weighting the phase term exp(iϕ) of each spin by
the spin’s probability of making a displacement R during the time ∆ (see Eq. (2.6)), the normalized
echo signal is given by (Callaghan, 1991)

S(q)
= E(q, ∆) =
S0

∫
P̄ (R, ∆) exp(i2πq · R)dR

(2.18)

A simple Fourier relationship exists between the normalized MR signal |E(q, ∆)| and the diffusion
propagator
∫
P̄ (R, ∆) =

|E(q, ∆)| exp(−i2πq · R)dq = F(E(q, ∆))

(2.19)

Although ∆ ≫ δ , also referred to as the narrow gradient pulse approximation, is not realizable in real
MR experiments, this assumption enables a general description of water displacement by means of
the ensemble average diffusion propagator. Section 2.6.1.3 will discuss an MR imaging technique,
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diffusion spectrum imaging, that successfully applies this approach even if the gradient duration δ is
not negligible and that was, nevertheless, found to constitute a powerful tool to unravel fine structural
details of complex microenvironments.

2.5.2

Diffusion weighted MR imaging

The discovery of generating images through spatial encoding of a spin ensemble in a magnetic
field (Lauterbur, 1973) lay the foundation of MRI. With the combination of MRI with the principles
of diffusion NMR discussed in the previous section, whole brain in vivo imaging of water diffusion,
i.e. diffusion MRI, was made possible. The invention of dMRI gave and continues to give rise to
numerous developments in the area of diffusion MR image acquisition and the reconstruction of
water diffusion-related properties of tissue microstructure from the measured diffusion signal.
The development of echo planar imaging (EPI) made rapid whole brain MR image formation possible
(Mansfield, 1977; Turner et al., 1990). Even today, EPI is still the most popular acquisition technique
for conducting a dMRI experiment. Figure 2.13 depicts the sequence diagram for a PGSE EPI
experiment. MR image formation requires the application of imaging gradients for spatial encoding
in addition to the main magnetic field and the diffusion gradients. Just as diffusion gradients, imaging
gradients are pulsed field gradients that approximately produce a linear field change along one
of three orthogonal directions, x, y, z, or, by superposition, along any direction. The linear phase
∫
accrual of stationary spins in the presence of imaging gradients (ϕ(G(t), r) ∝ r ˙ G(t)dt) is conveniently
∫
described in k-space, where k ∝ G(t)dt. Using an EPI sequence as depicted in Figure 2.13, a
single 2D image slice is acquired over a time t = TR, the repetition time.

Figure 2.13: Simplified sequence diagram for single shot PGSE EPI.

Multiple slices are collected successively to form a 3D imaging volume of an object in the MR scanner.
The signal acquisition of an image slice in a single shot can be schematically depicted in a k-space
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diagram. The application of slice selection gradients (GS ) simultaneously with the RF pulses enables
the excitation of spins within a thin slice of the imaging object. After this spatially selective excitation,
a train of echo signals is acquired. So called readout (GR ) and phase encoding (GP ) gradients are
inverted and incremented, respectively, to generate a zig-zag path through k-space with an echo
signal formed at each readout. The corresponding sampling trajectory in k-space is depicted in
Figure 2.14. In this way, the readout gradients cause a linear variation of the resonance frequency
of spins, ∆ω = γxGx (t), which separates them according to their position x, while the phase encoding
gradients induce phase accrual across the spins to distinguish them along a second spatial direction.

Figure 2.14: Sampling trajectory in k-space along readout and phase encoding direction for data
collection using PGSE EPI.

Receiver coils in the MR scanner pick up the real and imaginary components of the complex MR
signal in k-space. Those signals are digitized with the use of an analog-digital converter. Gradient encoding relates the image to the k-space via the Fourier transform. The final MR image is
thus obtained by means of MR image reconstruction that performs a fast Fourier transform of the
measured k-space data. Most commonly, magnitude images of the complex MR data are used for
clinical diagnosis. Phase images are rarely used, for example to measure the magnetic susceptibility of tissue (Haacke et al., 2004; Shmueli et al., 2009) and thus, to establish novel MRI biomarkers
(Acosta-Cabronero et al., 2013). In k-space, larger values of k represent the large spatial frequencies in an images, i.e. edges in image space, whereas low values at the center of k-space relate
to low frequencies that define the overall contrast in image space. The spatial image resolution ∆r
per dimension i = x, y, z defines the physical size of the imaged object captured by a pixel or voxel
(volume elememt). The related field of view (FOV i ) comprising Ni voxels is given by F OVi = Ni ∆ri .
1
. For an accurate image for∆ri is dictated by the sampling window Ni ∆ki in k-space, i.e. ∆ri = Ni ∆k
i
mation without aliasing, the k-space sampling rate ∆ki is defined according to the Nyquist-Shannon
1
1
theorem (Shannon, 1949) as ∆ki = F OV
. Selecting ∆ki > F OV
corresponds to an undersampling in
i
i
k-space, which effectively reduces the FOV and leads to a fold-in of the object to incorrect locations
in the image once the FOV is smaller than the object. However, the reduction in scan time due to an
undersampling in k-space motivated the development of novel strategies for sparse MRI acquisition
and reconstruction. By analogy with k-space, q-space (see section 2.5.3) undersampling enables
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accelerated diffusion encoding. Such an approach for fast dMRI acquisition that purposefully violates the Nyquist criterion is discussed in chapter 3 and lies at the heart of the contributions of this
thesis presented in chapters 4 and 5.
As discussed in the previous section, diffusion gradients are applied in direction g (for example
in direction of GS in Figure 2.13) and for duration δ before and after the 180° refocusing pulse to
sensitize MRI for molecular diffusion. At a separation time ∆ after the first diffusion gradient, the
second gradient cancels out spin dephasing caused by the first one. Perfect rephasing is achieved
for stationary spins. For diffusing molecules, the resulting signal attenuation depends on the molecular displacement along the direction of the applied diffusion gradient (see section 2.5.1). Imaging
volumes acquired with a b-value of b > 0 are called diffusion weighted images (DWIs). The image
intensity of a DWI represents, per voxel, the measured echo signal at the echo time TE including
diffusion-related signal attenuation (see section 2.5.1) at that particular location. MR images acquired with and without diffusion weighting are shown in Figure 2.15 in comparison to T1 and T2
weighted imaging.

Figure 2.15: Top: T1 weighted (left) and T2 weighted (right) image. Bottom: Non-diffusion weighted
(left) PGSE EPI image with b = 0 s/mm2 and diffusion weighted PGSE EPI image (right) with b = 1000
s/mm2 .
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By acquiring one image with diffusion-weighting and one without, the apparent diffusion coefficient
can be calculated from Eq. (2.14). In dMRI of the highly anisotropic microstructure of the human
brain, the echo signal is a function of the diffusion encoding gradient strength and direction (see Eq.
(2.16) and Eq. (2.18)). Typically, a set of DWIs is acquired with different diffusion weighting gradient
directions. The set of DWIs reflects the directional dependency of diffusion (see Figure 2.11). The
calculated ADC can be different for each DWI depending on the underlying microstructure. Increasing the number of acquired DWIs by encoding the water diffusion along different gradient directions,
therefore, allows us to better capture the anisotropic diffusion process in a three-dimensional imaging object. To reveal intrinsic features of water displacement in complex microenvironments from
the measured DWIs, more advanced dMRI reconstruction techniques to determine e.g. the diffusion
tensor or the propagator are preferred over the ADC calculation. Some of the most popular dMRI
reconstruction approaches will be described in section 2.6.

2.5.3 Q-space sampling
A sample in q-space at location q, given by the gradient wave vector as defined in Eq. (2.17),
represents a single dMRI acquisition. In a dMRI experiment, the q-space sampling scheme, thus,
refers to the set of dMRI scans each collected with a distinct diffusion weighting gradient direction
and amplitude. As depicted in Figure 2.16, the center in q-space corresponds to an acquisition
without diffusion weighting, whereas any other q-space sample represents a DWI.

Figure 2.16: In dMRI, the set of imaging volumes acquired with and without diffusion weighting
is described by the sampling in q-space. The q-space center represents non-diffusion weighted
measurements. The distribution of the remaining q-space samples reflects distinct diffusion gradient
directions and diffusion weightings.

The decision on the q-space sampling distribution as well as the number of imaging volumes to be
acquired is normally made based on the requirements of the intended post processing technique to
reconstruct microstructural information from the diffusion measurements. Due to the antipodal symmetry of the diffusion signal, sampling along the diffusion gradients g and −g is considered equal.
This means, first, a set of q-space samples on one hemisphere is sufficient, and second, reversing the sign of every other sample is possible without altering the q-space encoding. In practice,
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however, such a distribution of unique q-space samples on the whole sphere is recommended as
it allows for efficient correction of eddy current induced distortions (Andersson and Sotiropoulos,
2015) (see section 2.5.4).
Different types of q-space sampling schemes exist: Cartesian grid schemes (Figure 2.17 a) as well
as single (Figure 2.17 c) and multi-shell (Figure 2.17 b) schemes with samples on one or more shells
in q-space, respectively. In analogy to k-space sampling (see section 2.5.2), the radial resolution of
the diffusion propagator depends on the diffusion weighting strength. Acquiring DWIs with multiple
different b-values increases the radial resolution of the imaging scheme. During a dMRI experiment, the diffusion gradient duration δ and separation ∆ are fixed, but the gradient amplitude can be
changed to vary the b-value (see Eq. (2.15)). Single shell schemes consider only 2 b-values: b = 0
for the non-diffusion weighted volumes and one specific b-value with b > 0 for which all samples are
distributed on one spherical shell along the radial direction of q-space. Thus, single shell schemes
provide a very limited radial resolution. By varying the diffusion gradient amplitude during the dMRI
acquisition, more than one b-value greater than 0 can be applied. Thus, a higher radial resolution
than offered by single shell schemes can be achieved by the use of multi-shell or Cartesian grid
schemes that sample further out in q-space.

Figure 2.17: Types of q-space sampling schemes displayed in q-space: Cartesian grid scheme (a),
multi-shell scheme with three shells (b) and single shell sampling scheme (c).

The angular resolution of an imaging scheme depends on the angular distribution of samples over
the sphere, i.e. the different spatial directions in the three-dimensional q-space. Jones et al. (1999),
Caruyer et al. (2013) and Knutsson and Westin (2013) proposed methods to optimize the generation of single and multi-shell schemes, respectively, for a uniform angular q-space coverage that is
most advantageous for estimating the preferential directions of diffusion anisotropy. For an optimal
coverage of the three-dimensional q-space that would allow to determine the diffusion propagator
from dMRI measurements, samples should be distributed sufficiently in both the angular and the
radial direction in q-space. Cartesian schemes, for example, have been specifically introduced for
this purpose (Wedeen et al., 2005), since dMRI scans acquired with such sampling schemes can
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be linked to the diffusion propagator by their Fourier relationship described in Eq. (2.19) in section
2.5.1. In general, dMRI with both high angular and radial resolution in q-space provides high quality
data suitable for diverse dMRI analysis. As a consequence, however, increasing the number of
q-space samples, i.e. the number of dMRI scans, directly results in an increase of acquisition time.
Furthermore, increasing the maximum diffusion weighting strength in practice has the downside of
a reduced MR signal in both weighted and non-weighted images.

2.5.4 Artifacts in dMRI
In dMRI, hardware and acquisition-related as well as subject-related artifacts degrade image quality
and confound subsequent data analysis for the extraction of diffusion and microstructure measures.
Visual assessment of individual images can identify corrupted dMRI data collected within the scope
of a small study, but is not feasible at a large scale for example in population studies. Especially in
these settings, there is a high demand for artifact prevention or automatic detection and correction
methods. Therefore, methods to eliminate the source of artifacts during acquisition and processing
techniques to reduce or ideally correct for image artifacts retrospectively have been proposed. The
latter are commonly applied after data collection and prior to the combination of all volumes to extract
diffusion and microstructural features per imaging voxel. In the following, we focus on different types
of artifacts, their sources and the corresponding state-of-the-art correction methods that are common
to dMRI and EPI-based data collection and relevant within the scope of this thesis.
Image artifacts that are specifically pronounced due to the application of the EPI sequence are geometric distortions and signal loss. These are typically a result of magnetic field inhomogeneities
stemming from eddy currents (time-varying) and from changes of magnetic susceptibility at the intersection between tissue and air or bones in the head (static). Eddy currents arise in conducting
components of the MR system due to the rapid on and off switching of the diffusion gradients. They
are more prominent in dMRI because diffusion gradient are applied longer and at higher amplitude
than the imaging gradients. The associated magnetic fields, so-called off-resonance fields, lead to
additional spatial encoding not accounted for in image reconstruction and thus produce geometric
distortions in the image. Despite advances in MR hardware and acquisition to reduce eddy currents
by means of active shielding (Turner, 1993) and improved dMRI (Reese et al., 2003), additional preprocessing is usually required to correct images for the remaining geometric distortions. Specifically,
eddy current induced distortions are present for diffusion weighted images and more pronounced
at higher b-values. One sophisticated state-of-the-art method (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016)
that is fine-tuned for dMRI and widely used in large cohort studies (Glasser et al., 2016; Miller
et al., 2016; Tobisch et al., 2018) performs registration-based image correction that incorporates
predictions of undistorted diffusion data based on the Gaussian process model (Andersson and
Sotiropoulos, 2015) to accurately estimate the eddy current fields. Simultaneously, this approach
corrects for motion and static susceptibility induced distortions. The latter are caused by small local
changes of B0 induced by tissue magnetic susceptibility differences. Despite so-called B0 shimming
(active homogenization) such distortions cannot be prevented. Fortunately, susceptibility induced
off resonance fields can be estimated and used to correct for the associated distortions if MR data
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is acquired twice, once with reversed phase encoding polarity (Andersson et al., 2003). In dMRI,
the scan time is, thus, typically prolonged only by the acquisition of a few additional b = 0 scans with
reversed phase encoding, which is acceptable for most imaging experiments. Figure 2.18 shows
susceptibility induced geometric distortions for anterior-posterior (AP) and posterior-anterior (PA)
phase encoding as well as the correction using an implementation of the method by Andersson et
al. (2003) called topup. Other EPI-related imaging artifacts are the Nyquist ghosting due to the misalignment of echo signals and fat shifting both of which can fortunately be corrected substantially at
the acquisition stage (Wu and Miller, 2017).

Figure 2.18: Susceptibility induced geometric distortions in dMRI data collected with AP (left) and
PA (middle) phase encoding. The distortion artifact as well as related signal pile-up can be corrected
by means of topup (right).

Another source of image artifacts is subject motion. There are different types of motion that can occur during image acquisition: (1) fast motion during the collection of image slices (between / across
slices), (2) slow movements during the acquisition of dMRI volumes (between / across volumes) and
(3) physiological motion e.g. due to respiration or cardiac movement. To avoid motion artifacts, fast
imaging sequences are required to reduce the scan time and thereby the amount of motion. Single
shot EPI is most commonly applied in dMRI. It allows for rapid spatial encoding of the complete
k-space in one shot (see section 2.5.2). After MR reconstruction, only the magnitude images are
of interest for subsequent dMRI analysis, while phase data is typically discarded. In addition to the
application of fast imaging sequences (see section 3), increasing the subject’s comfort in the MR
scanner reduces voluntary movements. However, in general, it is impossible to completely avoid
subject motion, especially when conducting studies with children, the elderly or patients. To correct
for motion-related image artifacts, processing techniques specifically tailored for each type of motion have been proposed. Fast macroscopic motion typically leads to signal dropout within slices
of dMRI volumes (see Figures 7.7 and 7.8 in chapter 7). Several approaches for the detection of
corrupted measurements (Chang et al., 2005; Scherrer and Warfield, 2012; Tax et al., 2015) and
subsequent imputation of those signals (Andersson et al., 2016; Christiaens et al., 2018; Elhabian et
al., 2016; Koch et al., 2019; Tobisch et al., 2016) have been developed. Signal imputation recovers
the complete data set after the exclusion of detected faulty measurements and thereby facilitates
accurate dMRI analysis (Chen et al., 2015; Elhabian et al., 2014). Chapter 6 and 7 will present a
novel SHORE-based approach for the detection and imputation of signal dropout in dMRI. Those
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methods detect faulty signals based on increased residuals which present the difference between
measurement and signal prediction obtained from dMRI models. Furthermore, fast motion between
slices can lead to image artifacts especially when acquiring slices in an interleaved way. Recently,
an approach specifically tailored to mitigate artifacts due to intra-volume movements was proposed
(Andersson et al., 2017). Slow subject movement throughout the acquisition of several imaging
volumes results in their misalignment. Processing techniques for spatial realignment of imaging
volumes have been proposed (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016, 2015; Raffelt et al., 2012) which
further account for geometric distortions. Physiological motion for example due to respiration can
lead to diffuse noise-like artifacts in single-shot PGSE EPI. Cardiac and respiratory gating (Hamaguchi et al., 2016) and motion navigators (Kober et al., 2011; Stirnberg et al., 2016; Wallace et al.,
2018) have also been investigated to track the degree of motion during the acquisition and guide
subsequent correction methods.

2.6

Diffusion MRI reconstruction and feature extraction

Due to its sensitivity to molecular motion in brain tissue, diffusion MRI allows inferences on the
diffusive process itself and on the underlying brain microstructure. For the purpose of obtaining
quantitative diffusion and microstructural measures, such as the mean diffusivity (MD) in brain tissue or fiber orientation estimates, dMRI reconstruction techniques are applied to the acquired data.
Two categories of reconstruction methods can be distinguished: (1) signal representations that describe the dMRI signal per voxel by means of mathematical formulae and (2) biophysical models
that link the diffusion signal per voxel to a collection of compartments representing the tissue microstructure. Those categories of models for quantitative dMRI reconstruction are referred to as
diffusion and microstructure modeling, respectively. The focus of the former is an accurate description of the diffusion signal, e.g. by means of a combination of suitable basis functions, from which
diffusion measures can be extracted. In contrast microstructure models directly estimate a set of
model parameters from the measurements that can be related to or already represent meaningful
microstructural features. This distinction of dMRI models arose once the limitations of the early
simple dMRI signal models became clear. Biophysical models with high specificity for tissue microstructure were thus developed. A wide range of models of either category has been proposed
over the last decades to extract quantitative information on the diffusive process of water molecules
and the brain microstructure from dMRI acquisitions. The most commonly used diffusion and microstructure models will be presented in the following sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2, respectively. For
a comprehensive overview, recent works review the advantages and limitations of state-of-the-art
models and the applications and research questions for which they are tailored (Alexander et al.,
2017; Novikov et al., 2018). Typically, a specific dMRI model is chosen application-oriented. As of
today, there is no consensus in the dMRI community on which model provides the most accurate
and meaningful diffusion or microstructural measures. However, this is an active field of research
with the aim to investigate, validate and improve those models in simulations, diffusion phantom
experiments, animal studies and human clinical and population studies. Fast and robust model fitting is essential for whole brain dMRI analysis and state-of-the-art processing tools enable diffusion
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and microstructural modeling highly accelerated through the parallelization of calculations on the
CPU and GPU (CPU: central processing unit, GPU: graphics processing unit) (Daducci et al., 2015;
Harms et al., 2017). As a measure for the goodness of fit, the log likelihood (LL) can be computed,
which, however, favors more complex models with a higher number of parameters. Thus, for model
comparison (Ferizi et al., 2014; Harms et al., 2017; Panagiotaki et al., 2012), the more sophisticated
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978) is usually considered which incorporates the
LL, but also accounts for model complexity.

2.6.1

Diffusion signal representations

Reconstruction techniques that aim for an accurate description of the dMRI signal and the related
diffusion propagator as defined in Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.19) formulate mathematical representations
of signal attenuation due to molecular displacement. To capture a most comprehensive view of the
diffusive transport, discrete (see section 2.6.1.3) and continuous (see section 2.6.1.4) representations are based on a linear combination of suitable basis functions. For an accurate reconstruction,
those methods, however, require high quality dMRI data with sufficient angular and radial resolution
in q-space at the cost of long acquisition times. To overcome this limitation, less complex models
were developed that can deal with fewer q-space samples. In the early days of dMRI, the first one
was the diffusion tensor model (see section 2.6.1.1). The DT model and others approximate the
dMRI signal by mathematical formulae derived from a Taylor series expansion of the logarithm of
the signal in powers of b (Jensen et al., 2005)
1
ln(S(b, g)) = ln(S0 ) − bgT Dg + b2 M D2 K(g) + O(b3 )
6

(2.20)

Models such as the DT model are based on the first two terms of Eq. (2.20) that characterize only
the Gaussian (non-restricted) contribution of molecular diffusion. To avoid such a strong assumption
about the dMRI signal, more complex models account for restricted anisotropic diffusion. The inclusion of the second order term allows us to describe the diffusional kurtosis K (Jensen et al., 2005)
to capture the deviation of the diffusive transport of water molecules from the Gaussian behavior
(see section 2.6.1.2). In practice, the choice of the diffusion model is often driven by the need to
balance between the degree of signal approximation and the available scan time. Therefore, methods that accelerate dMRI acquisition without imposing limitations on dMRI reconstruction methods
are of great interest to obtain comprehensive descriptions of the dMRI signal and propagator within
acceptable scan times. Acceleration methods of this kind are the focus of chapters 3, 4 and 5.

2.6.1.1

Diffusion tensor imaging

For restricted and anisotropic diffusion as described in section 2.4, the diffusion tensor D is preferred
over the ADC for an improved description of the directional dependency of the diffusive transport
of water molecules. Figure 2.19 depicts the anisotropic displacement profile expected for a tightly
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packed and aligned bundle of fiber fascicles. This displacement profile can be approximated in 3D
by means of the symmetric and positive definite 3 × 3 diffusion tensor (DT)

Dxx

D = Dxy

Dxy
Dyy


Dyz 

Dxz

Dyz

Dzz

Dxz



(2.21)

where the diagonal and off-diagonal components represent the diffusivities along the three orthogonal direction x, y and z and their correlations, respectively.

Figure 2.19: The diffusion tensor models the displacement of water molecules per voxel.

Based on the DT, one of the most simplistic approaches for the estimation of diffusion measures
characterizing the tissue microstructure was introduced by P Basser et al. (1994a) as diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI). Considering Eq. (2.16), the vector x = (ln(S0 ), Dxx , Dxy , Dxz , Dyy , Dyz , Dzz )T of
the unique elements of D, can be related to the n acquired diffusion signals (S(b1 , g1 ), · · · , S(bn , gn ))T
by

(2.22)

y = BD x

where y = (ln( S(bS10,g1 ) ), · · · , ln( S(bSn0,gn ) ))T and the b-matrix BD is defined by
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2
−bn gnz

In DTI, typically, one single b-value of 1000 s/mm2 is applied for all DWIs, i.e. single-shell imaging
is performed. A minimum number of six non-collinear DWIs is required to estimate x, but for an accurate model fitting robust against acquisition noise, 30 to 60 DWIs are usually acquired depending
on the available scan time (Figure 2.20).
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Figure 2.20: Diffusion tensor imaging: signal representation and q-space sampling.

Due to the linearization of the tensor model by the natural log-transformation of the diffusion weighted
signals, Eq. (2.22) can be solved for x via the simple and fast linear least squares (LLS) approach
x = (BTD BD )−1 BTD y. This linearization, however, leads to heteroscedastic log-transformed signals
because their variance depends on the signal intensity (P Basser et al., 1994b). For an improved
modeling precision compared to the LLS approach, a weighted linear least squares (WLLS) approach x = (BTD WD BD )−1 BTD WD y accounts for signal heteroscedasticity in linearized models by
employing the matrix WD of iteratively updated weights defined as the inverse variances of the logtransformed signals (Veraart et al., 2013). Further, non-linear least squares (NLLS) optimization
methods have been introduced including constraints to ensure positive definiteness of the resulting
DT elements (Koay et al., 2006). While typically more time consuming than linear approaches, nonlinear optimization has been improved and accelerated through implementation on the GPU (Harms
et al., 2016).
Following the estimation of x, an eigen decomposition of D is required to relate the elements of the
DT with the principal axis of diffusion. From the resulting eigenvalues {λ1 , λ2 , λ3 } with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3
and eigenvectors {e1 , e2 , e3 } (Figure 2.21), the following scalar diffusion measures can be derived
(Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996):
√

1. Fractional anisotropy: FAD =
2. Mean diffusivity: MDD = λ̄ =

3 (λ1 −λ̄)2 +(λ2 −λ̄)2 +(λ3 −λ̄)2
2
λ21 +λ22 +λ23

λ1 +λ2 +λ3
3

3. Axial diffusivity: ADD = λ1
4. Radial diffusivity: RDD =

λ2 +λ3
2

As depicted in Figure 6.3, the orientation of the eigenvector corresponding to the principal eigenvalue
per voxel can be used to generate a color encoded FA map. Colors red, green and blue indicate
left-right, anterior-posterior and inferior-superior orientation, respectively, which is the same color
coding as used in fiber tractography (see section 2.6.3).
Due to its relatively short acquisition time and inexpensive computation to derive a set of useful
diffusion measures, DTI is of great interest in clinical applications, e.g. for the assessment of acute
stoke (Horsfield and Jones, 2002; Werring et al., 2000). However, DTI comes with some limitations
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due to its underlying assumption of Gaussian diffusion and thus monoexponential signal decay which
is often violated in complex brain microstructure. Indices derived from the DT model such as FA are
strongly dependent on the underlying microstructural configuration (De Santis, Drakesmith, et al.,
2014). Additionally, the DT model is incapable to represent multiple crossing (kissing) or bending
fiber fascicles per voxel, which may bias DT indices. Therefore, DT-derived parameters require
careful interpretation and higher order models should be considered for an accurate description of
the complex microstructural architecture which will be discussed in section 2.6.3.

Figure 2.21: Maps of FAD , MDD , ADD and RDD derived from the diffusion tensor model and averaged
across 16 subjects.

2.6.1.2

Diffusion kurtosis imaging

Diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) (Jensen et al., 2005) extends the description of the monoexponential
diffusion signal decay assumed in diffusion tensor imaging (Eg. 2.16) by including higher order terms
to model and quantify diffusional non-Gaussianity in complex tissue structure

1
S(b, g) = S0 exp −bgT Dg + b2
6

(

1∑
Dii
3 i=1
3

)2

3 ∑
3 ∑
3 ∑
3
∑


gi gj gk gl Wijkl 

(2.24)

i=1 j=1 k=1 l=1

In addition to the second-order diffusion tensor D, a fourth-order kurtosis tensor W is incorporated. In
order to estimate all unknown parameters via kurtosis model fitting, the vector of unknowns including
the elements of the diffusion and the kurtosis tensor can be written as

(
x=
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where the matrix trace tr(D) = (Dxx + Dyy + Dzz ). In analogy to equation 2.22 in DTI, the measurements y are related to the vector x by

(2.26)

y = Bx
(

)

where the matrix B = BD BK is composed of the DTI b-matrix BD and the DKI b-matrix
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Figure 2.22: Diffusion kurtosis imaging: signal representation and q-space sampling.

As for DTI, it is necessary to include a constraint on the maximum b-value used for DKI. Since, in
contrast to DTI, DKI includes a higher order term which is quadratic in b, higher b-values are required.
As depicted in Figure 2.22, the kurtosis model accurately fits dMRI signals with diffusion weightings
up to b = 3000 s/mm2 . To achieve short scan times in clinical settings, DKI is typically performed
using 2-shell imaging protocols collecting at least a minimum of 15 DWIs at b = 1000 s/mm2 and
b = 2000 s/mm2 (Tabesh et al., 2011). Recent research and population studies perform multi-shell
dMRI or DSI (see section 2.6.1.3) which allows fitting the kurtosis model to all DWIs with b-values up
to b = 3000 s/mm2 (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013; Sprenger et al., 2016; Tobisch et al., 2018). Similar to
DTI, x can be estimated via the linear least squares approach or its weighted variant as well as nonlinear optimization strategies (Harms et al., 2016; Tabesh et al., 2011). Furthermore, constraints
to increase the robustness to noise (Groeschel et al., 2016) should be integrated to improve the fit
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and the derived parameter maps. Quantitative parameter maps can be obtained for mean, axial
and radial kurtosis (Figure 2.23) derived from the kurtosis tensor and denoted MK, AK and RK,
respectively (Jensen and Helpern, 2010). Furthermore, FAK , MDK , ADK and RDK can be derived
from the diffusion tensor estimated via DKI.

Figure 2.23: Maps of MK, AK and RK derived from the kurtosis model and averaged across 16
subjects.

Those measures have been found to represent potential biomarkers to investigate WM and GM
integrity in normal aging (Falangola et al., 2008), but also stroke (Hui et al., 2012; Jensen et al.,
2011) and neurodegenerative diseases such as AD (Fieremans et al., 2013; Helpern et al., 2011).
DKI measures have also been successfully related to tissue microstructure (Fieremans et al., 2013,
2011) to provide more specificity compared to DTI, similar to biophysical models.

2.6.1.3

Diffusion spectrum imaging

Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) (Wedeen et al., 2005) aims for a complete description of the diffusion propagator to capture both the angular and the radial characteristics of the diffusion process.
In contrast to DTI and DKI, DSI does not introduce assumptions to neglect higher order terms, but
reconstructs the propagator in a model-free way. DSI exploits the Fourier relationship between
the normalized dMRI q-space signal and the displacement space of diffusive water molecules as
described by Eq. (2.19) in section 2.5.1. The ensemble average diffusion propagator is therefore
linked to the dMRI measurements via P̄ (R, ∆) = F(E(q, ∆)). Due the application of the discrete
Fourier transform, conventional DSI requires a dMRI acquisition strategy to sample q-space on a
Cartesian grid. A typical DSI protocol considers a q-space grid of radius 5, i.e. a grid of size 11x11x11.
This grid is, however, truncated to a sphere to reduce the number of dMRI acquisitions (Figure 2.24).
Due to the antipodal symmetry of the diffusion signal, considering samples of one hemisphere is
sufficient. Therefore, at least n = 258 unique imaging volumes are acquired to fully sample the
q-space for DSI. In the early days of DSI, the acquisition of this high number of required dMRI volumes resulted in scanning times of about or over an hour, depending on the scanner hardware as
well as dMRI sequence parameters such as the imaging resolution. Nowadays, conventional DSI
is possible even at high spatial resolution in less than an hour (Tobisch et al., 2019) due to a new
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generation of MRI systems with high gradient strength up to 80 mT/m (Glasser et al., 2016). Recent
advances in DSI acquisition strategies combining parallel imaging suitable for dMRI (Cauley et al.,
2014; Setsompop et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013) and the compressed sensing (CS) theory (Bilgic et al.,
2012; Menzel et al., 2011; Paquette et al., 2015; Setsompop et al., 2013) enable accelerated high
resolution DSI performed in about 12 minutes of scan time (Tobisch et al., 2018). These CS-DSI
approaches will be discussed in more detail in chapters 3 - 5. Compared to DTI and DKI models,
there is no restriction on the maximum diffusion weighting imposed by DSI and thus, the b-value
can be selected specifically for each application. However, the available scanner system imposes
a technical limit on the maximum b-value. For clinical MR systems using 80 mT/m gradients, maximum b-values in the range of 6000-8000 s/mm2 are typically applied (Bilgic et al., 2012; Paquette
et al., 2015; Yeh and Verstynen, 2016).

Figure 2.24: Diffusion spectrum imaging: signal representation and q-space sampling.

Due to the high intra-voxel resolution in q-space, DSI provides rich data with great potential for dMRI
analysis. Diffusion measures can be extracted from the diffusion propagator describing the mean
squared displacement (MSD) of water molecules and the zero displacement or so called return-toorigin probability (RTOP) (Assaf et al., 2000; Wu and Alexander, 2007; Wu et al., 2008), maps of
which are presented in Figure 2.25. The latter characterizes the degree of restriction which water
molecules are exposed to during the diffusion time. For example, in white matter, where diffusion is
typically restricted due to the complex fiber architecture, RTOP is consistently high.

Figure 2.25: Maps of MSD and RTOP derived from the diffusion propagator by means of DSI and
averaged across 16 subjects.
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Furthermore, diffusion models such as the DTI and DKI model and microstructure models such as
NODDI and CHARMED (see section 2.6.2) can be fitted to DSI data to obtain the model-related
diffusion features (Sprenger et al., 2016; Tobisch et al., 2018; Zerbato et al., 2014). One of the
reasons for which DSI became famous is its ability to reconstruct the diffusion orientation distribution
function (dODF) in a model-free way. The dODF is constructed by a weighted sum of the propagator
P̄ (R, ∆) along a unique radial direction u (Wedeen et al., 2005), expressed as a continuous integral
∫

dODF(u) =

P̄ (ρu, ∆)ρ2 dρ

(2.28)

where ρ = |R|. The maxima of the dODF are then linked to the orientation of nerve fiber fascicles.
In this way macroscopic brain connections can be inferred from those estimates of the underlying
microstructure via DSI tractography (Wedeen et al., 2008) which is described in section 2.6.3.

2.6.1.4

SHORE

In contrast to the discrete description of the diffusion propagator as discussed in the previous section, continuous signal representations have been proposed to recover the propagator by fitting
continuous basis functions (J Cheng, T Jiang, et al., 2011; Fick et al., 2016; Merlet and Deriche,
2013; Ozarslan et al., 2009) to the acquired dMRI data. A popular basis among these is the simple harmonic oscillator based reconstruction and estimation (SHORE) basis (J Cheng, T Jiang, et
al., 2011; Ozarslan et al., 2009). A linear combination of the SHORE basis Φ yields a continuous
representation of the diffusion signal

E(qu) =

N∑
max

(Nmax +l)/2

∑

l
∑

l=0,even

n=l

m=−l

cnlm Φnlm (qu)

(2.29)

with Φnlm (qu) = Xnl (q, ζ)Ylm (u)
The SHORE basis is composed of a radial basis X and an angular basis Y . Indices n, l and m
represent the radial order and the angular order and degree, respectively. cnlm are the SHORE
coefficients. Because the dMRI signals are real and symmetric, a real and symmetric spherical
harmonic (SH) basis Ylm is applied. ζ is the SHORE scale factor that is typically calculated based
on the mean diffusivity for brain white matter.
Different l2 -norm regularization approaches have been proposed for a robust estimation of the
SHORE coefficients c from the dMRI signals by solving a penalized least squares problem using
separated (Assemlal et al., 2009; Merlet and Deriche, 2013) or Laplacian regularization (Fick et
al., 2014). For the reconstruction of the EAP using SHORE, analytical formulae exists to obtain
the diffusion propagator (J Cheng, T Jiang, et al., 2011) and its related features such as the ODF
(Merlet and Deriche, 2013), MSD and RTOP from the estimated SHORE coefficients. Due to the
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availability of such analytical formulae and the common goal to describe the diffusion propagator,
the SHORE model has been applied in multi-shell q-ball imaging (QBI) (Tuch, 2004) and DSI. Those
imaging techniques can be accelerated using CS theory similar to Fourier-based CS-DSI (Merlet and
Deriche, 2013; Tobisch et al., 2018). In this case, l1 -norm regularization is introduced to promote
sparsity in the SHORE coefficients. Those approaches will be discussed in more detail in chapters
3 and 4.
Compared to the dMRI reconstruction approaches presented in the previous section, any kind of
diffusion signal can be modeled in the SHORE basis, since the SHORE model can be applied
independently of the dMRI acquisition strategy. Therefore, this model has not only been found advantageous for EAP reconstruction in DSI (Brusini et al., 2015) and QBI (Merlet and Deriche, 2013),
but for a wide range of dMRI applications such as multi-tissue deconvolution and ODF estimation
(Ankele et al., 2017) or the detection and imputation of signal dropout in dMRI (Elhabian et al., 2014;
Koch et al., 2019).
To model dMRI signals in the SHORE basis, several model parameters have to be determined:
the SHORE order, the scale factor and the regularization parameter. Further, the SHORE order is
composed of a radial and an angular order, where the latter is restricted by the former. This means
the angular and radial order cannot be chosen independently. These model limitations highlight
the advantages of model-free DSI. In contrast to SHORE, however, DSI is typically restricted to qspace sampling on the Cartesian grid. Moreover, SHORE modeling of signals representing isotropic
diffusion was found to be more challenging than for single or crossing fiber voxels (Fick et al., 2016).
Studies conducted within this thesis are in agreement with those findings (Tobisch et al., 2019) (see
chapter 4). Improving upon this modeling inaccuracy is the mean apparent propagator (MAP) model
(Özarslan et al., 2013) that is highly related to the SHORE model. This approach generalizes the
SHORE model by incorporating an anisotropic scale factor. In the case of isotropic scaling, the
MAP basis corresponds to the SHORE basis. This model has likewise been investigated for EAP
reconstruction and the extraction of propagator-based indices with and without the application of
CS-acceleration (Avram et al., 2016; Fick et al., 2016; Özarslan et al., 2013; Varela-Mattatall et al.,
2019). Further, MAP improved upon the modeling of isotropic diffusion as well as the accuracy of
signal estimation when using lower radial orders (Fick et al., 2016).

2.6.2

Tissue microstructure models

With the aim to provide higher specificity of the brain tissue microstructure compared to mathematical
representations of the dMRI signal as discussed in the previous section, biophysical models have
been developed. Inferences on tissue microstructure are made directly based on the estimated
model parameters or their related microstructural features. This approach is also referred to as
multi-compartment modeling because a biophysical model expresses the diffusion signal S(b, g) as
a weighted sum of signals each derived from a single compartment i out of the set Ω of multiple
compartments
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S(b, g) = S0

∑

wi Si (b, g)

(2.30)

i∈Ω

Each individual compartment i is a model itself. Those single compartment models represent a specific microstructural environment for which a distinct behavior of the diffusive transport is expected.
The performance of individual and composite compartment models has been investigated in detail
in fixed animal tissue (Panagiotaki et al., 2012) and in vivo dMRI (Ferizi et al., 2014; Harms et al.,
2017). In the following, some of the most popular state-of-the-art composite multi-compartment
models and their constituent compartments are presented. These models define intra-cellular (IC)
and extra-cellular (EC) compartments to describe restricted and hindered diffusion, respectively.
Additionally, another compartment for isotropic diffusion is often included. For isotropic, restricted
and hindered diffusion, the ball, stick and tensor model are defined, respectively. Simple geometric
objects, often highly idealized, are used to model the inherent type of diffusion in each compartment.
Sticks and cylinders are for example commonly used to depict axonal fascicles; the ball represents
isotropic diffusion.

2.6.2.1

Ball-and-Stick

The ball-and-stick model is a simple two-compartment model that assumes a single main fiber direction of all axonal fascicles passing through one voxel (Behrens et al., 2003). Intra-axonal anisotropic
diffusion along the assumed fibre direction and extra-cellular isotropic diffusion of water molecules
are modeled by the stick and ball compartment, respectively. The signal function of the ball model is
given by Eq. (2.14). The stick model expresses restricted diffusion by means of cylinders with zero
radius, thus, without considering radial diffusion. This means, diffusion is impossible along any direction perpendicular to the main fibre direction. The composite signal function of the ball-and-stick
model evaluated along fibre direction n is given by
E(b, g) = wr Er + wiso Eiso = wr exp(−bD(g · n)2 ) + wiso exp(−bD)

(2.31)

where wr and wiso are the weights of the stick and ball compartment, respectively. The ball-and-stick
model became famous as one of the first models that accounted for restricted diffusion and thus, addressed the limitations inherent in the diffusion tensor model. Including several stick compartments
allows the modeling of multiple distinct axonal fascicles. Due to its specificity to orientational information on the tissue microstructure, the ball-and-stick model and its estimates of fiber orientation
were incorporated into the reconstruction of fiber tracks across the brain by means of probabilistic
tractography (Behrens et al., 2007, 2003) which will be discussed in section 2.6.3.
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2.6.2.2

CHARMED

The composite hindered and restricted model of diffusion (CHARMED) describes the dMRI signal
attenuation due to the diffusive transport in white matter by means of a restricted and a hindered diffusion compartment for the intra- and extra-axonal space, respectively (Assaf and Basser, 2005; Assaf
et al., 2004). This model is, therefore, able to distinguish between the Gaussian and non-Gaussian
signal components. Gaussian hindered diffusion is modeled by means of an anisotropic diffusion
tensor as defined by Eq. (2.16). A single hindered compartment Eh is sufficient in CHARMED; however, as for the ball-and-stick model several restricted compartments Er can be applied to model
distinct populations of axonal fascicles in the form of idealized parallel cylinders

E(b, g) = wh Eh (b, g) +

∑

wri Eri (b, g)

(2.32)

i∈Ω

Estimates of the microstructural fiber configuration and measures of the intra-axonal diffusivities
(IAD) and the restricted volume fraction (FR), also interpreted as axonal density, can be extracted
by CHARMED modeling (Assaf and Basser, 2005; De Santis et al., 2012; De Santis, Drakesmith,
et al., 2014). To model Gaussian diffusion, on the one hand, by means of the diffusion tensor, low
b-value acquisitions need to be collected. On the other hand, the estimation of fiber orientation
and axonal density requires high angular and high radial resolution in q-space, respectively. For
CHARMED modeling, a suitable dMRI imaging protocol thus collects a high number of DWIs at low
as well as high b-values. A 10-shell q-space sampling scheme was proposed originally to acquire
around 200 DWIs with diffusion weightings up to 10.000 s/mm2 (Assaf and Basser, 2005). Similar
to DSI, such schemes are, however, not applicable in clinical settings due to the long acquisition
time. Thus, 8-shell sampling schemes optimized for CHARMED have been proposed that collect
less than 50 DWIs to reduce the scanning time while maintaining accuracy and precision in the estimated CHARMED indices (De Santis, Y Assaf, et al., 2014). CHARMED parameters have also
been investigated in comparison to the diffusion parameters obtained by DTI and DKI (De Santis
et al., 2012; De Santis, Drakesmith, et al., 2014). As discussed earlier, a strong dependency exists between DTI measures and the underlying microstructural arrangement, which hampers their
interpretation. In contrast, FR and IAD are not influenced in that way by specific fiber configurations
and thus, CHARMED modeling provides higher specificity to dMRI than DTI. Correlations between
CHARMED parameters and DKI kurtosis measures have been reported (De Santis et al., 2012) with
the aim to further explain DKI by using a biophysical model of the tissue microstructure. An extension of the CHARMED model, the AxCaliber model, applies a distribution of cylinders with varying
diameter for the restricted compartment (Assaf et al., 2008; Barazany et al., 2009). In this way, an
axon diameter distribution can be estimated per brain voxel non-invasively from dMRI, which only
invasive histology had been able to provide before. However, AxCaliber requires the acquisitions of
dMRI scans for different diffusion times and is, thus, not feasible for studies with limited scan time.
Moreover, recent works suggest that the mapping of axonal diameter is challenging, in general, due
to limitations of dMRI sequences and the dependency of estimates on imaging related parameters
(Huang et al., 2015; Novikov et al., 2018).
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2.6.2.3

NODDI

The application of idealized parallel cylinders to represent axonal fascicles inhibits the modeling of
more complex fiber arrangements such as fanning or bending nerve fiber bundles. Therefore, the
orientation dispersion inherent in these fiber configuration cannot be captured by the microstructural
models described in the previous sections. To overcome this limitation, neurite orientation dispersion
and density imaging (NODDI) was proposed to model how dispersed and how densely packed
axonal fascicles are within the brain tissue microstructure (Zhang et al., 2012). NODDI incorporates
restricted intra-cellular, hindered extra-cellular and isotropic diffusion compartments to describe the
composite normalized signal by
E(b, g) = (1 − wiso )(wr Er (b, g) + (1 − wr )Eh (b, g)) + wiso Eiso (b, g)

(2.33)

The restricted intra-cellular compartment is defined as
∫
Eh (b, g) =

S2

f (n) exp(−bd|| (g · n)2 )dn

(2.34)

Similar to the restricted compartment of the ball-and-stick model, diffusive transport along fibers of
orientation n and with diffusivity d|| leads to signal attenuation. The ODF f (n) defines the probability
of finding axonal fascicles along direction n. In conventional NODDI, a Watson distribution is used to
model the ODF. A recent extension of NODDI applies the Bingham distribution instead to account for
anisotropic orientation dispersion (Tariq et al., 2016). As for the ball-and-stick and the CHARMED
model, isotropic and hindered (Gaussian) diffusion are modeled by means of an isotropic and an
anisotropic diffusion tensor, respectively. In NODDI, the latter, however, is a cylindrically symmetric
tensor Dr (n) and Eq. (2.16) is adapted to
(
(∫
) )
Eh (b, g) = exp −bgT
f (n)D(n)dn g

(2.35)

S2

As for the CHARMED model, the estimated restricted volume fraction is linked to axonal density.
NODDI therefore provides a map of the neurite density index (NDI). Additionally, the orientation
dispersion index (ODI) can be calculated based on the degree of dispersion κ about the mean
orientation modeled by the ODF. (Harms et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2012)
NODDI was specifically tailored for its application in clinical settings to overcome the common drawback of more sophisticated biophysical models: the long acquisitions time which prevents their
widespread use. A clinical imaging protocol suitable for NODDI performs q-space sampling for at
least two shells, typically at b-values of about 700-1000 s/mm2 and 2500-3000 s/mm2 collecting, respectively, 30 and 60 DWIs for a high angular resolution (Zhang et al., 2012). Clinical studies have
been conducted to investigate the NODDI parameters with their specificity to tissue microstructure
as biomarkers for human development and aging in health (Chang et al., 2015; Kodiweera et al.,
2016; Kunz et al., 2014) and disease (Broad et al., 2018; Colgan et al., 2016; Schneider et al.,
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2017). However, careful interpretation of the estimated microstructural indices is required due to
the simplifying assumptions underlying the NODDI model (Jelescu et al., 2015, 2016).

2.6.3

From local fiber orientations to macroscopic brain connections

Many dMRI reconstruction methods, some of which have been discussed in the previous sections,
allow estimation of one or more dominant fiber orientations per imaging voxel. Connecting those
local estimates of the fiber orientation across voxels, tractography techniques reconstruct fiber tracts.
These so called streamlines determine macroscopic neuronal connections that transverse the white
matter throughout the brain (Jeurissen et al., 2017; Mori et al., 1999). A single fiber population can
be distinguished per voxel by means of the diffusion tensor obtained by fitting the simple DT model
(see section 2.6.1.1) to the dMRI measurements. As depicted in Figure 2.26, tightly packed and
highly aligned fiber bundles in the corpus callosum (CC) can be accurately reconstructed. However,
DTI fails in resolving crossing fibers. In this case, fiber tracking is adversely affected by an inaccurate
description of the local microstructure by means of the diffusion tensor.

Figure 2.26: Diffusion tensors in a coronal slice obtained by means of the DT model. The inset
highlights the accurate tracking of single fiber populations in the CC. The DT model, however, fails
to resolve the crossing of multiple nerve fiber fascicles from the CC, corticospinal tract and superior longitudinal fasciculus (see Fig. 2.6). Color coding represents left-right, anterior-posterior and
inferior-superior orientation in red, green and blue, respectively.

Since crossing fibers are ever-present in the complex brain architecture, more advanced approaches
for the estimation of local fiber orientations have been proposed. For the comprehensive description
of dMRI reconstruction by means of DSI and SHORE (see sections 2.6.1.3 and 2.6.1.4, respectively),
the estimation of orientation distribution functions was already introduced briefly. In DSI, the diffusion ODF defines a probability distribution for the quantification of the average diffusive transport
considering a set of directions of displacement (see Eq. (2.28)). In SHORE, analytical formulae
exist to reconstruct the dODF from the diffusion propagator (Merlet and Deriche, 2013). The high
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dimensional dODF is usually reduced to its peak maxima that represent the principal fiber orientations. In this way, multiple fiber populations can be distinguished per imaging voxel as depicted
in Figure 2.27 and neuronal connections can be constructed despite complex fiber configurations.
Figure 2.28 visualizes whole brain tractography performed on DSI data using the TrackVis software
(Wang et al., 2007).
For fibers crossing at relatively low angles, the dODF can be suboptimal for fiber tracking, because
its broad lobes tend to merge in this case (Dell’Acqua and Tournier, 2018; Tuch et al., 2003) as can be
seen in the crossing fiber area in Figure 2.27. Strategies for optimal dODF reconstruction (Paquette
et al., 2016) have been proposed to minimize this effect (see dODFs in Figure 5.9). Alternatively,
the fiber ODF (fODF) is usually preferred for the estimation of orientational information, as it is free
of diffusion-related contributions along directions other than the main fiber orientations (Dell’Acqua
and Tournier, 2018), thus leading to a sharper profile of molecular displacement. State-of-the-art
approaches reconstruct the fODF as a continuous distribution function on the sphere via constraint
spherical deconvolution (CSD) from single shell dMRI data (Dell’Acqua et al., 2007; Descoteaux et
al., 2007; Tournier et al., 2007, 2004). High angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) data (Tuch
et al. (2002)) with a maximum b-value of about 3000 s/mm2 is optimal for fODF estimation (Tournier
et al., 2013).

Figure 2.27: Diffusion ODFs in a coronal slice calculated from the DSI propagator resolve crossing
fibers. The inset highlights the accurate tracking of multiple crossing nerve fiber fascicles from the
CC, corticospinal tract and superior longitudinal fasciculus (see Fig. 2.6). Color coding represents
left-right, anterior-posterior and inferior-superior orientation in red, green and blue, respectively.
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Spherical deconvolution (SD) was adapted for multi-shell dMRI data and robust and accurate fODF
estimation for different types of brain tissue (Jeurissen et al., 2014). Recently, SHORE-based multi
tissue CSD has been proposed to obtain the fODF from the dMRI data independently of the acquisition strategy (Ankele et al., 2017). In chapter 5, Figure 5.9 compares diffusion and fiber ODFs
reconstructed by means of DSI, conventional CSD and SHORE-based multi-tissue CSD. Moreover,
orientational information of multiple fiber populations can also be obtained from parametric diffusion
and microstructure models (see section 2.6) such as the kurtosis (Jensen et al., 2014; Lazar et al.,
2008) or CHARMED model. However, parametric models fix a discrete number of fiber populations
prior to model fitting and are thus less generic than the non-parametric SD approach.

Figure 2.28: Visualization in sagittal (left) and axial (right) views of whole brain tractography performed on DSI data using TrackVis. Color coding represents left-right, anterior-posterior and inferiorsuperior orientation in red, green and blue, respectively.

Once a local estimate of the fiber orientation is obtained, whole brain neuronal connections can be
inferred by means of tractography. Deterministic and probabilistic fiber tracking methods reconstruct
streamlines, respectively, based on unique ODF estimates per imaging voxel and on a collection of
fODFs per voxel and their uncertainty due to errors occurring in the estimation of local ODFs (Jeurissen et al., 2017). For region or tract-specific dMRI analysis, brain connectivity can be investigated
using probabilistic local fiber tracking (Behrens et al., 2007; De Groot et al., 2013). Individual WM
tracts can thus be reconstructed as depicted in Figure 2.6. These can then be used for tractometry
(Bells et al., 2011; De Santis, Drakesmith, et al., 2014), the tract-based analysis of diffusion and
microstructural parameters. The combination of tractography with strategies for the parcellation of
the human brain cortex (Fischl and Sereno, 2018) is called connectomics (Behrens and Sporns,
2012). This approach generates the so-called human connectome describing a comprehensive network of neuronal connections (Jbabdi et al., 2015; Sotiropoulos and Zalesky, 2017). It should be
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noted, however, that, together with tractography in general, this area of research still faces many
challenges due to inherent methodological limitation and careful interpretation of fiber tracking and
connectivity outcomes is required (Jones, 2010; Maier-Hein et al., 2017). Linking those results to
functional connectivity which can be investigated by means of functional MRI (fMRI) might improve
interpretability and provide further insights into brain connectivity.
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3
Accelerated diffusion MRI

The acceleration of data collection in MRI is an active field of research because acquisition time
is usually limited, especially in clinical and big cohort studies. Various approaches have been developed to accelerate MR image acquisition. In general, fast MR sequences such as single shot
EPI already provide a more rapid k-space sampling compared to conventional multi shot imaging.
While the latter is typically used to acquire a single image volume at submillimeter resolution, dMRI
requires the acquisition of several ten to hundred image volumes (DWIs) using EPI to amply capture
the diffusive transport of water molecules. For multi-slice sequences such as single shot EPI the
acquisition time increases with the number of slices per imaging volume to achieve high isotropic
spatial resolution. Therefore, additional improvements on singe shot EPI have been proposed to
acquire multiple image slices simultaneously, i.e. performing parallel imaging, thereby accelerating
data collection. To further reduce the scan time, the sampling of specific q-space data points can be
omitted following the compressed sensing (CS) theory which allows the accurate data reconstruction from undersampled measurements. While parallel imaging specifically focuses on rapid spatial
undersampling in k-space, CS theory has been investigated to accelerate dMRI through undersampling of either k-space or q-space, or even both. Since the application of parallel imaging and CS
acceleration of the diffusion encoding in dMRI (CS-dMRI) is central to the works in this thesis (see
chapters 4 and 5), this chapter is dedicated to the introduction of parallel imaging as well as CS
theory and its application to various dMRI techniques for accelerated image acquisition and the full
recovery of the diffusion propagator from sparse measurements. Compared to parallel imaging,
which is a premise for fast dMRI in general, CS-dMRI is pivotal to this work, and is thus explained
in more detail.
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3.1

Parallel imaging in MRI

In dMRI, parallel imaging was introduced in the late 90s, early 2000s when the spatial information
inherent to multi-channel receive coils was first used to compensate for k-space undersampling either in image space (Pruessmann et al., 1999) or k-space (Griswold et al., 2002). The application
of parallel imaging across multiple simultaneously excited slices was first reported by Larkman et al.
(2001) for MR imaging of the knee. The slices at different positions across the leg were distinguished
by the spatial information given by the positions of multiple MR receive coils. For accelerated slice
parallel imaging, Breuer et al. (2005) proposed to acquire multiple slices simultaneously with additional shifts along the phase (and/or readout) direction with respect to each other. Thus, they could
be separated more efficiently and distinctly. Nunes et al. (2006) introduced simultaneous multi-slice
(SMS) acquisition to single shot EPI as presented in section 2.5.2. All of such introduced simultaneous multi-slice methods have in common that a multi-band RF pulse is used for excitation of several
slices repeated by a certain distance. The number of excited slices is often denoted as the multiband factor. More recently, advances in SMS EPI by Setsompop et al. (2012), Xu et al. (2013)
and Cauley et al. (2014) further improved simultaneous multi-slice imaging for dMRI. Yielding a significant reduction in scan time, especially in combination with compressive sampling approaches,
SMS imaging with slice acceleration up to a multi-band factor 3 was successfully applied in long-term
population studies (Setsompop et al., 2013; Tobisch et al., 2018).

3.2

Compressed sensing theory

In signal processing, the established Nyquist-Shannon theorem (Shannon, 1949) states that signal
sampling should be performed at least at the Nyquist rate to avoid aliasing. This Nyquist criterion
also dictates the acquisition of MR signals as discussed in section 2.5.2. With the introduction of
CS as a novel compressive sampling approach (E.J. Candès et al., 2006; Donoho, 2006), however,
a research field successfully investigating Sub-Nyquist signal sampling opened up. Combining the
data acquisition with CS, the signal of interest is sampled below the Nyquist rate, but a full recovery
of the complete signal is possible if two main premises are accounted for: sparsity and incoherence
(Candès and Romberg, 2007; Candès and Wakin, 2008; Donoho, 2006). Compared to parallel
imaging, no spatial coil information would thus be needed if CS was used for undersampled k-space
reconstruction. In the following sections, the CS theory is explained in the context of its application
to MRI proposed by Lustig et al. (2007).

3.2.1 Sparsity and incoherence
Sensing an object of interest, e.g. to generate an image of this object, means, in a discrete description, that a subset Ω ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of |Ω| = m samples of the discrete signal f ∈ Rn representing the
object in time (e.g. sound wave) or space (e.g. image) domain are acquired by means of a sensing
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basis Φ of size n × n

y = Φf

(3.1)

where y ∈ Rm is the vector of m measurements, with m = n in this case. Signal sampling often
captures redundant information. This is because the signal itself is usually compressible and fs
defines a sparse representation of the signal f in a suitable basis Ψ of size n × n

fs = Ψc

(3.2)

where c is the vector of coefficients of the sparsifying transform. Signal sparsity describes the
amount of non-zero coefficients that suffice to represent the object of interest without significant
loss of quality compared to the representation with the complete set of coefficients. The exploitation
of such signal sparsity is ever-present in today’s signal processing, for example, to condense the
acquired signal by means of compression algorithms or to correct for noise in audio and image processing. Common choices for a sparsifying transform are the discrete cosine transform (DCT) used
e.g. in MPEG video compression and the wavelet transform applied in JPEG-2000 image compression (Sandilya and Nirmala, 2017). In MRI, the wavelet transform as well as the total variation (TV)
(Rudin et al., 1992) are frequently applied, with the latter also being beneficial in combination with
other sparsifying transforms (Lustig et al., 2007). These processing techniques for retrospective
compression or denoising, however, require the complete signal to be collected.
In contrast, if a sparse representation of an object of interest exists, the knowledge of this signal
sparsity can already be exploited at the sampling stage to improve the efficiency of the acquisition
process. The CS acquisition approach aims at collecting only the information content during signal
sampling that allows an accurate reconstruction of the sparse signal representation fs , i.e. CS already acquires the compressed signal itself. This is achieved by incorporating an undersampling
matrix RΩ ∈ Rm×n (now m ≪ n) in Eq. (3.1) (Candès and Romberg, 2007; Candès and Wakin, 2008)

y = RΩ Φf

(3.3)

To enable an accurate reconstruction of the signal from undersampled measurements, the second
CS condition, incoherence, needs to be accounted for. Specifically, incoherence of the sensing and
the sparsity basis is required. For this purpose the restricted isometry property (RIP) (E.J. Candès
et al., 2006; E Candès et al., 2006) has been introduced as a measure of the robustness of CS and
is linked to the coherence of sensing and sparsity domain. For the assessment of incoherence, it is
beneficial to rewrite Eq. (3.3) using a sparse representation of the signal as described in Eq. (3.2)

y = RΩ ΦΨc = Ac

(3.4)

where the matrix A is the CS matrix composed of the undersampling, sensing and sparsity bases.
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For an accurate CS reconstruction, A must obey the RIP which demands that column vectors taken
from arbitrary subsets of A are nearly orthogonal (Candès and Wakin, 2008). It is, however, a
difficult task to prove that the RIP is obeyed for a specific combination of sensing and sparsity
bases. Fortunately, Baraniuk et al. (2008) showed that with high probability the RIP is obeyed when
choosing Cartesian random matrices as the sensing basis Φ.
With the accurate translation of CS theory into MR imaging, an undersampled MRI acquisition is
possible and thus, the imaging process can be significantly accelerated, which is of great interest
for experiments with limited scan time. The raw MR signal in MRI is acquired in time domain, which
imaging gradients transform into the domain of spatial frequencies, the k-space, and thus, y is a
vector of Fourier coefficients collected by means of the sensing basis Φ. The MR image represents
the desired signal f which is formed via the Fourier transform and has a sparse representation in the
image or another sparsifying domain of Ψ. To take advantage of the sparse representation of the
MR image for an efficient sampling process, the incoherence requirement in CS demands that the
undersampling in the domain of the sensing basis Φ, e.g. k-space, leads to incoherent, noise-like
artifacts in the space in which a sparse representation of the MR image is given via Ψ (Lustig et al.,
2007). This constraint is fulfilled by an incoherent random sampling in the sensing domain (Baraniuk
et al., 2008; Candès and Romberg, 2007).
The importance of incoherence can be illustrated by a simple 1D example. Figure 3.1 depicts the
effect of random versus equispaced undersampling in the sensing domain on the reconstructed signal with (right column) and without added noise (left column). Assuming a signal f that is already
sparse in its natural domain (Figure 3.1 a-b), i.e. Ψ = I, a 2-fold undersampling in the sensing
domain can be achieved by random or equidistant undersampling (Figure 3.1 c-d). However, while
equispaced sampling results in coherent aliasing upon transformation (here FT) back to the sparse
domain (Figure 3.1 e-f) and the signal cannot be recovered correctly, acquiring random measurements in the frequency domain will introduce noise-like artifacts in the signal domain from which
the strong signal components are already distinguishable (Figure 3.1 g-h). For a full recovery of the
signal, the solution of an l1 -norm minimization needs to be found (Figure 3.1 i-j). The details of the reconstruction procedure will be discussed in the next section. As shown by the 1D example, random
undersampling is at the core of the CS acquisition process. Thus, a suitable and efficient undersampling scheme needs to be established to allow for accelerated MRI acquisitions and subsequent CS
reconstruction by means of an l1 -norm minimization approach.

3.2.2 CS reconstruction
Following an undersampled image acquisition that meets the CS requirements discussed in the
previous section, the CS reconstruction aims at the recovery of the coefficients vector c from m
undersampled measurements. Since m ≪ n, this problem is ill-posed, but a solution can be found
by solving the convex optimization problem via l1 -norm minimization known as the LASSO method
(Tibshirani, 1996). From the reconstructed vector c, an estimate of the desired representation of
the signal f , which, given the sparsity constraint in CS, is accurately approximated by fs , can be
obtained via Eq. (3.2). In MRI, the outcome of the CS reconstruction is the MR image of the object
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of interest obtained from a reduced number of measurements compared to conventional MRI. In
this context, the sensing basis Φ is the Fourier transform F and y the vector of acquired k-space
measurements.

Figure 3.1: Sparsity and incoherence in CS: For a sparse signal (e.g. in time domain) (a-b), signal
sensing can be performed (e.g. in frequency domain) by means of equispaced or random undersampling (c-d). While equispaced sampling results in aliasing artifacts in the back-transformed signal
(e-f), random undersampling leads to noise-like artifacts in the back-transformed signal (g-h). Only
in case of random sampling, accurate CS signal reconstruction is possible (i-j).
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In order to recover the coefficients c, a convex optimization problem needs to be solved by means
of
argmin ∥RΩ ΦΨc − y∥l2 + λ ∥c∥l1

(3.5)

c

where the regularization parameter λ balances the data consistency term ∥Ac − y∥l2 that ensures a
solution close to the original measurements and the term ∥c∥l1 that promotes sparsity of c. Various
optimization techniques have been proposed to solve this minimization problem. For instance, a
nonlinear conjugate gradient descent (NLCG) algorithm can be applied to find a solution to Eq. (3.5)
(Khare et al., 2012). Alternatively, several variates of the iterative soft thresholding algorithm (ISTA)
have been proposed to solve Eq. (3.5) (Beck and Teboulle, 2009; Gong et al., 2013).

3.3

CS accelerated dMRI

Although compressive sampling can be applied in k-space, q-space or both to accelerate dMRI,
within the scope of this thesis dMRI methods that accelerate q-space sampling are of main interest (see chapters 4 and 5). Acceleration of the diffusion encoding in dMRI by means of CS theory
corresponds to undersampling of q-space which linearly translates to reduced scan time. However,
sufficient data must be collected to fully recover the diffusion signal and the propagator through post
hoc non-linear reconstruction. To fulfill the requirements of CS (see section 3.2), dMRI measurements are collected based on random sampling in q-space. Due to this randomness, the sampling
scheme is, however, prone to miss important features of the diffusion process. In order to provide
enough samples equally along all three directions of the q-space, it is essential to design an undersampling scheme that enables a robust and accurate reconstruction of the diffusion propagator.
Different strategies for accelerated diffusion encoding that aim for an optimal distribution of q-space
samples have been proposed and are based on either multi-shell (Jones et al., 1999; Merlet and
Deriche, 2013) or Cartesian grid (Knutsson and Westin, 2013; Menzel et al., 2011; Paquette et al.,
2015; Tobisch et al., 2014) sampling schemes. Furthermore, a wide range of sparsity bases has
been proposed for CS-dMRI. In general, it has been shown, that sparse representations of the dMRI
signal exist in suitable transformation domains, such as the total variation (Mani et al., 2014; Rathi
et al., 2014), wavelet (Candès and Romberg, 2007) or curvelet (Varela et al., 2014) domain, which
have also been combined successfully (Menzel et al., 2011; Sprenger et al., 2016). It has further
been shown that the diffusion propagator itself is naturally sparse due to its Gaussian-like signal
attenuation (Merlet and Deriche, 2010; Tobisch et al., 2019). Moreover, CS approaches based on
dictionaries that learn the white matter structure in a data-driven way have been proposed for accelerated dMRI (Bilgic et al., 2012; Gramfort et al., 2014), but are considered less generalizable,
especially for the application in population studies that investigate healthy as well as diseased individuals across the lifespan. CS accelerated dMRI has been investigated for different acquisition
strategies that are typically tailored for specific dMRI reconstruction methods, such as single shell
DTI/HARDI (Kuhnt et al., 2013; Landman et al., 2012; Michailovich et al., 2011), multi-shell HARDI
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methods (J Cheng, S Merlet, et al., 2011; Rathi et al., 2014, 2011) such as SHORE (Merlet and
Deriche, 2013), or DSI (Bilgic et al., 2012; Gramfort et al., 2014; Lee and Singh, 2010; Menzel et
al., 2011; Paquette et al., 2015; Setsompop et al., 2013; Tobisch et al., 2019).
The works of this thesis focus on CS approaches to accelerate DSI. Conventional CS-DSI methods
(Menzel et al., 2011; Paquette et al., 2015) reconstruct the diffusion propagator from sparse DSI
measurements. Due to the Fourier relationship between propagator and dMRI signal (see section
2.6.1.3), the latter can also be recovered which means that the recovered dMRI signal can be used
in addition to the propagator for subsequent dMRI analysis. This is in contrast to CS applications
for single and multi-shell dMRI that recover the dMRI signal from sparse q-space samples by fitting
e.g. tensor models (Landman et al., 2012) or continuous basis functions such as SHORE (Merlet
and Deriche, 2013). Depending on the dMRI acquisition scheme, those CS methods extract diffusion features such as the diffusion tensor, the fODF or the propagator from the reconstructed dMRI
signal. Various continuous basis functions (J Cheng, T Jiang, et al., 2011; Fick et al., 2016; Merlet
and Deriche, 2013; Ozarslan et al., 2009) have been proposed for this purpose. SHORE signal
modeling has been found to perform particularly well when combined with CS principles (Merlet
and Deriche, 2013). Because they can be applied independently of the dMRI acquisition strategy,
continuous basis functions can be used to model the dMRI signal from multi-shell as well as DSI
acquisitions. In this thesis, we take advantage of this fact and investigate continuous signal modeling for the first time in CS-DSI. With the aim to compare Fourier to SHORE basis functions for
sparse DSI reconstruction, chapter 4 evaluates conventional Fourier-based CS-DSI and a CS-DSI
approach based on the SHORE basis in simulations, diffusion phantom data and in vivo DSI. Moreover, multiple approaches to generate q-space undersampling schemes are investigated in this work
to determine an efficient sparse sampling strategy for accurate and robust CS-DSI. The findings on
optimal CS-DSI presented in chapter 4 are then translated into the context of population imaging
with particularly limited total scan time, which is an area of application appropriate to exploit the
beneficial impact of CS-DSI. Chapter 5 proposes a Fourier-based CS-DSI protocol for population
imaging. In a pilot study, this dMRI approach was compared to state-of-the-art multi-shell imaging
conventionally applied in large cohort studies (Glasser et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2016).
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Accelerated sparse dMRI acquisition
and reconstruction
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4
Comparison of basis functions and q-space sampling
schemes for robust compressed sensing reconstruction
accelerating diffusion spectrum imaging

Based on:
Tobisch A, Schultz T, Stirnberg R, Varela-Mattatall G, Knutsson H, Irarrázaval P and Stöcker T (2019)
Comparison of basis functions and q-space sampling schemes for robust compressed sensing reconstruction accelerating diffusion spectrum imaging. NMR in Biomedicine. e4055.
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Abstract
Time constraints placed on magnetic resonance imaging often restrict the application of advanced
diffusion MRI (dMRI) protocols in clinical practice and in high throughput research studies. Therefore,
acquisition strategies for accelerated dMRI have been investigated to allow for the collection of
versatile and high quality imaging data, even if stringent scan time limits are imposed. Diffusion
spectrum imaging (DSI), an advanced acquisition strategy that allows for a high resolution of intravoxel microstructure, can be sufficiently accelerated by means of compressed sensing (CS) theory.
CS theory describes a framework for the efficient collection of fewer samples of a data set than
conventionally required followed by robust reconstruction to recover the full data set from sparse
measurements. For an accurate recovery of DSI data, a suitable acquisition scheme for sparse qspace sampling and the sensing and sparsifying bases for CS reconstruction need to be selected. In
this work we explore three different types of q-space undersampling schemes and two frameworks
for CS reconstruction based on either Fourier or SHORE basis functions. After CS recovery, diffusion
and microstructural parameters and orientational information are estimated from the reconstructed
data by means of state-of-the-art processing techniques for dMRI analysis. By means of simulation,
diffusion phantom and in vivo DSI data, an isotropic distribution of q-space samples was found to
be optimal for sparse DSI. The CS reconstruction results indicate superior performance of Fourierbased CS-DSI compared to the SHORE-based approach. Based on these findings we outline an
experimental design for accelerated DSI and robust CS reconstruction of the sparse measurements
that is suitable for the application within time-limited studies.
Keywords: Diffusion MRI, Diffusion Spectrum Imaging, Compressed Sensing, sparse acquisition,
q-space undersampling, basis functions, microstructure
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4.1 Introduction
An accurate description of the diffusive transport of water molecules in tissue such as the brain’s
white matter is of great interest for the investigation of the complex microstructural architecture of
the living human brain. Advanced diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) techniques such
as diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) (Wedeen et al., 2005), multi-shell q-ball imaging (Aganj et al.,
2010; Descoteaux et al., 2007; Tuch, 2004; Yeh et al., 2010) and diffusion propagator imaging
(Descoteaux et al., 2011) sample q-space at both high angular and high radial resolution. Thus,
they enable the reconstruction of the displacement of water molecules described by the diffusion
propagator from the acquired diffusion weighted measurements.
The acquisition of dMRI data with such high resolution of the intra-voxel microstructure, however,
is very time consuming and often not feasible for clinical applications or in time-limited research
studies. Fortunately, the recent advance of simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) acquisitions (Cauley
et al., 2014; Setsompop et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013) and successful application of compressed
sensing theory (Candès and Romberg, 2007; Donoho, 2006) to MRI (Lustig et al., 2007) and dMRI
(Bilgic et al., 2012; Menzel et al., 2011; Paquette et al., 2015; Setsompop et al., 2013; Tobisch et
al., 2015) can reduce the acquisition time significantly. Instead of sampling q-space as dictated by
the Nyquist criterion, an efficient sampling strategy that selects fewer randomly distributed q-space
samples can be applied to collect enough data to fully recover the diffusion signal and propagator
through post hoc nonlinear reconstruction.
In dMRI, CS theory has been successfully applied to accelerate data collection and to reconstruct
the desired signals from a set of undersampled measurements. For an accurate CS reconstruction,
both an efficient q-space undersampling scheme and suitable sparsifying transforms for a sparse
representation of the desired outcome of the dMRI experiment are required. Throughout the last
decade, multiple works have investigated accelerated dMRI using compressed sensing to determine suitable q-space undersampling schemes, sparsity inducing bases and signal representations
for robust and accurate CS reconstruction (Menzel et al., 2011; Merlet and Deriche, 2013; Paquette
et al., 2015; Tobisch et al., 2015). With the common goal to recover the diffusion propagator and
associated diffusion measures, two categories of CS reconstruction can be distinguished: first, accelerated DSI via CS incorporating the discrete Fourier transform, and second, CS reconstruction
based on continuous signal modeling in a suitable orthonormal basis function. The former approach
exploits the advantageous Fourier relationship between the diffusion weighted measurements and
the displacement space to recover a discrete version of the diffusion propagator. Conventional DSI
requires a high number of diffusion weighted measurements. But the successful application of CS
theory to accelerate Fourier-based DSI first reported by Menzel et al. (2011) made fast DSI possible
even in time-limited studies. With regard to the second category, several works have proposed to
recover the propagator from sparse q-space samples by fitting continuous basis functions (J Cheng,
T Jiang, et al., 2011; Fick et al., 2016; Merlet and Deriche, 2013; Ozarslan et al., 2009). Among
these, the SHORE basis has been found to perform best, in particular when combined with CS
principles (Merlet and Deriche, 2013).
To the best of our knowledge, the CS approach based on continuous signal modeling has never
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been compared to Fourier-based CS reconstruction used to accelerate DSI. Therefore, our work
presents a comparison of Fourier- to SHORE-based CS-DSI to investigate the performance of the
Fourier and the SHORE basis in the reconstruction of sparse DSI acquisitions. We further examine
the influence of q-space undersampling schemes and regularization strategies on CS reconstruction
as well as the suitability of several sparsifying transforms based on simulation, diffusion phantom
and in vivo dMRI experiments.

4.2

Material and methods

4.2.1 Fast dMRI via compressed sensing
Instead of acquiring a high number of n dMRI scans typically required for DSI and multi-shell q-ball
imaging, the acquisition time can be significantly reduced by only collecting a subset of m acquisitions via an efficient sampling strategy suitable for CS. This means, an undersampling of q-space
is performed compared to the conventional q-space sampling to acquire sufficient data for an accurate reconstruction of the diffusion signal and the molecular displacement space. The collection of a
subset Ω ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of |Ω| = m random sparse acquisitions can be described by an undersampling
matrix RΩ ∈ Rm×n (Candès and Romberg, 2007; Candès and Wakin, 2008). In the case of DSI, conventional image acquisition requires the collection of at least n = 258 unique imaging volumes when
considering a spherically truncated q-space grid of radius 5 (Wedeen et al., 2005) and utilizing the
antipodal symmetry of the diffusion signal. Besides an efficient undersampling scheme, CS theory
further requires that a sparse representation of the desired outcome f ∈ Rn of the dMRI experiment,
representing e.g. the fully sampled diffusion signal or the corresponding diffusion propagator, exists
in a suitable orthonormal sparsifying basis Ψ ∈ Rn×n , i.e. f = Ψx. If both conditions are met, CS reconstruction aims to recover the S-sparse coefficients vector x ∈ Rn from the measurements vector
y ∈ Rm . Since m ≪ n, this problem is ill-posed, but a solution can be found by solving the convex
optimization problem via l1 -norm minimization well known as the LASSO method (Tibshirani, 1996)
argmin ∥RΩ ΦΨx − y∥l2 + λ ∥x∥l1

(4.1)

x∈Rn

The CS matrix A = RΩ ΦΨ is composed of the undersampling matrix RΩ that restricts the q-space
signals to the sparse measurements, the sparsity inducing basis Ψ and the sensing basis Φ that describes an orthogonal measurement system for sensing f , i.e. y = Φf (Candès and Romberg, 2007;
Donoho, 2006). The regularization parameter λ balances the influence of the data consistency term
∥RΩ ΦΨx − y∥l2 and the sparsity constraint ∥x∥l1 . From the reconstructed vector x, the desired vector f representing the fully sampled diffusion weighted measurements or the corresponding diffusion
propagator can be obtained via its sparse representation.
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4.2.2

Basis functions for sparse DSI reconstruction

In recent literature several types of basis functions have been proposed and evaluated as sensing
and sparsifying bases for sparse dMRI reconstruction. Our work aims to answer the question which
of these bases performs best for sparse DSI reconstruction under otherwise similar conditions. We,
therefore, investigate two different bases that have been introduced for CS recovery. First, we
consider the discrete Fourier transform traditionally used in CS-DSI. Secondly, the 3D SHORE basis,
a specific basis among those that enable a continuous signal representation, has been found to be
well suited and to perform better than other continuous basis functions (Merlet and Deriche, 2013)
when combining analytical signal modeling with CS principles. In this work, both basis functions are
applied for the use of CS recovery from sparse DSI acquisitions. We investigate the ability of Fourierand SHORE-based CS-DSI to fulfill the requirements of CS theory such as the required sparsity
property and assess their performance in sparse signal reconstruction. For both approaches, the
measurements vector y represents the m sparse q-space signals obtained through normalization of
the undersampled DSI acquisitions by the non-diffusion weighted measurements.

4.2.2.1

Fourier-based CS-DSI

In traditional, fully sampled DSI, the Fourier transform relates the normalized dMRI q-space signal
E(q, ∆) to the displacement space of diffusive water molecules, the ensemble average diffusion
propagator P (R, ∆)
∫
P (R, ∆) =

|E(q, ∆)| exp(−i2πq · R)dq = F −1 (E(q, ∆))

(4.2)

1
where the diffusion gradient vector q = qg = 2π
γδg describes the measurement of diffusion along
the direction g in q-space with the diffusion gradient separation time ∆ and the gradient duration δ as
well as the gyromagnetic ratio γ . R = Rr represents the molecular displacement along the direction
r. To recover a complete DSI data set from undersampled DSI measurements, the simple Fourier
relationship is incorporated into the CS formalism. The desired vector f that Fourier-based CS-DSI
aims to reconstruct from sparse DSI acquisitions is the diffusion propagator p where p is comprised
of the entries P (R, ∆). Thus, the sensing basis is given by the discrete Fourier transform, i.e. Φ = F .
The sparsifying transform Ψ describes a suitable basis that provides a sparse representation of
the diffusion propagator by means of the coefficients vector x. Acknowledging their successful
implementation in CS-DSI as reported in previous works (Menzel et al., 2011; Merlet and Deriche,
2010; Paquette et al., 2015), we investigate two different sparsifying transforms: total variation (TV)
and the canonical basis, i.e. Ψ = I. The latter exploits sparsity directly in the propagator space
(Merlet and Deriche, 2010) which means that x = p and the CS matrix in this case is given by
A = RΩ F . The canonical basis was found to outperform TV as the sparsifing transform (see also
supplementary material). It was, thus, selected for the comparison of Fourier- to SHORE-based
CS-DSI. For Fourier-based CS-DSI applying I as the sparsity transform, equation (4.1) can, thus,
be rewritten as
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argmin ∥RΩ Fp − y∥l2 + λF ∥p∥l1

(4.3)

p∈Rn

The regularization parameter λF is determined empirically (see Supplementary Figure 4.1) and set
to a value of 10−6 and 10−3 for the canonical basis and the TV transform, respectively.

4.2.2.2

SHORE-based CS-DSI

The SHORE basis belongs to the category of basis functions that allow for a continuous representation of the diffusion signal and provide analytical expressions for several diffusion measures such
as the diffusion propagator and the orientation distribution function (ODF) (Assemlal et al., 2009; J
Cheng, T Jiang, et al., 2011; Merlet and Deriche, 2013). dMRI measurements are modeled in the
SHORE basis as a linear combination of the basis Θ that is comprised of the radial basis X and the
angular basis Y with k , i and j respectively representing the radial order and the angular order and
degree

E(qu) =

K
∑

(K+i)/2

∑

i
∑

i=0,even

k=i

j=−i

ckij Θkij (qu) with Θkij (qu) = Xki (q, ζ)Yij (u)

(4.4)

where q is the norm of the diffusion gradient vector q and ckij form the SHORE coefficients c ∈ Rnc . nc
is the number of atoms of the SHORE basis and K is the radial SHORE order that bounds the angular
order by i ≤ k . Due to the symmetry property of the real diffusion signal, only the real and symmetric
spherical harmonic basis Yij is considered. ζ is the SHORE scale factor that is defined in units of
mm-2 as ζ = 1/(8π 2 τ M D). It is calculated based on the diffusion sequence parameters applied for
the image acquisition and the mean diffusivity (M D) obtained from the data (Merlet and Deriche,
2013). Note that in this work, the formation of the SHORE basis is identical to the one implemented
in the Dipy library (Garyfallidis et al., 2014) which differs from the SHORE basis defined by Merlet
and Deriche (2013). Selecting a SHORE order of {6, 8, 10, 12} results in {50, 95, 161, 252} basis atoms.
SHORE-based CS-DSI aims to reconstruct the fully sampled DSI data yn ∈ Rn directly from the
acquired sparse q-space signals, i.e. the desired outcome of CS reconstruction is f = yn . Previous
work (Merlet and Deriche, 2013) reports that the SHORE basis Θ ∈ Rn×nc is a suitable sparsity
inducing basis because modeling the signal in the SHORE basis, a sparse representation of the
diffusion signal is given by means of the SHORE coefficients, i.e. x = c. For SHORE-based CSDSI, ΘΩ ∈ Rm×nc forms the CS matrix A and equation (4.1) can, thus, be expressed as
arg minn ∥ΘΩ c − y∥l2 + λSH ∥c∥l1
c∈R

c

(4.5)

SHORE-based CS-DSI with l1 -norm regularization promotes the sparsity of the SHORE coefficients.
We apply the iterative shrinkage and thresholding algorithm by Gong et al. (2013) to solve the
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convex optimization problem expressed by equation (7.2). The regularization parameter λSH is
determined empirically (see Supplementary Figure 4.1) and set to 10−6 . For SHORE order 8, λSH
was adjusted to 10−7 for simulation data. To improve the robustness of SHORE modeling, Cheng
(2012) recommends to apply a constraint for E(0) = 1 and Özarslan et al. (2013) have proposed to
incorporate a non-negativity constraint on the diffusion propagator. We adopt the former constraint
and implement the latter as an iteratively refined soft constraint, similar to Tournier et al. (2007).

4.2.2.3

Sparsity inducing bases

Besides the CS reconstruction framework based on the sparsity promoting l1 -norm minimization,
according to CS theory, an accurate signal recovery requires a suitable sparsity inducing basis. For
the evaluation of the required sparsity property, we determined the number of basis atoms that are
associated with the sparse entries of the reconstructed vector x that suffice for an accurate representation of the signal of interest. In this case, we did not consider undersampled measurements,
but rather the representation of the fully sampled signal of interest in a suitable sparsifying domain
Ψ, i.e. f = Ψx. For Fourier-based CS-DSI, the evaluation of the sparsity property of the canonical
basis effectively means the evaluation of the sparsity of the diffusion propagator. That is because
the propagator itself is assumed to naturally be sparse due to its Gaussian-like signal attenuation
(Merlet and Deriche, 2010). A single Fourier transformation of yn yields the propagator p and sparsity is determined in the displacement space. For the SHORE-based approach, we applied a least
squares approach to compute the SHORE coefficients c from the signals yn (Merlet and Deriche,
2013): c = (AT A)−1 AT yn . We considered SHORE orders {6, 8, 10, 12} to analyze the effect of the
SHORE order on sparsity and reconstruction quality. To assess the sparsity property of the canonical and the SHORE basis used as sparsity inducing bases in Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI,
respectively, we quantified the minimum number of basis atoms required for an accurate representation of the signals yn . We consider the signal representation to be accurate if an NMSE of 0.015 and
0.05 or less is reached for noise-free simulations and in vivo data, respectively. The minimum number of atoms was determined by successively increasing the number of atoms (starting at 1) until
NMSE≤ 0.015 and NMSE≤ 0.05 for simulation and in vivo data, respectively. If the NMSE threshold
is never reached, all basis atoms have to be used. For simulations, we additionally assessed the
sparsity at NMSE thresholds 0.03 and 0.05.

4.2.3

Sampling schemes for compressed sensing

The accurate recovery of the diffusion signal and propagator by means of CS reconstruction relies
on a suitable q-space sampling scheme to collect the undersampled dMRI data. To reduce the risk
of missing subtle details of the diffusive transport of the water molecules in brain tissue, recommendations are made in general for dMRI acquisitions schemes for an optimal sampling distribution that
allows uniform angular q-space coverage (De Santis, Y Assaf, et al., 2014; Sprenger et al., 2016).
They should likewise be considered for the generation of CS undersampling schemes. In state-ofthe-art DSI accelerated using CS, dMRI scans are acquired by applying diffusion weighting gradients
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distributed on a three-dimensional Cartesian q-space grid (Menzel et al., 2011) due to the Fourier
relationship between the diffusion signal and the propagator. The samples are typically restricted
by a spherical q-space truncation. Multiple Cartesian q-space sampling strategies have been investigated in recent literature on CS-DSI. Menzel et al. (2011) introduced CS-DSI and recommend to
generate the undersampling scheme with a densely sampled q-space center based on a random
Gaussian sampling distribution. Paquette et al. (2015) extended the approach for scheme generation commonly applied in single shell high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) (Tuch et
al., 2002). They propose to introduce a random radius to each of the q-space samples that have
been uniformly distributed on a sphere based on the electrostatic repulsion algorithm (Jones et al.,
1999) and to subsequently match them to the Cartesian grid. Knutsson and Westin (2013) introduced a method to generate 3D non-Cartesian sample distributions that aim for isotropic sampling
of q-space. Similar to the uniform angular and random radial sampling scheme by Paquette et al.
(2015), this approach extends the electrostatic repulsion algorithm used for q-ball imaging (Jones et
al., 1999). We generated an isotropic undersampling scheme with the metric T-21112 and a charge
density of r-2 to sample more densely in the center of q-space (Knutsson and Westin, 2013) which
was found to be optimal for sparse DSI acquisition (Tobisch et al., 2015, 2014). The generation of
these 3D q-space sample distributions naturally tends to promote the formation of shells and thus,
combines aspects of both multi-shell and Cartesian sampling. It was, further, suggested to be potentially advantageous for compressed sensing applications. In this work, we investigate the suitability
of this approach for q-space undersampling in CS-DSI. Fourier-based CS-DSI investigated in this
work requires Cartesian q-space sampling. Thus, all samples have to be matched to the Cartesian
grid. To investigate the influence of q-space sampling strategies on CS reconstruction, we compare
three approaches for the generation of undersampling schemes: random Gaussian (rG) (Menzel
et al., 2011), uniform angular and random radial (ua-rr) (Paquette et al., 2015) and isotropic (iso)
(Knutsson and Westin, 2013; Tobisch et al., 2015, 2014) q-space sampling.

4.2.4 Evaluation metrics for CS reconstruction
CS reconstruction was performed by means of Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI to recover the
diffusion propagator and the fully sampled diffusion signals, respectively. In this work, CS undersampling was performed retrospectively for simulations, diffusion phantom and in vivo DSI data.
This allows the quantification of the CS reconstruction error with respect to the fully sampled data
sets. A q-space grid of size 11x11x11 truncated to a sphere is fully covered by 515 samples forming
the q-space signal vector s ∈ R2n−1 . The resulting data set of 515 imaging volumes containing one
b=0 image and 514 DWIs provides the ground truth signals for CS evaluation. In case of simulation
data, we take the noise-free signals as the ground truth.
First, we computed the normalized mean square error (NMSE) between the ground truth and the
reconstructed signals. CS recovery reconstructs the signal vector yn , but also the signals corresponding to the antipodal symmetric q-space samples of the diffusion gradient directions applied
during data acquisition. For the vector ŝi representing the reconstructed diffusion signals at voxel
location i, the NMSE was determined with respect to the fully sampled q-space signals si according
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to
1 ∑ ∥ŝi − si ∥
2
|Ω|
∥si ∥

2

(4.6)

i∈Ω

where |Ω| is the sum of all voxels of the set of voxels Ω.
We further computed different parameters related to tissue microstructure from the reconstructed
and the ground truth data and determine the CS reconstruction quality. The mean apparent propagator (MAP) MRI model (Fick et al., 2016; Özarslan et al., 2013) implemented in the Dipy library
was applied to generate parameter maps for three different q-space indices: mean squared displacement (MSD), return-to-origin probability (RTOP) and non-Gaussianity (NG). For the evaluation
of the diffusion parameter p̂i estimated from the reconstructed signals ŝi , the NMSE was calculated
by
1 ∑ ∥p̂i − pi ∥
2
|Ω|
∥pi ∥

2

(4.7)

i∈Ω

where the microstructural parameter pi is estimated from the fully sampled measurements si .
Moreover, the estimation of fiber orientation distribution functions (fODFs) provides orientational
information of the diffusive transport of water molecules in brain microstructure. We determined
the orientation of dominant fODF peaks and the crossing angle between crossing fibers using the
multi-tissue deconvolution approach by Ankele et al. (2017) which can be applied independently of
the acquisition scheme. For a quantitative assessment of the orientational information obtained via
CS-DSI, the angular deviation in fiber orientation between CS reconstruction and ground truth was
computed. Further, the mean absolute error in the crossing angle was evaluated for all i ∈ Ωcross with
Ωcross the subset of multi-fiber voxels in Ω with a crossing angle between the two dominating fiber
fascicles greater than 30◦ . Additionally, we computed the angular cross correlation (acc) (Anderson,
2005) between fODFs of CS reconstructed and ground truth diffusion signals for distinct regions of
interest within the imaging volumes of the diffusion phantom and in vivo data.

4.2.5
4.2.5.1

CS-DSI experiments
Simulations

By means of the Camino Monte-Carlo simulator (Hall and Alexander, 2009) we generated pulsed
gradient spin echo diffusion signals within a substrate of crossing cylinders (TE = 135.5 ms, bmax =
8350 s/mm2 , ∆ = 65.9 ms, δ = 57.4 ms). For fully sampled DSI, we sampled q-space at 258 points
distributed on a spherically truncated Cartesian 11x11x11 grid. Diffusion signals were simulated for
voxels containing two fiber bundles with crossing angles of 35°, 55° and 90°. Across the MonteCarlo repetitions, the gradient directions used for the simulation were randomly rotated in 3D to vary
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the orientation of the simulated crossing structures with respect to the sampling scheme. In this way,
the simulation data approximates brain microstructure with well-defined but unknown orientations.
In total, 600 different crossing structures were thus generated per crossing angle. Subsequently,
Rician noise corresponding to SNR of 20 in the b=0 signal was added to simulate realistic dMRI
acquisitions. Retrospective undersampling of the ground truth data was performed for a range of CS
acceleration factors to simulate accelerated DSI acquisition. We investigate acceleration factors of
{8.0,5.4,4.0,3.2,2.7,2.3,2.0} which correspond to N={32,48,64,80,96,112,128} DWI samples drawn
from the ground truth data set. We applied 100 random instances of each of the three different
Cartesian sampling schemes for CS reconstruction of each of the 1800 crossing structure signals.
We further evaluated the influence of Cartesian compared to non-Cartesian q-space sampling, such
as multi-shell sampling, on CS reconstruction. The SHORE basis can be applied to dMRI data for
a continuous representation of q-space signals, independently of the sampling strategy. Thus, we
applied the isotropic q-space sampling scheme without matching the samples to the Cartesian grid
for SHORE-based CS-DSI with 4-fold CS acceleration. By design this scheme resembles a multishell sampling scheme for optimal q-space coverage. For each evaluation metric, we report the
mean and standard deviation of the error values across all instances of the sampling patterns.

4.2.5.2

Diffusion phantom

We acquired fully sampled DSI data (258 q-space samples) from two physical diffusion phantoms
(Moussavi-Biugui et al., 2011) respectively containing microstructure crossing at 60° and 90° (TE/TR
= 139ms/2000ms, bmax = 8350 s/mm2 , ∆ = 66.1ms, δ = 55.9ms). All phantom scans were collected
on a 3T Siemens MAGNETOM Prisma MRI scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany)
at 2.0mm isotropic spatial resolution using a 64-channel head-neck coil. Per phantom data set, a
single slice representing the region of the two fiber bundles crossing within each of the phantoms
was selected for the evaluation of CS reconstruction. Following CS recovery according to various
undersampling schemes, we quantified the reconstruction quality based on the NMSE of the reconstructed signal with respect to the acquired data and on the angular error in the crossing angle
and orientation of the phantom fiber bundles. Instead of determining microstructural parameters
by means of the MAP MRI model which is tailored for brain tissue data, for the phantom data we
focused on the extraction of orientational information. We visualized fODFs within the crossing fiber
region of each of the diffusion phantoms and determined the corresponding angular cross correlation of reconstructed and ground truth fODFs. We masked the phantom data to only process single
and crossing fiber voxels.

4.2.5.3

In vivo dMRI

DSI acquisitions were collected from one healthy female (34 years) on the 3T Prisma scanner at
1.5mm isotropic resolution (TE/TR = 105ms/6100ms, bmax = 6800 s/mm2 , ∆ = 51.3ms, δ = 20.1ms)
using a 64-channel head-neck coil. Approval to undertake the MRI acquisition was obtained from
the ethics committee of the University of Bonn, Medical Faculty. The study was carried out in accor-
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dance with the recommendations of the International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) Good Clinical
Practice (GCP) standards (ICH-GCP). We obtained written informed consent from the participant
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The imaging protocol applied monopolar diffusion
weighting and a partial Fourier factor of 6/8 to minimize TE. Image acquisition of 96 axial slices
was accelerated by an SMS dMRI sequence employing threefold slice-acceleration. The readout
bandwidth was 1785 Hz/pixel. No in-plane acceleration was applied (GRAPPA R=1). Sequence parameters were optimized to allow for 2.3-fold accelerated CS-DSI within about 12 minutes (Tobisch
et al., 2018). 257 diffusion weighted and 8 interleaved, non-weighted images were acquired with
both anterior-to-posterior and posterior-to-anterior phase encoding (PE). The total scan time was
55 minutes. The acquisition of DSI data with reversed PE polarity enables the accurate correction
of image distortions. We applied FSL’s topup (Andersson et al., 2003) and eddy (Andersson and
Sotiropoulos, 2015) to estimate and correct for susceptibility-induced geometric distortions as well
as eddy-current-induced artifacts and subject motion. Retrospective undersampling of the fully sampled in vivo DSI data was performed for a CS acceleration factor of 2.3 and 4. Selected at random,
only one distinct instance of each of the three sampling scheme types was applied in contrast to
simulation and phantom data. After CS reconstruction, we estimated fODFs and diffusion parameter
maps as for simulation and phantom data. The angular error and cross correlation as well as the
NMSE of the diffusion signal, MSD, NG and RTOP were computed. For the calculation of the CS
reconstruction error metrics, we considered the voxels within well-known white matter tracts in the
brain defined in standard space by the JHU ICBM DTI 81 atlas (Mori et al., 2008) available in FSL
which we transformed into diffusion native space. This mask was further adjusted to contain mainly
pure WM voxels based on recommendations by Jeurissen et al. (2013).

4.3 Results
4.3.1

Basis functions for sparse DSI reconstruction

We assessed Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI in terms of the sparsity property of the applied
basis functions to ensure both approaches comply with the requirements of CS theory. Figure 4.1
depicts the number of basis atoms (top row) required for an accurate representation of the diffusion
signal (bottom row) representing the degree of sparsity of the selected sparsity inducing bases
in Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI. For simulations that represent WM microstructure (Figure
4.1A), the number of atoms as well as the corresponding NMSE is plotted for the three different
NMSE thresholds {0.015, 0.03, 0.05} for each CS-DSI approach. NMSE values as low as the selected
threshold for correct reconstruction are obtained for the canonical basis and for the SHORE basis
applying different SHORE orders. The higher the SHORE order the lower the sparsity. The sparsity
of the canonical basis representation of the diffusion propagator is lower than for the SHORE basis.
For an axial slice of the in vivo data, Figure 4.1B depicts the minimum number of atoms required for
an accurate signal representation and the corresponding NMSE. Further, the mean and standard
deviation were computed across WM, GM and CSF voxels of the whole brain. The sparsity induced
by the SHORE basis decreases for increasing SHORE order in WM and GM. The same trend is
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observed in CSF except for SHORE order 6, for which an increase in the average number of required
atoms is observed compared to order 8 and 10. This coincides with the NMSE values obtained for
CSF at SHORE order 6 which are above the selected threshold, whereas a mean NMSE at or below
the NMSE threshold is reached for any other combination of SHORE order and brain tissue type. For
the diffusion propagator, the NMSE threshold is reached throughout the brain with a high sparsity
for GM and WM and a lower sparsity for CSF.

Figure 4.1: Degree of sparsity induced by the canonical and SHORE (order 6, 8, 10 and 12) basis used as sparsifying transforms in Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI, respectively. (A) For
simulations, the number of required atoms for sparse representation of the diffusion signal and the
propagator as well as the corresponding NMSE are depicted for three NMSE thresholds. From left to
right per CS-DSI approach, atom and NMSE values refer to: NMSE ≤ 0.015, NMSE ≤ 0.03, NMSE
≤ 0.05. (B) The number of atoms required to reach an NMSE as close as possible to the NMSE
threshold for accurate representation (NMSE ≤ 0.05) are depicted for an axial slice of in vivo dMRI
data as well as the mean and standard deviation across WM, GM and CSF voxels of the whole
brain.

4.3.2 CS-DSI experiments
For simulations, diffusion phantom and in vivo DSI data, we analyzed the performance of different
reconstruction methods in terms of CS recovery differing in their selected sensing and sparsifying
bases. For Fourier-based CS-DSI, exploiting the sparsity directly in the propagator space leads to
comparable or even lower NMSE and angular error compared to Fourier-based CS-DSI using TV
(see Supplementary Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4). Due to the superior reconstruction obtained using the
canonical basis as the sparsifying basis, only the results for this approach are presented here. In the
following we compare the reconstruction results obtained from sparse simulation, diffusion phantom
and in vivo DSI data by applying Fourier-based and SHORE-based CS-DSI (SHORE orders 6 and
8).
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Figure 4.2: CS reconstruction of simulations obtained from Fourier-based CS-DSI applying the
canonical basis as sparsity basis and from SHORE-based CS-DSI using SHORE order 6 and 8.
CS reconstruction quality is quantified by computing the angular error in crossing angle and in fiber
orientation and the NMSE of the diffusion signal, MSD, NG and RTOP. For each metric, the three
different q-space sampling schemes under investigation, iso, ua-rr and rG, are compared. The number of q-space samples corresponding to CS acceleration factors 4 and 2.3 are marked by the light
blue and light green vertical lines, respectively. Overall, lower reconstruction errors are obtained
using Fourier-based CS-DSI.
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Table 4.1: The NMSE of the diffusion signal quantifies the quality of CS reconstruction of simulations obtained from Fourier-based CS-DSI applying the canonical basis as sparsity basis and from
SHORE-based CS-DSI using SHORE order 6 and 8. For an CS acceleration factor of 4, the iso
q-space sampling scheme was compared against its non-Cartesian variant in the case of SHOREbased CS-DSI. Overall, Fourier-based CS-DSI yielded lower reconstruction errors than SHOREbased CS-DSI. For the latter, comparable CS reconstruction is observed with and without Cartesian
sampling.

NMSE (noise-free)
NMSE (SNR 20)

4.3.2.1

Cartesian
non-Cartesian
Cartesian
non-Cartesian

Fourier: I

SHORE: order 6

SHORE: order 8

0.0115 ± 0.0005

0.0409 ± 0.0024
0.0440 ± 0.0029
0.0514 ± 0.0024
0.0547 ± 0.0019

0.0415 ± 0.0031
0.0452 ± 0.0028
0.0745 ± 0.0034
0.0701 ± 0.0036

0.0263 ± 0.0008

Simulations

For simulations, CS reconstruction quality was quantified across the simulated crossing structures
by computing the angular error in crossing angle and in fiber orientation and the NMSE for four different diffusion measures: the diffusion signal, MSD, NG and RTOP. For each metric, the three different
q-space sampling schemes under investigation, iso, ua-rr and rG, were compared. For simulation
data, Figure 4.2 compares CS reconstruction results obtained from Fourier- and SHORE-based CSDSI, with the latter applying SHORE orders 6 and 8. Overall, using a SHORE order of 6 in SHOREbased CS-DSI improves CS reconstruction compared to order 8, except for the reconstruction of
NG and RTOP at low acceleration factors, in which case the SHORE order of 8 further reduces the
NMSE. Fourier-based CS-DSI, however, provides lower reconstruction errors than SHORE-based
CS-DSI across all metrics. The isotropic CS sampling scheme performs similar or even superior
to the schemes ua-rr and rG for both Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI, apart from the following
exceptions: the Gaussian undersampling scheme is more performant in the Fourier-based CS reconstruction of NG in the range of 3- to 5-fold CS acceleration; furthermore, the Gaussian scheme
outperforms the other schemes in SHORE-based CS reconstruction of the diffusion signal at very
low CS factors and of NG and RTOP across all CS factors. For acceleration factors below 8, only
small standard deviations across the 100 instances of each undersampling scheme are observed for
both CS-DSI methods. A similar trend was observed in noise free simulations (see Supplementary
Figure 4.5), albeit with reduced reconstruction errors.
For 4-fold CS acceleration, Table 4.1 reports NMSE values obtained from Fourier-based CS-DSI
applying the canonical basis as sparsity basis and from SHORE-based CS-DSI using SHORE order
6 and 8. For the latter CS approach, Cartesian and non-Cartesian q-space sampling were considered. Comparable performance was observed for both sampling strategies. Fourier-based CS-DSI
yielded the lowest reconstruction errors for simulations with and without noise.
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4.3.2.2

Diffusion phantom

The CS reconstruction of undersampled dMRI acquisitions of the 90° and the 60° diffusion phantoms
was assessed. We computed the NMSE of the diffusion signal as well as the angular error in crossing
angle and in fiber orientation and investigate Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI with respect to
the three different q-space sampling schemes of interest. Figure 4.3 depicts the reconstruction
errors of Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI with regard to these metrics. Comparable results are
obtained using either SHORE order 6 or 8 in SHORE-based CS-DSI. The reconstruction errors for
Fourier-based CS-DSI are again lower than those for the SHORE-based CS recovery. For both
CS approaches, the isotropic sampling schemes outperforms the schemes ua-rr and rG in all of
the metrics at high CS factors greater than 3 and comparable results across schemes are obtained
otherwise. Extending the assessment of the reconstruction of the orientational information obtained
via CS-DSI, Figure 4.4 visualizes fODFs within the crossing fiber region of both the 90° and the 60°
diffusion phantom for both Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI with acceleration factors of 4 and 2.3.
For 4-fold CS acceleration, Fourier-based CS-DSI in combination with an isotropic undersampling
of q-space provides the highest correlation between ground truth and reconstruction. Overall, for
all schemes, SHORE-based CS-DSI using order 8 performs worst and the correlation values for
SHORE-based CS-DSI using order 6 are comparable to or further exceeded by Fourier-based CSDSI. For a CS acceleration factor of 2.3, Fourier-based CS-DSI provides the highest correlation
factors up to 0.98. Using SHORE order 6 again leads to better fODF reconstruction compared to
order 8.

4.3.2.3

In vivo dMRI

Based on the results of the simulation and phantom experiments, we applied SHORE-based CSDSI with an SHORE order of 6 for the reconstruction of in vivo dMRI acquisitions. Figure 4.5 shows
NMSE and angular error values of the CS reconstruction of the retrospectively undersampled DSI
acquisitions for both Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI with respect to the three different types of
q-space sampling schemes of interest. Since only one instance of each sampling scheme type was
selected, no standard deviation is provided for the NMSE of MSD, NG and RTOP. Overall, Fourierbased CS-DSI outperforms the SHORE-based approach in the reconstruction of the diffusion signal
itself and MSD and RTOP obtained from the propagator for both 4-fold and 2.3-fold CS acceleration. NG reconstruction is superior for SHORE-based CS-DSI for an acceleration factor of 4, but
comparable for both CS approaches for lower acceleration. With respect to the angular errors both
CS-DSI approaches perform comparably. Comparable NMSE of the signal and angular errors are
obtained across undersampling schemes for both Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI. For a CS
factor of 2.3, the Gaussian scheme provides the best reconstruction of NG. For MSD and RTOP, CS
reconstruction errors are very low for Fourier-based CS-DSI across all schemes, for SHORE-based
CS-DSI the Gaussian scheme yields the best reconstruction results.
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Figure 4.3: CS reconstruction of diffusion phantom data obtained from Fourier-based CS-DSI applying the canonical basis as sparsity basis and from SHORE-based CS-DSI using SHORE order
6 and 8. CS reconstruction quality is quantified by computing the angular error in crossing angle
and in fiber orientation and the NMSE of the diffusion signal. For each metric, the three different
q-space sampling schemes under investigation, iso, ua-rr and rG, are compared. The number of qspace samples corresponding to CS acceleration factors 4 and 2.3 are marked by the light blue and
light green vertical lines, respectively. Comparable or even lower reconstruction errors are obtained
using Fourier-based CS-DSI.
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Figure 4.4: FODFs obtained from diffusion phantom data are depicted for ROIs within the crossing
region of the 90° and the 60° diffusion phantoms. FODFs are estimated from fully sampled DSI and
from CS-DSI using CS acceleration factor 4 and 2.3. For Fourier-based CS-DSI applying the canonical basis as sparsity basis and for SHORE-based CS-DSI using SHORE order 6 and 8, the angular
cross correlation of fODFs from the fully sampled signal and the reconstruction was computed. One
instance per q-space sampling schemes iso, ua-rr and rG was used.
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Figure 4.5: CS reconstruction of in vivo dMRI data obtained from Fourier- and SHORE-based CSDSI applying the sparsity transform I and SHORE order 6, respectively. CS reconstruction quality is
quantified by computing the angular error in crossing angle and in fiber orientation and the NMSE of
the diffusion signal, MSD, NG and RTOP. One instance of each of the q-space sampling schemes
under investigation, iso, ua-rr and rG, was used.

Figure 4.6 depicts axial slices showing the relative error in MSD, NG and RTOP between the ground
truth and the CS reconstruction obtained from Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI using the iso, uarr and rG sampling scheme. The degree of the reconstruction errors presented in Figure 4.5 is well
captured by those difference maps. The parameter maps used to generate the difference maps
are shown in Supplementary Figure 4.6. The difference maps for SHORE-based CS-DSI show
more tissue contrast compared to Fourier-based CS-DSI. For both acceleration factors, difference
magnitudes in the diffusion parameter maps are higher for SHORE-based CS-DSI than for Fourierbased CS-DSI.
For CS acceleration factors of 4 and 2.3, Figure 4.7 compares fODFs estimated from Fourier- and
SHORE-based CS-DSI acquisitions with respect to fODFs estimated from fully sampled DSI acquisi-
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tions. The mean angular cross correlation was computed for all fODFs within the depicted region of
interest of a coronal slice of the imaging volume showing crossing fibers from the corpus callosum,
the corticospinal tract and the superior longitudinal fasciculus. For 4-fold CS acceleration, the highest correlation values are obtained for the isotropic undersampling scheme and Fourier-based CSDSI outperforms the SHORE-based approach. For moderate 2.3-fold acceleration, angular cross
correlation is high for all schemes and CS-DSI methods.

Figure 4.6: For 2.3- and 4-fold CS acceleration, axial slices of difference maps depict the relative
error in MSD, NG and RTOP between the fully sampled in vivo DSI acquisitions and the CS reconstruction obtained from Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI. One instance of each of the q-space
sampling schemes under investigation, iso, ua-rr and rG, was used.
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Figure 4.7: For 2.3- and 4-fold CS acceleration, fODFs obtained from Fourier- and SHORE-based
CS-DSI are compared with respect to fODFs estimated from fully sampled in vivo DSI acquisitions.
One instance of each of the q-space sampling schemes under investigation, iso, ua-rr and rG, was
used. The angular cross correlation was computed between fODFs from fully sampled DSI and both
CS approaches.
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4.4 Discussion
4.4.1

Sampling schemes for CS-DSI

In our work, we investigate the three types of undersampling schemes, iso, ua-rr and rG for their
suitability in CS applications. Further, a non-Cartesian variant of the iso scheme was considered.
According to our simulations, no loss in reconstruction quality was observed for Cartesian q-space
sampling when compared to multi-shell sampling in SHORE-based CS-DSI. Small shifts of sample
positions in q-space have thus no adverse effects on CS reconstruction, as long as angular and
radial resolution are kept sufficiently high. This finding is also supported by the low variation across
different instances of Cartesian sampling schemes for CS acceleration factors below 8. This indicates that for the range of parameters tested here the number and optimal distribution of samples
in q-space are more relevant than their specific q-space location on a grid or shell. In this work, we
thus decided to use Cartesian sampling for all experiments. In this way, the same sampling strategy was applied for both SHORE- and Fourier-based CS-DSI, since the latter requires Cartesian
q-space sampling.
Our CS-experiments overall indicate better reconstruction quality for Fourier-based CS-DSI compared to SHORE-based approach. Thus, we draw our main conclusions on the performance of the
undersampling schemes based on Fourier-based CS-DSI. In this case, our simulation and phantom
results suggest that the isotropic sampling performs comparable to or even better than ua-rr or rG
schemes, especially at high CS acceleration factors. For in vivo data, the reconstruction results for
the diffusion signal and orientational information indicate robust performance of the isotropic scheme
comparable to the other schemes. For the reconstruction of MSD, NG and RTOP, the in vivo results suggest that the rG scheme outperforms the other schemes. However, this might be related to
the specific scheme instances used as the simulations and phantom results with 100 instances per
scheme do not support this conclusion. Furthermore, for an acceleration factor of 2.3, reconstruction
errors are overall very low. Especially for reconstruction errors of MSD and RTOP below 3%, we
believe that differences between sampling scheme types have a minor effect. For an accurate reconstruction close to the fully sampled data, we recommend using a modest CS acceleration factor
to reduce the risk of reconstruction artifacts and retain high quality data. Our results overall indicate
that applying an CS acceleration factor of 2.3 yields robust reconstruction results. This finding holds
independently of the type of undersampling scheme. The respective number of 112 unique q-space
samples for 2.3-fold acceleration is thus sufficient to optimally undersample q-space despite the randomness in the selection of samples during scheme generation. Therefore, we conclude that any
of the three types of undersampling scheme under investigation in this work is suitable for CS-DSI
with modest acceleration factors. For a straight-forward generation of an undersampling scheme,
the ua-rr scheme can be easily generated as described in the methods section following the optimal
distribution of samples on the sphere based on the design proposed by Caruyer et al. (2013).
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4.4.2 Basis functions for sparse DSI reconstruction
4.4.2.1

Sparsity inducing bases

To ensure that both Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI fulfill the requirements for an accurate CS
reconstruction, we validated the sparsity properties of the selected sparsifying bases. For simulations, both the diffusion propagator and the SHORE basis provide a sparse representation of the
respective signals of interest for CS recovery and NMSE values as low as 0.015 are always achieved.
The SHORE basis at order 6 contains only 50 atoms, which is already a sparse representation of
the fully sampled signal. Additional sparsity promotion yields an even sparser representation of less
than 10 atoms for WM and GM in vivo data, confirming the findings by Merlet and Deriche (2013)
that the SHORE basis is highly suitable for sparse representation of dMRI signals. Our results show
that the diffusion propagator provides a less sparse representation compared to the SHORE basis,
but is nevertheless as suitable for the purpose of CS reconstruction as originally proposed by Merlet
and Deriche (2010). One advantage of exploiting the sparsity of the diffusion propagator is that low
NMSE values and thus correct signal representation are obtained throughout the brain, which, for
the SHORE basis, is only possible at orders above 8. However, a SHORE order of 12 is not suitable
for CS reconstruction due to the low sparsity induced by the respective SHORE basis. Further, such
high SHORE orders imply high computational cost, especially when selected for CS-DSI, and are
not favorable in practice. For this reason, we only considered SHORE order 6 and 8 in the CS-DSI
experiments conducted in this work although the NMSE for CSF brain tissue can be higher than
the required NMSE for an accurate representation of the true signal. However, these regions are
typically not of main interest in dMRI analysis and thus, were neglected for the decision of an appropriate SHORE order. Overall, the determined degree of sparsity of the diffusion propagator and the
SHORE basis at the selected NMSE threshold confirms the suitability of both the Fourier- and the
SHORE-based CS-DSI framework for CS reconstruction.

4.4.2.2

Fourier- versus SHORE-based CS-DSI

Based on the results obtained from simulation and phantom experiments, we conclude that Fourierbased CS-DSI performs optimally when exploiting the sparsity directly in the propagator space. Nevertheless, using TV as a sparsity transform also leads to adequate reconstruction results, especially
for modest acceleration factors. Future work could also explore a combination of different regularizers as suggested by Sprenger et al. (2016). The results obtained from simulation and phantom
data suggest that using a SHORE order of 6 is preferred over order 8. This finding is in agreement
with related works likewise showing the suitability of SHORE order 6 for accurate signal modeling
in the SHORE basis (Fick et al., 2016; Merlet and Deriche, 2013). Adding to this, SHORE order
6 enables a high level of sparsity in the representation of the diffusion signal, as discussed in the
previous section, and benefits the computational time required for CS reconstruction.
For an adequate CS acceleration up to a factor of 4, SHORE-based CS-DSI using a SHORE order of 6 leads to average NMSE and angular error values, respectively, of about 5% and 3° for
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simulations, 13% and 5° for phantom data and 5% and 5° for in vivo dMRI. This confirms the suitability and robust performance of the SHORE basis as a sparsity inducing basis in CS recovery as
previously suggested by Ozarslan et al. (2009); J Cheng, T Jiang, et al. (2011); Merlet and Deriche (2013); Fick et al. (2016). However, if CS acceleration is too strong, SHORE-based CS-DSI
is prone to introduce more reconstruction artifacts than Fourier-based CS-DSI. Further, for in vivo
dMRI, we observe more tissue contrast in the difference maps for propagator-based parameters,
especially in brain voxels with complete or partial CSF volume. This indicates a greater degree of
tissue-dependent under- or overestimation for SHORE-based CS-DSI than for Fourier-based CSDSI. The recovery of signals representing isotropic diffusion was found to be more challenging than
for single or crossing fiber voxels when applying continuous signal modeling for sparse reconstruction as previously reported by Fick et al. (2016). Our results are in agreement with those findings
and suggest that, in contrast, Fourier-based CS-DSI performs equally well across different tissue
types of the human brain. Across the range of investigated CS factors and especially for high acceleration, Fourier-based CS-DSI using the canonical basis as sparsity inducing basis yields NMSE
and angular error values comparable to or in many cases below those for SHORE-based CS-DSI.
This finding holds for all of the three datasets used for CS evaluation in this work and our results indicate that for a modest CS acceleration of 2.3, Fourier-based CS-DSI provides reconstructed signals
comparable to the fully sampled data. Overall, comparing CS reconstruction results obtained from
Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI applied to sparse simulations, phantom and in vivo dMRI data,
we observe better quality of the reconstruction of the diffusion signal and of propagator-derived parameters for the Fourier-based CS-DSI approach. Additionally, for Fourier-based CS-DSI requires
only the selection of the regularization parameter and no additional model parameters have to be
determined as for the SHORE-based method. In terms of the recovery of orientational information
from sparse DSI measurements, fODFs estimated from CS reconstructed phantom and in vivo data
are comparable to those of the fully sampled data for both CS-DSI approaches. This is indicated by
similar angular error values and an angular cross correlation of respectively up to 0.982 and 0.984
for Fourier-based and 0.976 and 0.984 for SHORE-based CS-DSI for an acceleration factor of 2.3.
We took special care to avoid introducing bias in favor of the Fourier-based approach into our analysis. In particular, we did not use the traditional DSI approach to determine properties of the diffusion
propagator, such as MSD, NG, RTOP, or ODFs. This would have involved taking the Fourier transform on a regular grid, and might have biased results in favor of using the same Fourier basis for
CS reconstruction. Instead, we use the MAP MRI model and the deconvolution approach by Ankele
et al. (2017), which apply SHORE for signal modeling. If this introduces any bias at all, it should
be in favor of SHORE-based CS-DSI. Despite this, we found that Fourier-based CS-DSI performs
comparable to or even better than the SHORE-based approach.

4.4.3

CS-DSI in time-limited dMRI studies

To perform a CS-DSI experiment within time-limited dMRI studies aiming to extract diffusion parameters as well as orientational information from the acquired data, we recommend the following
acquisition and analysis strategy. A modest CS acceleration factor of about 2.3 should be chosen
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since combined with state-of-the-art MRI hardware and parallel imaging the scan time can already
be reduced to about 12 minutes to collect undersampled DSI acquisitions. Thus, higher CS acceleration might not be required and potential reconstruction artifacts can be avoided. For dMRI
acquisition, we recommend using any of the three types of undersampling schemes presented in
this work. If 4-fold CS acceleration or higher is required to further reduce the scan time or to acquire higher quality or resolution dMRI data depending on the respective research question, an
isotropic distribution of q-space samples forming the sparse DSI q-space sampling scheme is optimal for robust CS reconstruction. CS reconstruction of the undersampled DSI acquisitions should
be performed using Fourier-based CS-DSI using the canonical basis as the sparsity inducing basis.
Subsequently, conventional DSI analysis tools can be applied to the reconstructed data to extract
the diffusion measures of interest.

4.4.4 Limitations and future directions
This work focuses on the comparison of Fourier- to SHORE-based CS-DSI. Previously, the SHORE
basis was found to provide superior sparsity properties and more accurate CS reconstruction compared to other bases for analytical signal modeling (Merlet and Deriche, 2013). Thus, we aimed to
explore its performance in CS-DSI and compared SHORE to Fourier basis functions conventionally
used in this context. Future work will investigate continuous basis functions other than SHORE and
dictionary-based approaches for sparse DSI reconstruction.
Suitable processing techniques (Andersson et al., 2003; Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2015) were
applied on the in vivo DSI data to account for acquisition-related artifacts and subject motion. Results
in Merlet and Deriche (2013) suggest that the regularization inherent in CS-DSI can have a denoising
effect on dMRI data. However, experiments that specifically investigate the impact of different types
of image degradations and artifacts on CS reconstructions are left for future work.
For the in vivo experiments conducted in this work, all sequence parameters were fixed. Thus, the
conclusions drawn on CS acceleration and the derived recommendations apply to CS-DSI acquired
with a high spatial resolution of 1.5 mm isotropic at 3T. They might vary for dMRI data of, for instance,
different spatial resolution. In this case, even higher CS acceleration factors might be applicable
while still maintaining good reconstruction quality. This work, however, focuses on high-resolution
dMRI at 3T. According to the normalized mean square error, ODF accuracy and MAP analysis, we
conclude that accurate CS reconstruction was achieved.
Previous work (Tobisch et al., 2018) furthermore demonstrated, based on a comparable imaging protocol, the suitability of CS-DSI for various established diffusion and microstructure models such as
DTI (P Basser et al., 1994a), DKI (Jensen et al., 2005), NODDI (Zhang et al., 2012) and CHARMED
(Assaf and Basser, 2005) compared to state-of-the-art 3-shell HARDI imaging. Also, test-retest
analysis has been conducted and the performance of distortion and motion correction has been investigated. While only one instance of a ua-rr sampling scheme has been utilized for Fourier-based
CS-DSI, the present work presented results for various sampling schemes and undersampling factors for Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI in simulations and in vivo. However, future work could
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investigate a wider range of SNR to represent a broader variation of realistic low-, medium- or highresolution dMRI protocols.

4.5 Conclusion
In this work, we evaluate the suitability of pairs of basis functions, previously proposed for CS recovery, in the context of sparse DSI reconstruction and investigate the performance of two different
CS-DSI approaches based on either Fourier or SHORE basis functions. We further explore the influence of three different types of undersampling schemes among which the approach by Knutsson
and Westin (2013) for optimal isotropic distribution of q-space samples is introduced for the first time
to sparse DSI reconstruction. A quantitative assessment of CS-DSI applied to simulation, phantom
and in vivo DSI data was made. The NMSE and angular error values were derived from the reconstructed diffusion signal as well as the corresponding propagator-derived diffusion parameters
and orientational information provided by the fODF. Overall, our results indicate that better reconstruction quality of the diffusion signal and of propagator-derived parameters is obtained for Fourierbased CS-DSI, but the reconstruction of orientational information is comparable for both CS-DSI
approaches. Using an isotropic distribution of q-space samples for the generation of sparse DSI
q-space sampling schemes is found to be optimal for robust CS reconstruction of orientational information at high CS acceleration factors. For modest CS acceleration, the reconstructed signal and
extracted diffusion measures are comparable to those from fully sampled ground truth data. Based
on our findings, we have formulated recommendations for performing CS-DSI experiments within
time-limited dMRI studies since this is an area of application appropriate to exploit the beneficial
impact of CS-DSI.
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Supplementary Figure 4.1: NMSE of signal reconstruction for acceleration factor 4 and 2.3 as a
function of the regularization parameter for Fourier-based CS-DSI using the canonical basis and TV
for sparse representation and for SHORE-based CS-DSI with SHORE order 6 and 8.
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Supplementary Figure 4.2: CS reconstruction of simulations with and without noise obtained from
Fourier-based CS-DSI applying the sparsity transform TV. CS reconstruction quality is quantified by
computing the angular error in crossing angle and in fiber orientation and the NMSE of the diffusion
signal, MSD, NG and RTOP. For each metric, the three different q-space sampling schemes under
investigation, iso, ua-rr and rG, are compared. The number of q-space samples corresponding to CS
acceleration factors 4 and 2.3 are marked by the light blue and light green vertical lines, respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 4.3: CS reconstruction of diffusion phantom data obtained from Fourierbased CS-DSI applying the sparsity transform TV. CS reconstruction quality is quantified by computing the angular error in crossing angle and in fiber orientation and the NMSE of the diffusion signal.
For each metric, the three different q-space sampling schemes under investigation, iso, ua-rr and
rG, are compared. The number of q-space samples corresponding to CS acceleration factors 4 and
2.3 are marked by the light blue and light green vertical lines, respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 4.4: FODFs obtained from diffusion phantom data are depicted for ROIs
within the crossing region of the 90° and the 60° diffusion phantoms. FODFs are estimated from
fully sampled DSI and from CS-DSI using CS acceleration factor 4 and 2.3. For Fourier-based CSDSI applying the sparsity transform TV, the angular cross correlation of fODFs from the fully sampled
signal and the reconstruction was computed. One instance per q-space sampling schemes iso, ua-rr
and rG was used.
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Supplementary Figure 4.5: CS reconstruction of noise free simulations obtained from Fourier-based
CS-DSI applying the sparsity transform I and from SHORE-based CS-DSI using SHORE order 6
and 8. CS reconstruction quality is quantified by computing the angular error in crossing angle and
in fiber orientation and the NMSE of the diffusion signal, MSD, NG and RTOP. For each metric, the
three different q-space sampling schemes under investigation, iso, ua-rr and rG, are compared. The
number of q-space samples corresponding to CS acceleration factors 4 and 2.3 are marked by the
light blue and light green vertical lines, respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 4.6: For 2.3- and 4-fold CS acceleration, axial slices of parameter maps
of MSD, NG and RTOP for the fully sampled in vivo DSI acquisitions and the CS reconstruction
obtained from Fourier- and SHORE-based CS-DSI. One instance of each of the q-space sampling
schemes under investigation, iso, ua-rr and rG, was used.
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Compressed sensing diffusion spectrum imaging for
accelerated diffusion microstructure MRI in long-term
population imaging

Based on:
Tobisch A, Stirnberg R, Harms RL, Schultz T, Roebroeck A, Breteler MMB and Stöcker T (2018)
Compressed sensing diffusion spectrum imaging for accelerated diffusion microstructure MRI in
long-term population imaging. Front. Neurosci. 12:650.
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Abstract
Mapping non-invasively the complex microstructural architecture of the living human brain, diffusion
magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) is one of the core imaging modalities in current population studies. For the application in longitudinal population imaging, the dMRI protocol should deliver reliable
data with maximum potential for future analysis. With the recent introduction of novel MRI hardware,
advanced dMRI acquisition strategies can be applied within reasonable scan time. In this work we
conducted a pilot study based on the requirements for high resolution dMRI in a long-term and high
throughput population study. The key question was: can diffusion spectrum imaging accelerated by
compressed sensing theory (CS-DSI) be used as an advanced imaging protocol for microstructure
dMRI in a long-term population imaging study? As a minimum requirement we expected a high
level of agreement of several diffusion metrics derived from both CS-DSI and a 3-shell high angular
resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) acquisition, an established imaging strategy used in other population studies. A wide spectrum of state-of-the-art diffusion processing and analysis techniques
was applied to the pilot study data including quantitative diffusion and microstructural parameter
mapping, fiber orientation estimation and white matter fiber tracking. When considering diffusion
weighted images up to the same maximum diffusion weighting for both protocols, group analysis
across 20 subjects indicates that CS-DSI performs comparable to 3-shell HARDI in the estimation
of diffusion and microstructural parameters. Further, both protocols provide similar results in the
estimation of fiber orientations and for local fiber tracking. CS-DSI provides high radial resolution
while maintaining high angular resolution and it is well-suited for analysis strategies that require high
b-value acquisitions, such as CHARMED modeling and biomarkers from the diffusion propagator.
Keywords: Diffusion MRI, Diffusion Spectrum Imaging, Compressed Sensing, Multi-shell HARDI,
Microstructure, Population Imaging
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5.1 Introduction
Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) provides, completely non-invasively, unique insights
into the complex microstructural architecture of the living human brain. Sensitized for the random
motion of water molecules, dMRI offers a distinct imaging contrast to investigate the diffusion process at a microscopic scale (Le Bihan et al., 1986). A whole range of mathematical representations,
e.g. (P Basser et al., 1994a; Jensen et al., 2005; Ozarslan et al., 2009; Wedeen et al., 2005), and
biophysical models, e.g. (Assaf and Basser, 2005; Behrens et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2012), exists
to characterize the diffusion signal as well as the underlying microstructure and to infer macroscopic
brain connections from voxel-wise fiber orientation estimates. This makes dMRI a powerful imaging modality to study in vivo pathological changes of diffusion in brain tissue and the influence of
disease on the structural connectivity of brain white matter (WM).
The increasing life expectancy in modern society and its consequences for the public health sector give rise to a growing number of population studies that have been set up in the last decades
[e.g. Rotterdam study (Breteler et al., 1994; De Groot et al., 2000), Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (Weiner et al., 2015) (ADNI), Human Connectome Project (Glasser et al., 2016) (HCP),
UK Biobank study (Miller et al., 2016), Rhineland Study (Stöcker, 2016)] to acquire rich data from
their participants with the aim to provide new insights into disease development and progression
and to discover biomarkers for disease prediction at an early state and potentially its prevention, but
also for health promotion in general. As a potential biomarker for brain diseases dMRI is, thus, a
natural fit for being one of the core imaging protocols in population imaging. Long-term population
studies require the dMRI protocol to deliver reliable data with maximum potential for future analysis.
Therefore, an extensive pilot phase is the starting point of such studies to define the acquisition
strategies based on suggestions from state-of-the-art research. For dMRI, decisions with respect
to the diffusion protocol must be made on e.g. spatial resolution, q-space sampling, acceleration
strategies, phase encoding directions and many more. DMRI analysis techniques further influence
the choice of the imaging protocol by imposing special requirements on the dMRI acquisitions for
accurate data processing.
Since the 1990s population studies have been investigating brain changes due to disease by means
of neuroimaging aiming for large sample sizes and using standard MR scanners with the purpose
of acquiring imaging data comparable to that of other clinical studies (Ikram et al., 2015; Miller et
al., 2016; Weiner et al., 2015). Due to common MR hardware and scan time limitations, diffusion
tensor imaging (P Basser et al., 1994a) (DTI) or 2-shell HARDI is performed in these studies for
the collection of dMRI acquisitions. With the aim to provide very high quality diffusion data, the two
consortia of the Human Connectome (Behrens and Sporns, 2012; Jbabdi et al., 2015) Project use
highly customized MR scanners to improve diffusion imaging by very strong magnetic field gradients
with a maximum amplitude of 100mT/m (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013; Van Essen et al., 2012) or even
300mT/m (Setsompop et al., 2013). In this context, advanced dMRI protocols such as multi-shell
high angular resolution diffusion imaging (Tuch et al., 2002) (HARDI), high b-value q-Ball imaging
(Tuch, 2004; Wu and Alexander, 2007) and diffusion spectrum imaging (Wedeen et al., 2005) (DSI)
are employed to collect high resolution dMRI acquisitions in about one hour of acquisition time (Fan
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et al., 2016; McNab et al., 2013; Sotiropoulos et al., 2013). The bespoke systems developed in
this context have paved the way for a new generation of clinical MRI systems with higher maximum
gradient strength up to 80mT/m (Glasser et al., 2016). With these scanners’ introduction the advantages of the aforementioned studies can now be combined, meeting both the aim for high quality
diffusion data as well as the scan time limitation in high throughput population studies. Thus, MRI
scanners with a powerful gradient system allow for high resolution diffusion imaging by means of
advanced dMRI protocols within a reasonable scan time. Following the well-established HCP dMRI
protocol (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013), a 3-shell HARDI protocol is a natural candidate for being the
dMRI protocol of choice in this setting. However, advances in the development of novel acquisition
strategies for fast collection of dMRI scans that provide high resolution of intra-voxel microstructure
indicate that diffusion spectrum imaging (Wedeen et al., 2005) (DSI) accelerated by the application
of the compressed sensing (Bilgic et al., 2012; Menzel et al., 2011; Paquette et al., 2015; Setsompop
et al., 2013; Tobisch et al., 2015) (CS) theory also has high potential to fit the task of time efficient
versatile diffusion imaging.
In this work we conducted a pilot study specifically designed based on the requirements for a longterm population study, the Rhineland Study, to investigate the performance of CS-DSI for the acquisition of high resolution dMRI data at 3T. The CS-DSI protocol was time-matched with a state-ofthe-art 3-shell HARDI protocol that runs 12 minutes in total. As part of the one-hour MR protocol in
the Rhineland Study (Stöcker, 2016), the dMRI scheme should deliver data with maximum potential
for future analysis to enable both microstructure imaging and fiber tracking and thereby tractometry
(Bells et al., 2011; De Santis, Drakesmith, et al., 2014), as well as connectomics analysis. Thus, a
wide spectrum of state-of-the-art diffusion processing and analysis techniques was applied to the
pilot study acquisitions. The results of this work validate the applicability of DSI accelerated with
compressed sensing for population imaging and highlight the potentials of this imaging protocol in
the context of a long-term population study.

5.2

Material and methods

5.2.1 DMRI acquisition
5.2.1.1

Diffusion MR imaging protocols

Based on previous works (Paquette et al., 2015; Sotiropoulos et al., 2013; Tobisch et al., 2015), we
adapted and optimized a CS-DSI and a 3-shell HARDI protocol for dMRI at 3T. Figure 5.1 depicts the
three-dimensional q-space sampling and the corresponding b-value distribution of both advanced
protocols in comparison to dedicated sampling schemes for DTI and CHARMED (Assaf and Basser,
2005).
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Figure 5.1: DMRI sampling distributions and diffusion weighting of the advanced imaging protocols
CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI and of DTI and CHARMED schemes. Top row: The color coding of
the q-space samples highlights the range of b-values specific to each protocol. The number of
depicted q-space samples per protocol corresponds to the sum of acquired DWIs and their antipodal
counterparts. Bottom row: The number of DWIs acquired per protocol is depicted as a function of
the b-value. In contrast to the single (DTI) and the multi-shell (3-shell HARDI) scheme, CS-DSI, DSI
and CHARMED contain high b-value acquisitions.

3-shell HARDI samples the q-space with high angular resolution and provides adequate radial resolution by incorporating three different diffusion-weightings at b-values of 1000, 2000 and 3000 s/mm2 .
In addition to 14 interleaved b = 0 scans, these three q-space shells respectively contain 30, 40, and
50 samples that are optimally distributed for an advantageous uniform angular q-space coverage
(De Santis, Y Assaf, et al., 2014; Sprenger et al., 2016) following the design proposed by Caruyer
et al. (2013). In total, 120 diffusion weighted images (DWIs) are acquired using 3-shell HARDI. Our
choice of a HARDI scheme with three shells at b-values of 1000, 2000 and 3000 s/mm2 is based
on recent literature on comparable variants of multi-shell schemes. Several works report the suitability of those schemes for population imaging (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013) and their advantages for
optimal diffusion parameter extraction by means of microstructure models (Alexander and Barker,
2005; Kamath et al., 2012; Poot et al., 2010; Sprenger et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2012) and for the
estimation of orientational information (Kamath et al., 2012; Sotiropoulos et al., 2013; Tournier et al.,
2013). In our work, we, therefore, consider 3-shell HARDI as a gold standard protocol for multi-shell
imaging in population studies to which we aim to compare CS-DSI. In contrast to the multi-shell
protocol, DSI requires a uniform Cartesian grid sampling scheme, typically of size 11x11x11 truncated to a sphere, which leads to a total number of 258 unique samples in q-space covering the
latter at both high angular and high radial resolution. One drawback of traditional DSI is the long
acquisition time. However, recent advances in combining DSI with CS theory allow for accelerated
imaging by reducing the MR acquisition to fewer q-space samples sufficient for subsequent recovery of the full data by means of non-linear reconstruction. Exploiting the antipodal symmetry of the
diffusion signal and applying an acceleration factor of 2.3, the CS-DSI protocol, thus, acquires 112
DWIs with diffusion weightings in the range of b = 270 - 6800 s/mm2 plus 8 interleaved b = 0 scans.
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The b-vectors and b-values applied for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI data acquisition are provided as
supplementary material. We select the maximum b-value of the CS-DSI scheme in accordance with
recent literature on conventional and CS-accelerated DSI (Bilgic et al., 2012; Gigandet et al., 2013;
Paquette et al., 2015; Yeh and Verstynen, 2016) and recommendations for microstructure imaging
requiring high b-values such as CHARMED modeling (De Santis, Y Assaf, et al., 2014). The CSDSI acquisition scheme was generated based on the design proposed by Paquette et al. (2015).
All samples follow a uniform angular distribution and cover q-space randomly in the radial direction
(Jones et al., 1999; Paquette et al., 2015) subject to Cartesian discretization within the 11x11x11
truncated sphere. Based on simulation experiments, no significant difference in CS reconstruction
was observed across 100 randomly generated instances of this sampling scheme for 2.3-fold CS
acceleration (Tobisch et al., 2015). By means of CS reconstruction of the undersampled DSI acquisitions, all 515 samples on the q-space grid are recovered forming the basis for the following DSI
data analysis. As state-of-the-art reference protocols, we further consider a dedicated CHARMED
protocol containing 72 q-space samples in the range of b = 850 - 6800 s/mm2 (De Santis, Y Assaf, et
al., 2014) as well as a DTI scheme with 30 DWIs at b-value 1000 s/mm2 . The latter is represented by
the inner shell of the 3-shell HARDI sampling scheme similarly to other works that utilize a suitable
subset of the acquired multi-shell data for fitting the tensor model (Miller et al., 2016; Sotiropoulos
et al., 2013).
The selection of a suitable q-space sampling scheme only covers one aspect in the process of
designing a diffusion protocol. The following section will summarize the key decisions made during
a first sequence development stage with respect to the dMRI acquisition in the context of scan timelimited population imaging. All dMRI scans are collected on a 3T Siemens MAGNETOM Prisma MRI
scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a powerful gradient system with
maximum amplitudes of 80mT/m and slew rates of 200 mT/m/ms as well as a 64-channel head-neck
coil. We perform accelerated diffusion imaging by means of a simultaneous-multi-slice (SMS) dMRI
sequence employing threefold slice-acceleration (Cauley et al., 2014; Setsompop et al., 2012; Xu
et al., 2013). No in-plane acceleration is applied (GRAPPA R = 1) in combination with multiband
excitation. Facilitated by the performant gradient system, a relatively large readout bandwidth of
1785 Hz/pixel is selected to counteract increased geometric distortions along the phase encode
direction at 1.5 mm resolution. All imaging protocols apply monopolar diffusion weighting and a
partial Fourier factor of 6/8 to minimize TE. All sequence parameters are matched across protocols
with identical spatial resolution, except for the gradient pulse separation (∆), the gradient pulse
duration (δ ), the echo time (TE) and the repetition time (TR). Allowing for small differences, the
latter parameters are optimized separately for each protocol to match the time requirement of the
population study while still providing comparable diffusion contrast among the imaging protocols of
interest. Slightly higher values for TE and TR due to higher b-value acquisitions result in a reduced
number of CS-DSI scans and a slightly reduced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in comparison to the
3-shell HARDI protocol. For all dMRI acquisitions, TR and TE are kept constant across q-space
samples to avoid effects through noise levels varying with the diffusion weighting and T2 relaxation,
which would prevent data processing with state-of-the-art diffusion analysis tools. Running straightforward data analysis outweighs the increase in SNR achievable by optimizing TE and TR separately
for different b-values. Due to powerful MRI hardware and advanced diffusion sequences acquiring
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dMRI scans at a higher resolution than 2.0mm isotropic is feasible and likewise preferred for diffusion
imaging in renowned population studies (Sotiropoulos et al., 2013).

5.2.1.2

Diffusion pilot study

Diffusion MRI scans were acquired from 20 healthy subjects (age range 20-77, mean age 47.5, 5
males, 15 females) at 1.5mm isotropic resolution using the two advanced imaging protocols: CS-DSI
(TE/TR = 101.4ms/5300ms, ∆ = 49.5ms, δ = 19.7ms) and 3-shell HARDI (TE/TR = 90ms/4800ms, ∆
= 43.9ms, δ = 14ms). In addition, reference scans were acquired with a dedicated 1.5mm isotropic
CHARMED protocol (TE/TR = 101.4ms/5300ms, ∆ = 49.5ms, δ = 19.7ms) in 4 of the subjects. Approval to undertake the study was obtained from the ethics committee of the University of Bonn,
Medical Faculty. The study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) Good Clinical Practice (GCP) standards (ICH-GCP). We
obtained written informed consent from all participants in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
The scan time per subject was 11 min for the 3-shell and the CS-DSI protocol, supporting the applicability in population imaging. One minute of additional b = 0 scans, including an autocalibration
scan, with reversed phase encoding (PE) polarity were collected per protocol. Further, rescans are
collected on the same day, but only for one specific imaging protocol per subject. In total, 5 rescans
were acquired for each imaging protocol of interest. In addition to dMRI, a rapid, 1mm isotropic
T1-weighted MP-RAGE scan (Brenner et al., 2014) was acquired per subject within 3 minutes at the
end of the first scanning session (TI = 1100ms, TE/TR = 2.83ms/2530ms). For dMRI analysis, the
acquisitions of all 20 subjects are divided into two distinct subsets: the scans of 16 subjects for the
investigation of CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI (Group A) and the scans of the remaining 4 subjects for
the comparison of these protocol to the CHARMED reference protocol (Group B).

5.2.2
5.2.2.1

DMRI preprocessing
Motion and distortion correction

All images are corrected for subject motion and distortions prior to the estimation of diffusion and
microstructural parameters. FSL’s topup is used to estimate susceptibility-induced geometric distortions (Andersson et al., 2003) whereas FSL’s eddy is applied to simultaneously correct for those
distortions as well as eddy-current-induced artifacts and subject motion (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2015). However, eddy is not designed for DSI data as it requires the dMRI samples to be
acquired on shells in q-space. For a fair comparison of both protocols of interest, independently of
differences between processing algorithms, we aim to use the same motion and distortion correction.
Thus, we apply a post hoc adjustment of the nominal DSI b-values according to the requirements
of eddy such that the DSI q-space samples acquired on a Cartesian grid shift by maximal 50 s/mm2
to b-values corresponding to samples on 20 shells in q-space. This enables the Gaussian process
modeling in eddy. Note that the adjustments only affect the nominal b-values not the actual b-values
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nor the CS-DSI acquisitions. After motion and distortion correction, the original, unshifted b-values
are used for all subsequent processing steps. To validate this approach, we additionally acquired
dMRI data from one healthy subject using the 3-shell HARDI and the CS-DSI imaging protocol. We
have extended the 3-shell HARDI scheme by 6 uniformly distributed DWIs at b = 700 s/mm2 to allow
for an adequate comparison to corresponding CS-DSI DWIs with b < 1000 s/mm2 . Instead of just
collecting a few b = 0 images with reversed phase encoding polarity as in the pilot study, the complete protocols are run twice, once with anterior-to-posterior (AP) and once with posterior-to-anterior
(PA) PE direction. In this way, eddy becomes applicable for DSI data without the nominal b-value
shifts. To assess the performance of eddy, the mean squared error (MSE) between corresponding
images of the AP and PA data sets is calculated before and after eddy correction and for CS-DSI,
additionally with and without the shift of nominal b-values. In the pilot study, DWIs are only acquired
with AP PE direction and thus motion and distortion correction is performed with the help of a few b
= 0 scans with reversed phase encoding polarity. To simulate a scenario similar to the pilot study,
the quality of those corrected AP PE DWIs is evaluated by calculating the MSE with respect to the
PA PE DWIs that were corrected using both AP and PA PE data.

5.2.2.2

Compressed sensing in dMRI

Compressed sensing (CS) reconstruction was applied to recover the diffusion propagator p from
the undersampled DSI acquisitions y by means of the discrete Fourier transform F combined with
a sparsity term (Paquette et al., 2015; Tobisch et al., 2015):
argmin ∥RΩ Fp − y∥l2 + λ ∥p∥l1

(5.1)

p∈Rn

The CS matrix RΩ F incorporates the undersampling matrix RΩ . λ is the empirically determined
regularization parameter set to 5×10−6 . The l2 -norm and l1 -norm are applied to the data consistency
and the sparsity term, respectively. In this setting, the diffusion propagator itself defines a natural
sparsity domain well-suited for CS reconstruction (Merlet and Deriche, 2010). For the complete
DSI data recovery, an iterative shrinkage and thresholding algorithm (Gong et al., 2013) solves the
convex optimization problem. Here, we do not validate or describe in more detail the CS theory
as this exceeds the scope of the paper. For the interested reader, we refer to the corresponding
literature on applications of CS in dMRI, specifically CS-DSI (Bilgic et al., 2012; Menzel et al., 2011;
Paquette et al., 2015; Setsompop et al., 2013; Tobisch et al., 2015). We choose the degree of
CS acceleration to be relatively small to ensure good CS reconstruction quality and thus, selected
a modest acceleration factor of 2.3. CS reconstruction generates 257 unique DWIs from the 112
measurements fully describing the diffusion propagator in DSI. For brevity, we will refer to this set of
257 reconstructed DWIs as the CS-DSI data from now on. We also considered sparse reconstruction
for the multi-shell scheme. Several recent works on CS for spherical sampling strategies exist (Fick
et al., 2016; Michailovich et al., 2011; Rathi et al., 2014). Having run an extensive evaluation study
of CS methods for sparse reconstruction, Ning et al. (2015) report that signal reconstruction with the
MAPL MRI model proposed by Fick et al. (2016) allows signal extrapolation at higher b-values and
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performs similar to the CS approach by Rathi et al. (2014). We considered the former CS method
which is implemented as part of the Dipy library (Garyfallidis et al., 2014). The 3-shell HARDI, CSDSI and CHARMED data of Group B were used to reconstruct the respective signals for the diffusion
directions of the CHARMED reference protocol with b-values up b = 6800 s/mm2 . To compare the
reconstruction quality, we computed the normalized mean square error (NMSE) as defined in Ning
et al. (2015) with respect to the CHARMED reference signal of both 3-shell HARDI and CS-DSI.
For the analysis of CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI acquisitions in the context of population imaging,
we decided against sparse reconstruction for the multi-shell scheme, the reasons for which will be
discussed later on. Thus, in this work, all dMRI analysis is performed on 3-shell HARDI and CS-DSI
acquisitions with CS reconstruction only done for the latter.

5.2.3
5.2.3.1

DMRI analysis
Diffusion and microstructural parameter estimation

Using the Maastricht Diffusion Toolbox (Harms et al., 2017) and in-house implementations, several mathematical and biophysical diffusion models were fitted to the data to estimate the following
diffusion and microstructure parameters: fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean, axial and radial diffusivity (MD, AD, RD) from the tensor model (P Basser et al., 1994a), mean, axial and radial kurtosis
(MK, AK, RK) as well as FA, MD, AD and RD from the kurtosis model (Jensen et al., 2005), the
weight (volume fraction) of the intra-cellular compartment (wIC) and orientation dispersion (ODI)
from the NODDI model (Zhang et al., 2012), and intra-axonal restricted volume fraction (FR) from
the CHARMED model (Assaf and Basser, 2005). Each diffusion model comes with specific requirements or recommendations for the maximum or optimal b-values of the dMRI data. Considering
these specifications, we fit the tensor, kurtosis and NODDI model to DWIs acquired with b-values
of approx. 1000 s/mm2 , up to 3000 s/mm2 and on two shells of approx. 1000 s/mm2 and 3000
s/mm2 , respectively. The CHARMED model specifically requires acquisitions of b-values greater
than 3000 s/mm2 . Table 5.1 lists the selection and the resulting total number of unique DWIs based
on the b-value requirements of specific diffusion models and highlights the differences in the model
fitting process between 3-shell HARDI and CS-DSI acquisitions. For CS-DSI, additional maps of
mean squared displacement (MSD), return-to-origin-probability (RTOP) (Wu et al., 2008) and nonGaussianity (NG) (Özarslan et al., 2013) are derived from the diffusion propagator by means of the
MAPL MRI model.
As the basis for statistical group analysis, the standard tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) routine
was applied to project all estimated diffusion parameters to a mean FA skeleton (Smith et al., 2006).
The TBSS framework is well established and likewise preferred in other works (Giezendanner et al.,
2016; Zhu et al., 2015) also in combination with atlas-based identification of WM tracts (De Santis
et al., 2012). We acknowledge, however, the reported limitations of TBSS (Bach et al., 2014; Edden and Jones, 2011). Thus, for population-based analysis, alternative analysis techniques should
be investigated. Regions of interest (ROIs) were automatically defined by mapping the labels of
well-known white matter tracts in the brain provided in standard space by the JHU ICBM DTI 81
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atlas (Mori et al., 2008) available in FSL to the TBSS mean FA skeleton. We selected nine ROIs of
well-known WM tracts for statistical analysis: the splenium, body and genu of the corpus callosum
(SCC, BCC, GCC), the anterior limb of internal capsule (ALIC), the sagittal stratum (SS), the superior corona radiata (SCR), the corticospinal tracts (CST), the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF)
and the superior fronto-occipital fasciculus (SFO). Left (L) and right (R) regions are considered for
all tracts, except the CC. For each diffusion parameter, the group mean and standard error (SEM)
were subsequently calculated from the mean across all voxels within the tract ROIs. To provide further statistical information, we performed voxel-wise analysis of paired two-group differences using
FSL’s randomise (5000 permutations, TFCE, variance smoothing) (Winkler et al., 2014). Additional
statistical analysis was performed to investigate effects across WM structures. For each diffusion
parameter, we used a linear fixed effects model with random intercept for each model in order to
account for the clustering of the measurements within each subject. As fixed effects we included acquisition scheme and WM ROI. This statistical analysis was performed using R Statistical Software
(version 3.4.1) and the lme4 package.
To quantify the test-retest (TRT) reliability of a diffusion imaging protocol, we assessed the differences between diffusion parameters estimated from the scans and rescans of a subgroup of subjects
from the pilot study. Per subject, diffusion parameter maps of both scan and rescan were, first, linearly registered to a mid-space to account for the influence of resampling effects on the data that
could mask TRT variability in the case of registering one scan to the other. Second, the difference
between the registered parameter maps as well as their mean was calculated and warped into MNI
space. Finally, the parameter specific mean and differences for each subject were projected onto
the WM skeleton and subsequent ROI based analysis was performed as for the group analysis
described before. To asses the reliability and repeatability of the 3-shell HARDI and the CS-DSI
diffusion protocol, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and the within-subject coefficient of
variation (wsCV) were calculated, respectively (Bartko, 1966; Bland and Altman, 1996).
Table 5.1: Selection and resulting total number of unique DWIs for the CS-DSI and the 3-shell HARDI
protocol based on the b-value requirements of the tensor, kurtosis, NODDI and CHARMED model.

DT
Kurtosis
NODDI
CHARMED
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b [s/mm2 ]
DWIs
b [s/mm2 ]
DWIs
b [s/mm2 ]
DWIs
b [s/mm2 ]
DWIs

3-shell HARDI

CS-DSI

1000
30
1000 - 3000
120
1000, 3000
30, 50
n/a
n/a

270 - 1300
28
270 - 3000
85
270 - 1300, 3000 - 3800
28, 52
270 - 6800
257

5.2. Material and methods

5.2.3.2

Fiber orientation and macroscopic brain connections

Fiber orientation distribution functions (fODFs) were obtained by means of the recently proposed
method by Ankele et al. (2017) which incorporates the SHORE (Ozarslan et al., 2009) model that
continuously describes the diffusion signal. The novel SHORE-based multi tissue constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) approach by Ankele et al. (2017), here denoted as the SHORE/MT-CSD
model, can be applied independently of the dMRI sampling scheme. It allows the generation of
brain tissue volume fraction maps for white matter, gray matter (GM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
and the estimation of fODFs for both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI. fODF estimation as proposed
by Ankele et al. (2017) requires T1 imaging data for tissue segmentation similar to Jeurissen et
al. (2014). In contrast, state-of-the-art methods for optimal fiber orientation estimation that depend
on specific q-space sampling exist for both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI: for CS-DSI, diffusion ODFs
(dODFs) can be directly calculated from the DSI diffusion propagator (Paquette et al., 2016; Wedeen
et al., 2005); the high angular resolution of HARDI data is most advantageous for estimating fiber
orientation by means of CSD providing the fiber ODF instead of the diffusion ODF (Tournier et al.,
2007). All ODFs were reconstructed using either the approach by Ankele et al. (2017) or the Dipy library (Garyfallidis et al., 2014) and visualized using MATLAB. For a voxel-wise qualitative as well as
quantitative comparison of the orientational information provided by both advanced dMRI protocols,
CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI acquisitions are registered to a mid-space prior to ODF estimation. To
avoid any influence of methodological differences in the ODF estimation on the quantitative analysis,
we consider the fODFs estimated via (Ankele et al., 2017) for a quantitative comparison of CS-DSI
and 3-shell HARDI. Ankele et al. (2017) recommend a SHORE order of 4 for fODF estimation. For
an optimal visualization, we additionally compute the fODFs with SHORE order 8. Complementing
the visual fODF comparison, we performed voxel-wise analysis for fODFs with SHORE order 8 by
means of the angular cross-correlation (Anderson, 2005). Further analysis was conducted on fODFs
with SHORE order 4. We compare the CS-DSI and the 3-shell HARDI scheme with respect to the
angular difference between corresponding fODF peak directions as well as the deviation between
crossing angles of the two most dominant fiber directions in voxels with at least two fibers. To restrict
the analysis mainly to pure WM voxels, we followed the recommendations by Jeurissen et al. (2013).
The minimum crossing angle that occurs in at least 1% of the WM voxels was determined for each
scheme. We also compute the percentages of voxels containing one, two or three dominant fiber
fascicles (1/2/3 fiber voxels) within the applied WM mask. For this purpose, we define the number of
detected fibers per voxel as the minimum number of fibers that are detected by both schemes with
a corresponding partial WM volume fraction greater than 0.1. To extend the investigation of 3-shell
HARDI and CS-DSI from voxel-wise ODFs to macroscopic brain connections, we used FSL’s bedpostx and probtrackx in combination with the autoPtx plugin (Behrens et al., 2007; De Groot et al.,
2013). Those tools provide a standard pipeline for probabilistic tractography to generate path probability maps for distinct WM tracts in the brain. For both 3-shell HARDI and CS-DSI, tract-specific
probability maps were averaged across all subjects and thresholded for visualization based on the
recommendations in De Groot et al. (2015).
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5.3

Results

5.3.1 DMRI preprocessing
5.3.1.1

Motion and distortion correction

Figure 5.2A demonstrates that for both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI, susceptibility-induced distortions
are corrected successfully using FSL’s topup. Eddy-current-induced artifacts as well as subject motion were corrected using FSL’s eddy. The applicability of this approach for DSI acquisitions as
introduced above is validated by calculating the MSE between corresponding images acquired with
AP and PA PE directions before and after eddy correction. Figure 5.2B depicts comparable MSE for
dMRI data with and without the small post hoc shift of nominal b-values (“shells”). Further, for the
calculated deviations in AP and PA PE measurements as well as the simulated pilot study scenario,
which utilizes only AP PE DWIs (“AP”), both diffusion protocols, overall, yield similar differences
between the MSE before and after eddy correction. However, Figure 5.2B shows that in the lower
b-value regime the reduction in MSE due to eddy correction is higher for CS-DSI than for 3-shell
HARDI, whereas in the higher b-value regime the opposite trend is observed. Specifically, considering the simulated pilot study scenario, where only AP sampling of b > 0 is used: up to b = 2000
s/mm2 the MSE curves of both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI largely overlap, and for instance at bvalues of approx. 1000 s/mm2 , the MSE reduction is 25% and 12% for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI,
respectively. However, at b = 3000 s/mm2 considerably higher MSE values are observed for CSDSI. Accordingly, the MSE reduction is only 14% for CS-DSI compared to 28% for 3-shell HARDI.
The same holds for eddy correction based on AP and PA PE measurements. At low b-values, the
MSE reduction is 31% for CS-DSI and 25% for 3-shell HARDI. For higher b-values the MSE is reduced by 24% and 32%, respectively. The AP and PA PE eddy-current correction approach leads
to smallest MSE values for 3-shell HARDI for all b-values up to 3000 s/mm2 .

Figure 5.2: (A) Example b = 0 images with opposite PE directions and following topup correction
for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI. (B) MSE calculated for the simulated pilot study scenario (“AP”) and
between corresponding images acquired with both AP and PA PE directions before and after eddy
correction as well as with (“shells”) and without a nominal b-value shift for CS-DSI acquisitions.
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5.3.1.2

Compressed sensing in dMRI

Figure 5.3 depicts the NMSE with respect to the CHARMED reference signal of both 3-shell HARDI
and CS-DSI. In general, the reconstruction error increases with increasing b-value. In the b-value
regime below 4000 s/mm2 , a low NMSE of about 5% is observed for both 3-shell HARDI and CSDSI. However, for 3-shell HARDI, signal extrapolation at higher b-values leads to an NMSE of up to
30% and is, thus, inferior compared to the signal interpolation for CS-DSI.

Figure 5.3: For 3-shell HARDI, CS-DSI and CHARMED data of Group B the respective signals
for the diffusion directions of the CHARMED reference protocol were reconstructed using the MAPL
MRI model. The NMSE with respect to the CHARMED reference signal was computed as a function
of the b-value for both 3-shell HARDI and CS-DSI. Superior reconstruction quality is observed for
CS-DSI in the b-value regime above 4000 s/mm2 .

5.3.1.3

DMRI analysis

5.3.1.4

Diffusion and microstructural parameter estimation

Group averaged whole brain diffusion parameter maps obtained by means of the tensor (FAD , MDD ,
ADD , RDD ), kurtosis (MK, AK, RK) and NODDI (wIC, ODI) model are visualized in Figure 5.4. We
denote FA and diffusivities derived from the tensor model by the subscript D, those from the kurtosis
model by the subscript K. Figure 5.4 further presents tissue volume fraction maps for WM, GM and
CSF obtained for both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI using the approach by Ankele et al. (2017). To
generate the parameter maps, MR scans from the subset of 16 subjects (Group A) were used. SNR
is slightly lower for CS-DSI due to higher b-value acquisitions. However, no significant difference
between the group averaged parameter maps is noticeable by visual comparison of CS-DSI and
3-shell HARDI.
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Figure 5.4: Group averaged whole brain diffusion parameter maps estimated from CS-DSI and 3shell HARDI acquisitions by means of the tensor (FAD , MDD , ADD , RDD ), kurtosis (MK, AK, RK) and
NODDI (wIC, ODI) model. Brain tissue volume fraction maps for WM, GM and CSF were estimated
using multi-tissue deconvolution. Comparable parameter maps are obtained for both CS-DSI and
3-shell HARDI. Diffusivities are given in units of m2 /s.

For parameters derived from the tensor (FAD , MDD , ADD ), kurtosis (FAK , MDK , ADK , MK, AK, RK)
and NODDI (wIC) model, the group mean and standard error calculated across all voxels on the
TBSS white matter skeleton within each of the nine WM tract ROIs are shown in Figure 5.5. For
each WM ROI, Figure 5.5, further, indicates the statistical significance (p < 0.025) of the differences
between CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI in the estimated diffusion parameters obtained from FSL’s
randomise. To this end, the mean p-value was extracted from the respective skeleton within each
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WM ROI (Vovk and Wang, 2012). A linear fixed effects model was run for each diffusion parameter
depicted in Figure 5.5 and the resulting p-value and the effect size with confidence intervals are
reported in Table 5.2. The significance level of these 1-tailed tests was Bonferroni corrected for
multiple comparisons and set to 0.025/N, where N = 10 is the number of the independent linear
fixed effects models. Significant differences in CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI are observed for FA using
both FSL’s randomise and the fixed effects model. For the latter, significant differences are also
observed in ADD and ODI. To further explore differences in estimated diffusion parameters between
the two imaging protocols, we determined residual errors of the MDT model fitting by computing
the NMSE for the tensor and the NODDI model fitted to CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI acquisitions.
For the tensor model, the average NMSE across voxels within the WM ROIs was 0.027 ± 0.013 and
0.022 ± 0.010 for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI, respectively. For the NODDI model, the average NMSE
was 0.060 ± 0.016 and 0.053 ± 0.015 for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI, respectively. Figure 5.6 provides
more details on the analysis of the three subregions of the CC by depicting the group mean across
CC voxels on the skeleton calculated for parameters estimated from the tensor (FAD , MDD ), kurtosis
(FAK , MDK , MK, AK, RK) and NODDI (wIC, ODI) model. The results presented in Figure 5.5 and
5.6 indicate similar performance of both the CS-DSI and the 3-shell HARDI imaging protocol in the
estimation of FA, MD and AD from both the tensor and the kurtosis model as well as MK, AK, RK,
wIC and ODI. For the tensor model, a slight upward FA bias is noticeable for CS-DSI compared to
3-shell HARDI, which is reduced through the application of the kurtosis model. Differences in mean
diffusivity between the protocols are less significant for MDK in comparison with MDD . Comparable
kurtosis and NODDI metrics are derived for both acquisition schemes, except for ODI estimated
in the CC regions. Overall, differences in mean and standard error between CS-DSI and 3-shell
HARDI are smaller than differences in the diffusion parameter values between different WM tracts.
FR was estimated by fitting the CHARMED model to CS-DSI (Group A and B) and dedicated
CHARMED (Group B) acquisitions. Figure 5.7 compares the resulting group averaged FR maps
and shows additional maps of MSD, RTOP and NG derived from the diffusion propagator by means
for the MAPL MRI model. Here, RTOP is visualized as the return-to-origin-probability to the power of
1/3 (Özarslan et al., 2013). Similar to Figure 5.5 and 5.6, Figure 5.7 further depicts the group mean
and standard error of the group-specific FR calculated across all voxels on the skeleton within each
WM ROI and provides a detailed visualization for the three subregions of the CC. Overall, FR obtained from CS-DSI is close to the CHARMED reference.
The test-retest reliability and repeatability of both diffusion imaging protocols of interest is validated
by means of ICC and wsCV, respectively. Figure 5.8 depicts the TRT results for FA, MD and AD
from both the tensor and the kurtosis model as well as MK, AK, wIC and FR as the average across
the nine WM tracts and its standard error. For both protocols, diffusion parameter specific ICC
and wsCV values greater than 0.85 and less than 4%, respectively, lie within acceptable ranges
(Vollmar et al., 2010; Willats et al., 2014). The ICC values present similar reliability for both imaging
protocols. For 3-shell HARDI acquisitions, wsCV increases for diffusion metrics of more advanced
diffusion models. For CS-DSI, slightly lower repeatability is indicated by higher wsCV compared to
3-shell HARDI, however, repeatability of diffusivities improves with the use of the kurtosis model.
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Figure 5.5: Parameter specific group mean and standard error for the tensor (FAD , MDD , ADD ),
kurtosis (FAK , MDK , ADK , MK, AK) and NODDI (wIC, ODI) model. For each WM ROI, mean pvalues were extracted from the respective skeleton and are, if significant (p < 0.025), indicated as:
∗
p < 0.025 and ∗∗ p < 0.005. Except for FA derived from the tensor model, the analysis of significant
differences in diffusion parameters estimated from CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI acquisitions indicates
comparable performance of both schemes. Diffusivities are given in units of m2 /s.
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Table 5.2: The effect size and the corresponding confidence interval obtained from a linear mixed
effects model for each of the diffusion parameter depicted in Figure 5.5 is provided together with
the degree of significance. The significance level of these 1-tailed tests was Bonferroni corrected
for multiple comparisons and set to 0.025/N, where N is the number of the independent linear fixed
effects models. If significant (p < 0.025/N), p-values are indicated as: ∗ p < 0.025/N, ∗∗ p < 0.005/N,
∗∗∗
p < 0.0005/N and ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.00005/N.
FAD
MDD
ADD
FAK
MDK
ADK
MK
AK
wIC
ODI

3.38 × 10−2
−7.94 × 10−12
3.21 × 10−11
2.66 × 10−4
−1.12 × 10−11
−1.51 × 10−11
9.08 × 10−3
−5.67 × 10−3
2.08 × 10−3
6.59 × 10−3

(2.95 × 10−2 to 3.80 × 10−2 )****
(−1.80 × 10−11 to 2.11 × 10−12 )
(1.38 × 10−11 to 5.05 × 10−11 )**
(−3.97 × 10−3 to 4.50 × 10−3 )
(−1.66 × 10−11 to −5.79 × 10−12 )
(−2.41 × 10−11 to −6.15 × 10−12 )
(1.96 × 10−3 to 1.62 × 10−2 )
(−9.95 × 10−3 to −1.39 × 10−3 )
(−2.97 × 10−3 to 7.13 × 10−3 )
(3.87 × 10−3 to 9.31 × 10−3 )****

Figure 5.6: Sagittal view of group mean values across CC voxels on the TBSS white matter skeleton
for parameters estimated from the tensor (FAD , MDD ), kurtosis (FAK , MDK , MK, AK, RK) and NODDI
(wIC, ODI) model overlaid on the FA map in WM atlas space. Top two rows: Kurtosis model fitting
reduces the differences in FA and MD between CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI compared to the tensor
model. Bottom two rows: Comparable kurtosis and NODDI metrics are derived for both acquisition
schemes. Diffusivities are given in units of m2 /s.
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Figure 5.7: Group averaged whole brain FR maps, FR across the CC skeleton and the FR group
mean and standard error across the skeleton within well-known WM ROIs are obtained by fitting the
CHARMED model to CS-DSI (Group A and B) and CHARMED (Group B) acquisitions. Both CS-DSI
and CHARMED schemes incorporate high b-value acquisitions that allow for accurate CHARMED
modeling. For CS-DSI, additional maps of MSD, RTOP and NG are obtained from the diffusion
propagator by means of the MAPL MRI model. MSD and RTOP are given in units of mm2 and mm-1 ,
respectively.

5.3.1.5

Fiber orientation and macroscopic brain connections

Figure 5.9 visualizes group averaged tract probability maps overlaid on the WM atlas. Representative of sensorimotor, association and commissural tracts, the left (red) and right (green) corticospinal
tract (CST), the left (red) and right (green) anterior thalamic radiation (ATR) and in blue the forceps
major (FMA) are selected, respectively. The tracking results for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI show
similar visitation counts for streamlines of the CST, ATR and FMA. Note that for the CST no lateral
projections are shown due to the pre-defined target mask of the autoPtx plugin. Additionally, Figure 5.9 depicts single-subject diffusion and fiber ODFs in a coronal ROI of crossing fibers from the
CC, CST and SLF. By visual comparison, diffusion ODFs calculated from the diffusion propagator
indicate similar orientational information to that of fODFs obtained from CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI.
Comparable fODFs estimated via (Ankele et al., 2017) are obtained for both CS-DSI and 3-shell
HARDI. This finding is supported by the quantitative analysis results presented in Table 5.3. Across
all subjects, a high angular cross-correlation of 0.93 is observed with low standard error, as well as
a small angular deviation of 9.7◦ and 7.8◦ in the estimated fiber directions and in the crossing angle
in multi-fiber voxels, respectively.
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Figure 5.8: Parameter specific ICC and wsCV averaged over nine WM tracts for the tensor (FAD ,
MDD , ADD ), kurtosis (FAK , MDK , ADK , MK, AK), NODDI (wIC) and CHARMED (FR) model. The
latter is only reported for CS-DSI. ICC values present similar reliability for both imaging protocols.
For CS-DSI, slightly lower repeatability is indicated by higher wsCV compared to 3-shell HARDI.

Figure 5.9: Comparable orientational information can be extracted from both CS-DSI and 3-shell
HARDI acquisitions. Left: Group averaged tract probability maps are superimposed on the JHU
ICBM FA white matter atlas for the left (red) and right (green) corticospinal tract (CST), the left
(red) and right (green) anterior thalamic radiation (ATR) and in blue the forceps major (FMA). Right:
Single-subject fODFs obtained by means of the SHORE/MT-CSD model (SHORE order 8) for both
CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI and, only for the latter, by means of the CSD model. Single-subject
dODFs are derived from the DSI propagator.
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Table 5.3: Quantitative analysis of the orientational information obtained from CS-DSI and 3-shell
HARDI acquisitions: Group mean and standard error are reported for the angular cross correlation
of both schemes, the angular deviation in the estimated fiber directions and in the crossing angle
in multi-fiber voxels, the minimum crossing angle resolved by each scheme and the percentages of
1/2/3 fiber voxels within the WM mask. All metrics are computed for fODFs estimated with SHORE
order 4, except for the angular cross correlation (SHORE order 8).

Angular cross-correlation
Angular peak difference
Deviation in crossing angle
Min. crossing angle (CS-DSI / 3-shell)
Percentage of 1/2/3 fiber voxels

Mean

SEM

0.931
9.7
7.8
28.7 / 29.1
15.6 / 32.9 / 51.6

0.006
0.4
0.3
0.2 / 0.4
0.6 / 0.9 / 1.3

Figure 5.10: Spatial maps of the orientational information obtained from CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI
acquisitions: An axial slice of group-averaged whole brain maps of the angular cross correlation,
the angular peak difference, the deviation in crossing angle and the number of fibers per imaging
scheme and the corresponding difference (3-shell HARDI − CS-DSI) is shown. All metrics are computed for fODFs estimated with SHORE order 4, except for the angular cross correlation (SHORE
order 8). The angular peak difference and the deviation in crossing angle are reported in degrees.
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The minimum crossing angle that occurs in at least 1% of the WM voxels, is, on average, as low
as 28.7◦ for CS-DSI and 29.1◦ for 3-shell HARDI. Percentages of 15.6 / 32.9 / 51.6 are determined
for 1/2/3 fiber voxels within the applied WM mask. To support the quantitative analysis of the orientational information obtained from CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI acquisitions (Table 5.3), Figure 5.10
provides maps of the group-averaged angular cross correlation, angular peak difference, deviation
in crossing angle and number of fibers for an axial slice. For the latter, the number of fibers estimated
in both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI and the difference of both maps (3-shell HARDI − CS-DSI) are
shown.

5.4 Discussion
This work investigates CS-DSI for accelerated diffusion microstructure MRI in population imaging.
For this purpose, we consider a 3-shell HARDI acquisition scheme as a gold standard protocol for
multi-shell imaging in population studies, to which CS-DSI is compared to. We aimed to implement
the comparison of these two conceptually very different diffusion protocols as even as possible, but
we do not expect perfect agreement of diffusion parameters estimated from 3-shell HARDI and CSDSI acquisitions due to differences in: the dMRI sequence parameters, even though the differences
were kept minimal, subject motion during acquisitions and the selection of specific DWIs based
on the b-value requirements for diffusion model fitting. Keeping these effects in mind, qualitative
as well as quantitative dMRI analysis, overall, indicates comparable performance of CS-DSI and
3-shell HARDI on both single-subject and group level.

5.4.1
5.4.1.1

DMRI preprocessing
Motion and distortion correction

Considering 3-shell HARDI data to be the reference for FSL’s eddy, the validation results of our
approach to apply FSL’s eddy to DSI data, overall, indicate adequate and similar correction of
susceptibility-induced and eddy-current-induced distortions and motion artifacts in CS-DSI acquisitions. However, our validation experiment still captured differences in eddy correction between
CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI. They suggest that, in the low b-value regime, eddy correction leads to
more reduction in MSE for CS-DSI compared to 3-shell HARDI. At higher b-values, on the other
hand, the reduction in MSE due to eddy correction is lower for CS-DSI than for 3-shell HARDI and
the final MSE level is considerably lower for 3-shell HARDI at b = 3000 s/mm2 . The latter effect
might be caused due to the sparse sampling distribution for CS-DSI at high b-values. Note, however, that this experiment was only performed with a single subject and for two different acquisitions
for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI. Thus, the graphs presented in Figure 5.2 do not allow us to draw
conclusions at a significant level. Within the scope of this work, using the same and preferably
state-of-the-art processing tools for all data is a requirement for a reasonable comparison between
the 3-shell HARDI and CS-DSI imaging protocol. Nevertheless, we notice that this approach might
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perform in favor of 3-shell HARDI acquisitions and improved corrections could be achieved with
tools specifically tailored for CS-DSI acquisitions. This work’s overall comparable results for 3-shell
HARDI and CS-DSI, however, show no preference of this processing step towards multi-shell data
or any negative effect on subsequent dMRI analysis. Note, that we have tried to support motion
estimation across low and high b-values by interleaving b = 0 measurements every 14 and 10 DWIs
for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI, respectively. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that motion estimation
becomes increasingly difficult the higher the b-value gets. We currently investigate the use of integrated free induction decay navigators (FIDnav) (Kober et al., 2011) as an independent means to
estimate rigid-body head motion parameters. Such a navigator signal can be acquired within less
than 3 ms before each excitation and diffusion weighting (Kober et al., 2012). Ongoing improvements (Stirnberg et al., 2016; Wallace et al., 2018) may potentially make purely FIDnav-informed
prospective motion correction possible.

5.4.1.2

Compressed sensing in dMRI

In the context of population imaging, it has been shown before that CS-DSI provides comparable
results to conventional DSI (Setsompop et al., 2013). A general concern with CS-DSI is the risk of
missing subtle details about the diffusion process due to insufficient angular q-space sampling. However, the results of this work support that the risk of a dMRI protocol to not fully capture all diffusion
information is not increased for CS-DSI accelerated by moderate undersampling because comparable diffusion parameters are estimated for both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI. Prior experiments
based on full DSI simulations, phantom and in vivo measurements also confirmed the accurate CS
reconstruction at such modest acceleration factors. For a single subject and 2.3-fold CS acceleration, for instance, the angular cross-correlation and peak difference both calculated between full and
CS reconstructed DSI data over the brain WM are 0.964 and 5.3◦ , respectively. Fortunately, about
2-fold q-space undersampling already enables CS-DSI acquisitions within a similar time frame as
3-shell HARDI. Combining CS with an undersampling factor of 2.3 and SMS acquisition with an MB
factor of 3 results in about 7-fold accelerated dMRI acquisitions compared to traditional DSI. CS-DSI
scans, thus, can be acquired within the scan time limits of high throughput population studies.
In our work, we did consider sparse reconstruction for the 3-shell HARDI scheme, but decided
against it for the following reasons. Ning et al. (2015) thoroughly investigated CS reconstruction
methods as well as the degree of CS acceleration for multi-shell imaging. They recommend the
CS approaches by Rathi et al. (2014) and Fick et al. (2016) for accurate signal reconstruction
and suggest a CS factor similar to the one applied for CS-DSI in this work. Thus, our choice on
the degree of undersampling for CS-DSI complies with other works in this research field. However,
we do not apply the CS approach by Rathi et al. (2014) since (1) staggered q-space sampling is
preferred over collinear acquisition schemes for diffusion and microstructure modeling (De Santis,
Y Assaf, et al., 2014; Sprenger et al., 2016) and (2) more thorough investigations are recommended
to ensure incorporating CS reconstruction based on dictionaries is suitable for population imaging
(Bilgic et al., 2012). And (3), realizing a target angular resolution corresponding to 120 directions
per shell (the resolution of the staggered 3-shell scheme) with an undersampling factor of 2.3 would
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require a collinear sampling with 50 directions per shell. I.e. only two shells would be feasible in
our scan time limit, or barely three shells, if we sacrificed target angular resolution (e.g. 92 = 2.3 ×
40 directions per shell). Note, however, that this case would not allow for additional sparse radial
reconstruction without exceeding a total undersampling factor of 2.3.
Subsampling the established HCP protocol containing 90 directions per shell was investigated using
the CS approach by Fick et al. (2016). Applying a CS factor of 2.3 results in about 120 DWIs which is
the number of diffusion weighted acquisitions we chose for the time-matched 3-shell HARDI protocol
in this work. We use the approach by Fick et al. (2016) for signal interpolation of the 3-shell HARDI as
well as CS-DSI data to obtain information of the diffusive transport along different gradient directions
than those applied during image acquisition. As depicted in Figure 5.3, the reference signal can be
adequately reconstructed for both 3-shell HARDI and CS-DSI as indicated by an NMSE of about 5%
which is similar to the results reported by Ning et al. (2015). Thus, both the 3-shell HARDI as well
as the CS-DSI data can be further enriched by reconstructing additional DWIs across the chosen
b-value regime via the approach by Fick et al. (2016). Such investigations of increasing the angular
as well as radial resolution are highly interesting but beyond the scope of this work.
A limitation of this work is the choice of different maximum b-values for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI.
We selected the well-established 3-shell HARDI scheme as a gold standard protocol for multi-shell
imaging in population studies, as investigating a novel design of the 3-shell HARDI scheme as
outlined above exceeds the scope of this work. We decided against including shells at higher bvalues for the 3-shell HARDI scheme since, to comply with the scan time limits of our study, this
adaptation would come at the cost of a reduced number of samples at lower b-value shells, which
would increase the CS factor, or the exclusion of shells, which we do not consider for the reasons
discussed before. We aimed to address this limitation of our work by applying the CS approach by
Fick et al. (2016) to extrapolate high b-value acquisitions for 3-shell HARDI. Overall, we observe
an increase in the reconstruction error with increasing b-value (see Figure 5.3). Compared to signal
interpolation, of course, higher NMSE was expected for signal extrapolation, yet not to this extent,
since Ning et al. (2015) report lower NMSE for signal extrapolation using this method. We argue
that an NMSE of up to 30% due to signal extrapolation and reduced SNR at higher b-values for
3-shell HARDI is not favorable for subsequent diffusion and microstructural parameter estimation.
Thus, we did not include results from sparse reconstruction for the 3-shell HARDI scheme in our
dMRI analysis. We acknowledge, however, that 3-shell HARDI variants specifically tailored for high
b-values (e.g. including b = 6800 s/mm2 ) would avoid signal extrapolation and may thus reduce the
NMSE at high b-values compared to Figure 5.3.

5.4.2
5.4.2.1

DMRI analysis
Diffusion and microstructural parameter estimation

Diffusion parameter maps and the quantitative statistical analysis across all subjects show good
agreement between CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI for diffusion models processing DWIs with b-values
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up to approx. 3000 s/mm2 . Overall, diffusion parameters stemming from distinct WM tracts can
be well distinguished for both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI and are not masked by differences in the
dMRI protocols. For the DT model, a slight upward FA bias of CS-DSI compared to 3-shell HARDI
is explained by reduced SNR due to longer TE for higher b-value acquisitions (Farrell et al., 2007).
Slightly lower residual errors from the tensor and NODDI model fitting for 3-shell HARDI compared
to CS-DSI support this finding. Additionally, the 3-shell HARDI protocol allows us to fit the DT model
to the 30 DWIs of the inner shell at b = 1000 s/mm2 (Table 5.1). In contrast, a subset of 28 CS-DSI
DWIs is used to fit the DT model to measurements with multiple b-values in the range of 230 - 1300
s/mm2 (Table 5.1). This may lead to a different fit to the mono-exponential signal decay. The resulting difference between CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI in FAD is confirmed by statistical analysis as
depicted in Figure 5.5 and Table 5.2. For ODI estimated for both acquisition schemes in the CC WM
regions, our results show an anterior-posterior gradient indicated by a decrease in ODI from the genu
over the body to the splenium of the CC (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). In these WM ROIs, an overall
increase in ODI is observed for CS-DSI compared to 3-shell HARDI which is supported by the statistical analysis using the linear fixed effects model. This difference might stem from differences in the
acquisition scheme, but further investigations are needed. To investigate the significant differences
observed for ADD and ODI with fixed effects models, we performed further statistical analyses. As
depicted in Figure 5, the biggest differences in ADD and ODI between acquisition schemes occur in
the WM regions of the CST and CC, respectively. Running a linear fixed effects model with CST and
CC regions excluded for ADD and ODI, respectively, we observe p-values above the significance
level. This finding confirms that mainly these WM regions affect the overall significance obtained
for ADD and ODI by the fixed effects model across all WM ROIs. Fitting the kurtosis model results
in more similar DT derived parameters of both protocols. This can be explained by the reduced
b-value dependency of the kurtosis model compared to the DT model (Veraart et al., 2011). The kurtosis model accounts for the diffusional non-Gaussianity and incorporates the non-monoexponential
behavior of the multiple b-value CS-DSI acquisitions in the estimation of the diffusion tensor. The
similarity between protocols in parameters derived from the kurtosis model is supported by p-values
above the significance levels across all WM ROIs. An in-house implementation of the kurtosis model
that integrates important constraints for robustness to noise (Groeschel et al., 2016) was found to improve the fit and the derived parameter maps. Since DT derived metrics from the DT model and the
kurtosis model, however, are not directly comparable (Lanzafame et al., 2016), those parameters
should be reported for both models. To further extend the comparison of DT model parameters obtained from CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI, future work could convert CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI data to
corresponding single-shell HARDI data (Yeh and Verstynen, 2016). In this way, FA and diffusivities
can be obtained for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI without fitting the tensor model to measurements
with multiple b-values. Despite the slight SNR reduction and the effects of multi b-value data on the
DT model fitting, the CS-DSI imaging protocol delivers reliable data. Our results on kurtosis metrics
agree with recent findings by Sprenger et al. (2016) who investigate acquisition schemes for diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) and report that both 3-shell and CS-DSI schemes are suitable choices.
The comparable performance of both schemes with respect to kurtosis model fitting indicates a low
dependency of kurtosis parameter estimation on the acquisition scheme as similarly suggested by
Sprenger et al. (2016) with respect to the bias on DKI metrics. Further, in contrast to the 3-shell
HARDI scheme, CS-DSI provides high b-value acquisitions increasing its potential for future image
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analysis. In this work, we selected the CHARMED model as an example of a state-of-the-art diffusion model that requires DWIs at high b-values (> 3000 s/mm2 ). Our results show that compared
to the dedicated CHARMED reference, CS-DSI allows for accurate FR parameter estimation that
the standard 3-shell HARDI scheme applied in population imaging cannot provide. Together with
the diffusion parameter maps derived from the diffusion propagator, this experiment highlights the
advantages of the higher b-value CS-DSI acquisitions. Future developments of novel mathematical
or biophysical diffusion models might have similar requirements which would be fulfilled by dMRI
data collected with the CS-DSI imaging protocol. In the context of a long-term population study, this
benefit gained from including scans with higher diffusion weighting in the imaging protocol makes
up for the compromise of a slightly reduced SNR (~4% in brain tissue) that, in any case, with the
emergence of novel denoising techniques (Veraart, D S Novikov, et al., 2016) could potentially be
overcome.
Measures for test-retest reliability and repeatability, the ICC and the wsCV, were obtained on a subset of 5 subjects for each of the diffusion protocols of interest. Due to the wide range of questions
we aimed to answer, rescans could be collected for just a small sample size. Differences between
the subjects, e.g. through subject motion during acquisition, will not be smoothed out across just
5 subjects and will, therefore, influence the TRT evaluation and comparison between CS-DSI and
3-shell HARDI. Despite this limitation of our pilot study data, we report ICC and wsCV values above
0.85 and smaller than 4%, respectively, for both imaging protocols. TRT indices of this scale are
in agreement with related work on TRT analysis of diffusion models (Vollmar et al., 2010; Willats et
al., 2014) and lie within acceptable ranges for reliability and repeatability. Both CS-DSI and 3-shell
HARDI provide similar ICC confirming the validity of both diffusion protocols. Our results, further,
show that for both protocols, repeatability decreases with the use of more advanced methods. This
may simply be explained by the models’ requirements of higher b-value acquisitions with lower SNR
and increased eddy-current-induced distortions contributing to more differences between scan and
rescan. The same effects occurs for high b-value CS-DSI data that provides adequate repeatability
indices but higher within-subject variability than 3-shell HARDI. Our results on test-retest repeatability point towards a similar direction as the findings by Sprenger et al. (2016) on the superior
performance of multi-shell schemes in terms of bias and precision. However, due to the limitations
of our pilot study, which influence TRT analysis, further investigation in this regard is necessary.
Additionally, for CS-DSI, the TRT results show improved repeatability of diffusivities when using
the kurtosis rather than the DT model. This supports our earlier findings from the group averaged
diffusion parameters indicating that, for multiple b-value CS-DSI acquisitions, the kurtosis model is
better suited for the estimation of DT derived parameters than the tensor model.

5.4.2.2

Fiber orientation and macroscopic brain connections

Three state-of-the-art methods for the estimation of fiber orientations which form the basis for tractography were evaluated and compared for both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI. Visual comparison suggests that comparable orientational information is provided by CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI. Specifically, for 3-shell HARDI, fODFs estimated via (Ankele et al., 2017) are in good agreement with fODFs
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obtained by means of the state-of-the-art CSD approach. Thus, we based the quantitative comparison of the orientational information obtained for CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI on the fODFs estimated
using the former method. In this regard, the similarity of the orientational information obtained from
both advanced dMRI acquisitions and their robustness across subjects is quantified by a high angular cross-correlation with low standard error. Additionally, the high angular cross-correlation coincides with the small angular deviation in the estimated fiber directions and in the crossing angle in
multi-fiber voxels. An adequate minimum crossing angle can be resolved by each of the advanced
acquisition schemes. The reported percentages of 1/2/3 fiber voxels within the applied WM mask
agree with previous works (Jeurissen et al., 2013; Schultz, 2012). We do not compute this metric
per acquisitions scheme due to the lack of a protocol-specific criterium for choosing the threshold
used for fiber selection. Due to this limitation, Figure 5.10 shows small variations in the estimated
number of fibers between CS-DSI and 3-shell, which are, however, on average below 1 fiber in WM.
Additionally, comparable tissue volume fraction maps for WM, GM and CSF are obtained for CS-DSI
and 3-shell HARDI, which can provide guidance for fiber tracking equally well for both acquisition
schemes. Thus, despite acquiring dMRI data with different diffusion protocols and employing different methods for ODF reconstruction, comparable fiber orientations of the brain microstructure can be
estimated from both CS-DSI and 3-shell HARDI. Supporting these results, probabilistic fiber tracking
based on the standard FSL pipeline further indicates good agreement of fiber orientation estimates
from both dMRI protocols. Recent investigations by Gigandet et al. (2013) on the dependency of
brain network connectivity measures on different acquisitions schemes agree with our finding that
DSI acquisitions are at least as suitable as 3-shell HARDI scans for the extraction of orientational
information, although both schemes are conceptually very different. Gigandet et al. (2013) further
report the highest connectivity for a DSI acquisitions scheme similar to the one applied in this work.

5.4.3 CS-DSI in population imaging
This work primarily focuses on showing that for a wide range of state-of-the-art diffusion analysis
techniques, CS-DSI is able to provide diffusion information similar to that captured by 3-shell HARDI,
despite the small SNR loss due to higher b-value acquisitions. This is the starting point for validating
the applicability of CS-DSI for population imaging. Note that in this work we do not aim to decide
whether CS-DSI or a multi-shell scheme is more suitable for population imaging. We rather chose the
latter as a gold standard protocol. The CS-DSI protocol proposed in this work for population imaging
should at least deliver dMRI data comparable to that obtained by conventional and well-established
dMRI protocols such as 3-shell HARDI. Our pilot study affirms the above for CS-DSI and 3-shell
HARDI acquisitions collected at both 1.5mm and 2.0mm isotropic resolution. Here, we only present
the results for 1.5mm isotropic resolution as we observed the same trends for both resolutions.
Furthermore, the collection of CS-DSI acquisitions allows for high flexibility in dMRI analysis as
already noted in previous works such as Sprenger et al. (2016). First, CS-DSI contains high b-value
acquisitions and thus provides dMRI data applicable to diffusion models that specifically require high
diffusion weightings and with a great potential to be well-suited for future methods developed for
dMRI analysis (Veraart, Els Fieremans, et al., 2016). Second, complimentary biomarkers can be
extracted directly from the diffusion propagator which is obtained in a model-free manner by CS-DSI
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without any prior assumptions. Diffusion measures such as the return-to-origin probability and the
return-to-axis probability as well as the propagator anisotropy and non-Gaussianity have already
been proposed to map the microstructure of brain tissue (Özarslan et al., 2013). Also, the clinical
feasibility of estimating those parameters from subsampled MR data has recently been reported
(Avram et al., 2016). Future developments might further exploit the diffusion information content
provided by the diffusion propagator. In this work, we additionally determined propagator-based
diffusion parameters and CHARMED parameters to highlight and quantify the potentials of CS-DSI
to provide dMRI data well-suited for such analysis which further extends this protocol’s scope of
application for population imaging.

5.5 Conclusion
The contributions of this work are three-fold: 1) defining an imaging protocol for compressed sensing
DSI complying with stringent scan time limits of long-term population studies, 2) conducting a pilot
study delivering dMRI data for an in depth investigation of this protocol based on a wide spectrum
of state-of-the-art diffusion processing and analysis techniques and 3) validating the applicability
and potentials of accelerated DSI using CS for population imaging. The results of this work indicate
comparable performance of CS-DSI and the 3-shell HARDI scheme well-established in population
imaging in the estimation and reliability of diffusion and microstructural parameters when considering DWIs up to the same maximum diffusion weighting for both protocols. Further, both schemes
perform comparable in the inference of fiber orientation and macroscopic brain connections. These
findings hold despite the slightly smaller SNR of CS-DSI scans due to higher b-value acquisitions.
Providing such high b-value data, CS-DSI enables the accurate fitting of specific microstructure
models such as the CHARMED model. Additionally, the diffusion propagator obtained by means of
the model-free DSI approach allows for high quality fiber orientation estimation and the extraction of
further complimentary biomarkers. Even if stringent scan time limits are imposed, CS-DSI provides
high radial resolution while maintaining high angular resolution and it is a forward-looking acquisition
strategy with a great potential for future developments. Thus, CS-DSI presents a well-suited imaging protocol for dMRI within the scope of a scan time-limited, high throughput, long-term population
study.
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Table 5.4: B-values and b-vectors of the CS-DSI imaging protocol.
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b-values

b-vectors

0
270
270
270
540
540
540
540
540
540
820
820
820
820
1090
1090
1090
0
1360
1360
1360
1360
1360
1360
1360
1360
1360
1360
1360
1360
1630
1630
1630
1630
0
1630
1630
1630
1630
1630
1630
1630
1630
2180
2180
2180
2180
2180
2450
2450
2450
0
2450
2450
2450
2450
2450

0
0
0
1
0
0
-0.70710678118655
0.70710678118655
-0.70710678118655
0.70710678118655
0.57735026918963
0.57735026918963
0.57735026918963
0.57735026918963
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0
-0.44721359549996
0.44721359549996
0.44721359549996
0.44721359549996
-0.89442719099992
-0.89442719099992
-0.89442719099992
-0.89442719099992
0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
0.40824829046386
0
0.40824829046386
0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
0.81649658092773
-0.81649658092773
-0.81649658092773
-0.81649658092773
0
0
0.70710678118655
-0.70710678118655
-0.70710678118655
0
0
0.33333333333333
0
-0.33333333333333
0.66666666666667
0.66666666666667
0.66666666666667
-0.66666666666667

0
0
1
0
0.70710678118655
0.70710678118655
0.70710678118655
0
0
0.70710678118655
-0.57735026918963
-0.57735026918963
0.57735026918963
0.57735026918963
0
1
0
0
-0.44721359549996
-0.44721359549996
-0.89442719099992
-0.89442719099992
0.89442719099992
0
0
0.89442719099992
0.44721359549996
0
0
-0.44721359549996
-0.81649658092773
0.81649658092773
0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
0
0.40824829046386
0.40824829046386
-0.81649658092773
-0.81649658092773
-0.40824829046386
0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.70710678118655
-0.70710678118655
-0.70710678118655
0
-0.70710678118655
0
1
0.66666666666667
0
-0.66666666666667
-0.66666666666667
-0.33333333333333
-0.33333333333333
-0.66666666666667

0
-1
0
0
-0.70710678118655
0.70710678118655
0
-0.70710678118655
-0.70710678118655
0
-0.57735026918963
0.57735026918963
-0.57735026918963
0.57735026918963
1
0
0
0
0.89442719099992
-0.89442719099992
0.44721359549996
-0.44721359549996
0
-0.89442719099992
0.89442719099992
0
0
0.44721359549996
-0.44721359549996
0
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
0.81649658092773
0.81649658092773
0
-0.81649658092773
0.81649658092773
0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
0.70710678118655
-0.70710678118655
0
-0.70710678118655
0
1
0
-0.66666666666667
0
-0.66666666666667
0.33333333333333
-0.66666666666667
0.66666666666667
0.33333333333333
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b-values

b-vectors

2450
2450
2720
2720
2720
2720
2720
2720
2720
2720
2720
0
2720
2720
2990
2990
2990
2990
2990
2990
3260
3260
3260
3260
3540
3540
3540
3540
0
3540
3810
3810
3810
3810
3810
3810
3810
3810
4620
4620
4620
4620
4900
4900
5170
0
5170
5170
5170
5170
5440
5710
5710
5980
5980
6530
6530
6530
6530
6530
6800
6800

0.66666666666667
1
0
0
0
0
0.31622776601684
0.31622776601684
0.31622776601684
-0.31622776601684
0.94868329805051
0
0.94868329805051
-0.94868329805051
0.30151134457776
-0.30151134457776
0.30151134457776
-0.30151134457776
0.30151134457776
-0.90453403373329
0.57735026918963
-0.57735026918963
-0.57735026918963
-0.57735026918963
0
0.55470019622523
-0.83205029433784
0.83205029433784
0
0.83205029433784
0.53452248382485
0.53452248382485
-0.53452248382485
-0.80178372573727
0.80178372573727
-0.80178372573727
-0.80178372573727
0.80178372573727
0.24253562503633
-0.24253562503633
0.727606875109
0.97014250014533
-0.94280904158206
0.94280904158206
-0.22941573387056
0
0.22941573387056
0.68824720161169
-0.68824720161169
-0.68824720161169
-0.44721359549996
-0.21821789023599
-0.87287156094397
-0.42640143271122
0.63960214906683
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
0
-0.6

0.66666666666667
0
0.31622776601684
-0.31622776601684
0.94868329805051
-0.94868329805051
-0.94868329805051
0
0
-0.94868329805051
-0.31622776601684
0
0
0
-0.90453403373329
0.30151134457776
-0.30151134457776
-0.90453403373329
0.90453403373329
-0.30151134457776
-0.57735026918963
0.57735026918963
-0.57735026918963
-0.57735026918963
0.83205029433784
-0.83205029433784
0
0
0
0.55470019622523
-0.26726124191242
0.26726124191242
-0.80178372573727
0.53452248382485
-0.26726124191242
-0.26726124191242
-0.26726124191242
0.53452248382485
0
-0.97014250014533
-0.48507125007267
-0.24253562503633
0.23570226039552
0.23570226039552
0.68824720161169
0
0.68824720161169
0.22941573387056
-0.22941573387056
-0.68824720161169
0
0.43643578047198
-0.21821789023599
0.63960214906683
-0.63960214906683
0.81649658092773
0.40824829046386
0.40824829046386
-0.40824829046386
-0.81649658092773
0.6
0

0.33333333333333
0
-0.94868329805051
-0.94868329805051
-0.31622776601684
-0.31622776601684
0
-0.94868329805051
0.94868329805051
0
0
0
-0.31622776601684
-0.31622776601684
-0.30151134457776
0.90453403373329
0.90453403373329
0.30151134457776
0.30151134457776
-0.30151134457776
-0.57735026918963
-0.57735026918963
0.57735026918963
-0.57735026918963
-0.55470019622523
0
0.55470019622523
0.55470019622523
0
0
-0.80178372573727
0.80178372573727
-0.26726124191242
0.26726124191242
0.53452248382485
0.53452248382485
-0.53452248382485
0.26726124191242
0.97014250014533
0
0.48507125007267
0
-0.23570226039552
-0.23570226039552
-0.68824720161169
0
0.68824720161169
-0.68824720161169
-0.68824720161169
0.22941573387056
0.89442719099992
-0.87287156094397
0.43643578047198
0.63960214906683
-0.42640143271122
-0.40824829046386
0.81649658092773
-0.81649658092773
-0.81649658092773
0.40824829046386
0.8
0.8
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b-values

b-vectors

0

0

0

0

Table 5.5: B-values and b-vectors of the 3-shell HARDI imaging protocol.
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b-values

b-vectors

0
0
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
0
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
0
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
0
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
0
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

0
0
-0.084899954968383
-0.3050901500203
-0.51088934316965
-0.28241382100923
0.15069369463011
0.35817920054867
0.12997935052105
-0.31524428072045
-0.69812050315587
-0.83421847508829
0
-0.67172578338753
-0.27386635263343
0.20968490450875
0.5924896640895
0.72913469700569
0.56636900362945
0.16794126163783
-0.38793128039871
-0.76385312076859
-0.96913460688006
0
-0.95586744331653
-0.72798276157231
-0.33771715050097
0.12479179617966
0.55623728113285
0.8551577633292
0.95404282845016
0.82987435791553
0.51087708541693
0.071054524643738
0
-0.99572330586683
-0.92738763005052
-0.95370485908667
-0.94635854119975
-0.91253668269993
-0.88645116378918
-0.89363603022878
-0.69288019314824
-0.72987277032525
-0.75796057269037
0
-0.76899310778606
-0.76012468107259
-0.73268030229315
-0.69671298903797
-0.66247154981088
-0.64163671508078
-0.64068750093617
-0.66012642865499
-0.37335169400571

0
0
-0.060642824977416
0.31722441735066
-0.064077646431447
-0.43661523248052
-0.42609941240237
-0.043258357554187
0.32754796331305
0.70150513017464
0.40709260109585
-0.055383799175986
0
-0.51245059763585
-0.78693243098466
-0.77635402661091
-0.48334683123091
-0.019051025337441
0.43819987130964
0.7133175236576
0.89016374162917
0.61662519499687
0.19764104684137
0
-0.26840480745301
-0.67598399288857
-0.93175295881806
-0.9775357367407
-0.80229863291124
-0.44662085615169
0.0086573759387492
0.45911629404513
0.80181725609505
0.95663652691081
0
-0.023270286360971
-0.36384957215985
-0.044073652024544
0.29749692821674
0.32091894076159
0.0024487601209646
-0.34031618685425
-0.72103610205709
-0.57802004629785
-0.25591883633649
0
0.14204331290316
0.48961332114177
0.67632027903983
0.64283711642344
0.40042180552339
0.02693894605301
-0.36138205119727
-0.63930611457867
-0.92052614390915

0
0
-0.99454232962963
-0.89793578244612
-0.85725499955585
-0.85417186354325
-0.89203738775294
-0.93265018886828
-0.93585132375159
-0.63914911860356
-0.58898503988336
-0.54864576058711
0
-0.53495687388337
-0.5529326993042
-0.59439605162398
-0.64446244164121
-0.68410500075355
-0.69800216655251
-0.68042181261514
-0.23899337810277
-0.19053025688105
-0.14736393843436
0
-0.11948343041457
-0.11439729110422
-0.13335497737731
-0.16985550035565
-0.21660330262183
-0.26312546563975
-0.29954520748072
-0.31705012003871
-0.30998982471061
-0.28248506138852
0
0.08940688970268
-0.086980874152691
-0.29749715116568
-0.12609952101368
0.25355046083072
0.46281566286231
0.29257398797901
0.0048966798102349
-0.36493638516263
-0.60000109954488
0
-0.62327626092851
-0.42718762269619
-0.0759635096023
0.31835742908589
0.63308279344219
0.76653546496291
0.67743821800708
0.39436124309259
-0.11506576798864
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b-values

b-vectors

2000
0
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
0
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
0
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
0
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
0
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
0
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000

-0.41047449234671
0
-0.44191045264613
-0.46045492070374
-0.46428127204709
-0.45090827762793
-0.42390852924954
-0.3895070426633
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Abstract
Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging is negatively affected by subject motion occurring during
the image acquisition. The induced data artifacts adversely influence the estimation of microstructural diffusion measures. State-of-the-art procedures for outlier removal detect and reject defective images during model fitting. These methods, however, are tailored only for specific diffusion
models and excluding a varying number of diffusion-weighted images might be disadvantageous
for the parameter estimation. Therefore, this work proposes a novel method based on an iteratively
reweighted L1-Fitting for model-independent outlier removal with subsequent reconstruction of faulty
images by modeling the signal in the continuous SHORE basis. We validate the proposed method
on simulation data and clinical in vivo human brain scans and demonstrate its effect on diffusion
parameters determined by the kurtosis and NODDI model.
Keywords: Diffusion MRI, SHORE Basis, Sparsity, Robust Estimation, Outlier Correction, Clinical
Applications
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6.1 Introduction
Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) provides the possibility to investigate the structural
connectivity of brain white matter non-invasively and to examine pathological conditions of the central nervous system. However, the technique is sensitive to artifacts occurring during the image
acquisition. Spatially and temporally varying artifacts, e.g. induced by subject motion, potentially
degrade the signal quality and complicate subsequent analysis of the complex white matter architecture. Especially in clinical applications, when data is collected from diseased patients, children
in particular, measures need to be taken against the image degradation due to frequently occurring
motion artifacts.
Robust estimation procedures have been introduced to reduce the influence of defective images on
diffusion model parameters. Widely used in clinical applications is the RESTORE method (Chang
et al., 2005) that improves the estimation of the model parameters in diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
through outlier rejection based on iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) regression. Consequently, microstructural features are more accurately extracted from the DT model. To this end, the
RANSAC paradigm has also been investigated for robust tensor estimation and artifact detection in
diffusion-weighted images (Scherrer and Warfield, 2012). Extending DTI to the popular diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) model (Jensen and Helpern, 2010) complements the information derived from
the diffusion tensor and provides further insights on the non-Gaussianity of water diffusion in brain
tissue. Recent literature shows that the dedicated outlier removal method REKINDLE (Tax et al.,
2015) limits the impact of faulty DKI scans on the estimation of diffusion parameters. However, the
robust estimation methods proposed in the literature so far are mainly tailored for specific diffusion
models as well as limited to models than can be linearized.
The present work explores a novel approach to reduce the influence of artifacts on diffusion-weighted
images (DWIs) and to provide a robust estimation of the dMRI measurements independently of the
diffusion model that, specific for each application, is used to extract structural measures from the
data. We use the Simple Harmonic Oscillator based Reconstruction and Estimation (SHORE) basis
to capture both the angular and the radial characteristics of the diffusion process (Ozarslan et al.,
2009). Modeling the signal in the SHORE basis not only provides a continuous signal representation but also analytical formulae for the diffusion ensemble average propagator and commonly
derived diffusion parameters (Merlet and Deriche, 2013). Promoting the sparsity of the SHORE
basis coefficients by means of an L1-norm regularizer has been found to outperform linear least
squares estimation of the diffusion signal modeled in the SHORE basis (Merlet and Deriche, 2013).
Nevertheless, the SHORE basis is not immune from artifacts challenging the inference of structural
parameters. Therefore, we propose a novel robust estimation procedure, IRL1 SHORE, that iteratively reweights the diffusion signal to detect and reject erroneous signals based on the model
residuals. State-of-the-art methods for outlier removal proceed similarly and discard faulty DWIs
from the data before extracting the diffusion measures of interest. Recent literature, however, indicates that excluding DWIs due to outlier removal might negatively affect the extracted diffusion
parameters (Chen et al., 2015; Elhabian et al., 2014). To account for this potential problem, the
proposed method recovers excluded DWIs by means of sparse signal reconstruction in the SHORE
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basis and subsequent image analysis is performed on the full data set. To evaluate the proposed
method we use simulations and in vivo dMRI data. We demonstrate the advantages of IRL1 SHORE
to correct for motion artifacts and to improve diffusion parameter estimation independently of the required diffusion model.

6.2

Materials and Methods

6.2.1 SHORE - an analytical model for sparse signal reconstruction
For a continuous representation, the signal is expressed as a linear combination of basis Φ that
separates a radial basis X and an angular basis Y with the radial order n and, respectively, the
angular order and degree l and m

s(qu) =

N∑
max

(Nmax +l)/2

∑

l
∑

l=0,even

n=l

m=−l

cnlm Φnlm (qu)

(6.1)

with Φnlm (qu) = Xnl (q, ζ)Ylm (u)
where q is the norm of the diffusion gradient vector q, u a unit vector and cnlm are the SHORE
coefficients. A real and symmetric spherical harmonic (SH) basis Ylm is considered, as the diffusion
signal is real and symmetric. ζ is a scale factor based on a typical diffusivity for brain tissue.
When combining analytical signal modeling with compressed sensing principles to recover the signal
of sparse measurements, the SHORE basis is well suited and outperforms other continuous basis
functions (Merlet and Deriche, 2013). For sparse signal reconstruction, we use an iterative shrinkage
and thresholding algorithm (Gong et al., 2013) to solve the convex optimization problem
arg minn ∥Φc − s∥l2 + λ ∥c∥l1
c∈R

c

(6.2)

where the signal vector s with entries s(qu) is obtained from all the measurements through normalization by the non-diffusion weighted signal S(0). The terms ∥Φc − s∥l2 and ∥c∥l1 promote data
consistency and sparsity, respectively.

6.2.2 Outlier detection by iteratively reweighted L1 SHORE
Similar to state-of-the-art approaches for robust signal estimation, the proposed method contains
an iterative reweighting of the model residuals. Specifically, we adapt equation (7.2) to include an
iterative reweighting of the SHORE residuals during the L1-norm fitting routine for each voxel
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arg minn ∥Ω(Φc − s)∥l2 + λ ∥c∥l1
c∈R

c

(6.3)

√

where Ω is the diagonal weight matrix containing the weights wi for each normalized measurement
1
si . We use the Geman-McClure M-estimator and the weight function w(r̂i ) = (r̂2 +1)
2 that have been
i
found suitable as a robust estimator for dMRI (Chang et al., 2005; Tax et al., 2015). When assessing
the residual magnitudes, it needs to be considered that the elements of s have been normalized by
the signal magnitude at b = 0, which itself is a random variable estimated as part of the iterative
fit, i.e. the estimate ŝ(0). Approximating the raw signals to be Gaussian distributed with standard
deviation σ , this can be corrected by normalizing the residuals according to Geary (1930)
r̂i = (ŝ(0)si − ŝi )/(σn

√
s2i + 1)

(6.4)

where ŝ are the SHORE estimates of the normalized signals and σn is the standard deviation normalized, as the measurements, by S(0). In each iteration, the weights are updated from the previous
residuals and a new estimate of the SHORE coefficients is determined. If convergence or the maximum number of iterations has been reached, signals are accepted if |r̂i | <= t. The threshold t is
a critical parameter that balances sensitivity and specificity of detecting faulty data points. Signals
with |r̂i | > t are detected as outliers and discarded from the data set. Next, L1 SHORE is applied to
the retained DWIs and rejected measurements are reconstructed.

6.2.3

Simulations and experiments

Synthetic data is generated using the Camino Monte-Carlo simulator (Cook et al., 2006) to validate
the proposed method. For 600 instances of a 55◦ crossing microstructure of well-defined, but random orientation, we simulate diffusion signals for two b = 0 scans and for two shells in q-Space with
30 and 64 uniformly distributed diffusion-weighting directions with b-values 700 and 2000 s/mm2 ,
respectively. We reduce the signal intensities by 70% to simulate signal dropouts due to subject
motion in a well-defined amount of data. Rician noise is added with SNR of 20 defined on the nondiffusion weighted image, i.e. SNRDWI < 20. We calculate sensitivity and specificity of the outlier
detection and the normalized mean square error (NMSE) between the signal reconstructed with
IRL1 SHORE and the ground truth simulation data.
Furthermore, we investigate the impact of IRL1 SHORE on in vivo clinical dMRI scans that are affected by strong motion artifacts because they were acquired from children suffering from metachromatic leukodystrophy, a rare neurodegenerative disease. Parents gave informed written consent for
the scientific use of the data. The images were collected on a 3.0T SIEMENS MAGNETOM Skyra
scanner using a twice-refocused echo planar imaging sequence. The imaging protocol has the
same parameters as used for simulations with a spatial resolution of 2x2x2mm3 , TR/TE = 9100/89
and FOV = 96x96mm2 for 50 contiguous slices. To validate the performance of IRL1 SHORE, we
extract common diffusion features such as fractional anisotropy (FA), kurtosis anisotropy (KA) and
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mean and radial kurtosis (MK, RK) using ExploreDTI (Leemans et al., 2009). This toolbox also enables the comparison of our method with the REKINDLE approach for outlier removal (Tax et al.,
2015). We apply REKINDLE with the default settings for outlier removal and a constraint that promotes positive diagonal elements of the kurtosis tensor. In addition, a measure for the fiber density
is obtained from the NODDI model (Zhang et al., 2012).
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Figure 6.1: Simulations with SNR=20 and varying % of outliers: (top) sensitivity and specificity
of IRL1 SHORE and REKINDLE as functions of threshold t and k, respectively; (bottom) NMSE
versus % of outliers for noisy data and the correction methods using L1- or L2-norm regularizers
and correcting all (IRL1/2 all) or only corrupted (IRL1/2 outlier) DWIs.

6.3

Results and discussion

6.3.1 Simulations
We investigate the performance of the proposed method using simulated data corrupted by artificial
signal dropouts. In IRL1 SHORE, a critical parameter is the threshold, t, that separates outliers
from good data. REKINDLE applies the corresponding threshold parameter k. We compute the
sensitivity and specificity of both methods based on the applied threshold and the number of outliers
in the data (Fig. 6.1, top row). For the proposed method, a threshold of t = 2.0 is found to provide a
good balance of these two properties independently of the amount of outliers in the data. In contrast,
the optimal threshold value for REKINDLE varies with the outlier percentage. IRL1 SHORE, further,
provides superior outlier detection for increased percentage of outliers.
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Figure 6.2: DWIs with outliers (top) that are detected (middle) and corrected (bottom) by IRL1
SHORE (b = 0, 700, 2000s/mm2 ).

Figure 6.3: Color-encoded FA, KA, RK, MK and FICVF maps determined for the measured DWIs
(top) and for the proposed IRL1 SHORE (middle) and the competing REKINDLE method (bottom).
Applying t = 2.0 and varying the amount of artificial outliers, we determine the NMSE between
noise-free simulations and noisy simulations with and without outlier correction. REKINDLE is not
considered because it only detects faulty signals but does not recover discarded DWIs. We also
compare SHORE using L2-norm and L1-norm regularization as well as two different strategies for
correcting the DWIs: correcting (1) only voxels detected as outliers or (2) all measurements. The
results shown in figure 6.1 (bottom row) indicate that the SHORE basis already regularizes the dMRI
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signal, which is known to be SNR sensitive, especially at high b-values. The detection of outliers by
iteratively reweighting the model residuals and the subsequent recovery of corrupted data further
reduce the NMSE. The L1-norm regularizer leads to more accurate SHORE signal estimation and
therefore lower NMSE than L2 SHORE, a finding confirming recent literature (Merlet and Deriche,
2013). Modeling all DWIs rather than only the voxels detected as outliers, further improves the
signal estimation and reduces the NMSE.

6.3.2

In vivo clinical data

In human in vivo images tainted by motion artifacts, we show the advantages of IRL1 SHORE. Figure
6.2 highlights that the proposed method succeeds in locating faulty signals and substantially corrects
the DWIs. In contrast to state-of-the-art methods for outlier removal that discard corrupted images,
IRL1 SHORE corrects and recovers all DWIs before diffusion parameter estimation. Due to this, the
proposed method is potentially less susceptible to errors that might occur if diffusion measures are
calculated from a reduced number of DWIs (Chen et al., 2015). As for simulations, we compare
the two different strategies for correcting DWIs. Visually, no significant difference is noticeable.
However, future work will investigate these strategies more thoroughly and quantitatively, also with
respect to their influence on diffusion parameters. Figure 6.3 shows that IRL1 SHORE reduces the
influence of artifacts in the DWIs on diffusion parameters extracted by means of different diffusion
models. Compared to the DWIs (Fig. 6.2), the improvement is less pronounced. Nevertheless, the
white matter structure is much better defined using IRL1 SHORE, especially in the color-encoded
FA map. For DT and kurtosis measures, we also compare the proposed method to the REKINDLE
method for outlier removal. On our challenging clinical data, REKINDLE appears to reduce, rather
than increase the quality of kurtosis fits. Given the relatively low number of acquired DWIs, it appears
that simply discarding outliers leaves a set of measurements that is insufficient to reliably fit the
kurtosis model using the iteratively weighted LLS (IWLLS) approach used by REKINDLE. In contrast,
our proposed method uses a sparsifying basis and an L1-regularized fit. This makes it particularly
suited to restore and denoise the full set of DWIs from the sparse set of inliers. Standard methods
can then be used for the final model fit. Finally, figure 6.3 depicts that IRL1 SHORE corrects for
artifacts in the parameter map of the intra-cellular volume fraction, FICVF, a measure for the fiber
density obtained from the NODDI model. Our results demonstrate that, in contrast to state-of-the-art
methods for outlier removal, IRL1 SHORE improves diffusion features independently of the required
diffusion model.

6.4

Conclusion

In this work, we propose a new method for model-independent outlier removal and robust sparse
signal reconstruction that corrects dMRI data for motion artifacts, reduces the impact of defective
DWIs on diffusion measures and thus improves the quality of parameter maps. Future work will
apply this method to more imaging data and other diffusion models.
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SHORE-based detection and imputation of dropout in
diffusion MRI
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Abstract
In diffusion MRI, dropout refers to a strong attenuation of the measured signal that is caused by
bulk motion during the diffusion encoding. When left uncorrected, dropout will be erroneously interpreted as high diffusivity in the affected direction. We present a method to automatically detect
dropout, and to replace the affected measurements with imputed values. Signal dropout is detected
by deriving an outlier score from a SHORE (Simple Harmonic Oscillator Based Reconstruction and
Estimation) fit of all measurements. The outlier score is defined to detect measurements that are
substantially lower than predicted by SHORE in a relative sense, while being less sensitive to measurement noise in cases of weak baseline signal. A second SHORE fit is based on detected inliers
only, and its predictions are used to replace outliers. Our method is shown to reliably detect and
accurately impute dropout in simulated data, and to achieve plausible results in corrupted in vivo
dMRI measurements. Computational effort is much lower than with previously proposed alternatives.
Deriving a suitable outlier score from SHORE results in a fast and accurate method for detection
and imputation of dropout in diffusion MRI. It requires measurements with multiple b values (such
as multi-shell or DSI), but is independent from the models used for analysis (such as DKI, NODDI,
deconvolution, etc.).
Keywords: diffusion MRI, multi-shell, diffusion spectrum imaging, SHORE, dropout, outliers
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7.1 Introduction
For the non-invasive examination of pathological conditions of the central nervous system and for
the investigation of the structural connectivity of the living human brain, diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) is the method of choice. Based on the molecular diffusion in cerebral tissue
that probes the underlying microstructure, dMRI enables the inference of diffusion measures and
an accurate description of the complex white matter architecture. Despite its unique capabilities,
dMRI is, however, sensitive to artifacts occurring during image acquisition. Due to great advances
in dMRI acquisition techniques the occurrence of artifacts could be reduced. But additional processing of the acquired images is still required in dMRI, since remaining artifacts not corrected for
potentially degrade the quality of the diffusion-weighted images (DWIs) and complicate subsequent
data analysis.
State-of-the-art analysis tools for dMRI data correction account for susceptibility-induced geometric
distortions, eddy-current-induced artifacts and patient motion (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016;
Andersson et al., 2003). The latter is the source of the frequently occurring motion artifacts. Especially in clinical applications, when data is collected from patients with disorders or children, motion
artifacts cause severe image degradation. Subject motion can be classified into distinct categories:
(1) slow bulk motion during the acquisition of DWIs, (2) fast motion during the collection of a single
slice or between different slices and (3) physiological noise, i.e motion due to cardiac pulsation or
respiration. The first describes motion leading to misalignment of collected DWIs, rather than affecting individual image quality. Registration methods to realign the acquired scans are typically used
to correct for this type of motion artifact (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016). In contrast, fast movements occurring during or between image slice generation can lead to signal dropout or intensity
variations, respectively. The origin of these artifacts has been studied in detail (Andersson et al.,
2016; Storey et al., 2007; Wedeen et al., 1994). Correcting for them is required in addition to image
realignment in order to reduce the impact of the defective images on diffusion model parameters,
and is the goal of our method.
Robust estimation procedures have been introduced to detect corrupted images, and to extract
diffusion measures from an unaffected subset of the data. In diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), the
RESTORE method (Chang et al., 2005) is widely applied for an improved estimation of model parameters through outlier rejection based on iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) regression.
Likewise, the RANSAC paradigm has been explored for robust tensor estimation and outlier detection in DWIs (Scherrer and Warfield, 2012). In diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) (Jensen and Helpern,
2010) that extends DTI to provide further insights on the non-Gaussianity of water diffusion in brain
tissue, the dedicated REKINDLE method (Tax et al., 2015) can be applied for outlier removal.
There is now a wide variety of diffusion and microstructural models, and it would be a tedious task
to design and implement specific robust estimation procedures for each of them. Therefore, the
recent approach SOLID estimates a measure of uncertainty that can be used to weight the fitting
of arbitrary models (Sairanen et al., 2018). It has been pointed out that excluding DWIs due to
outlier removal can effectively lead to a suboptimal sampling scheme, which adversely affects the
inference of diffusion measures (Chen et al., 2015; Elhabian et al., 2014). Several approaches
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have addressed this by imputing corrupted signals, so that a fully recovered data set is available for
subsequent analysis.
This strategy has been followed in the eddy framework of Andersson et al. (2016), based on Gaussian Processes (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2015), as well as in our own (Tobisch et al., 2016)
and a parallel work (Elhabian et al., 2016), based on sparse signal reconstruction in the SHORE
(Simple Harmonic Oscillator based Reconstruction and Estimation) basis (Ozarslan et al., 2009).
Another recent work has learned alternative compact basis functions for outlier detection (Christiaens et al., 2018). In the current article, we present a SHORE-based approach for dropout detection
and imputation that differs significantly from our proceedings paper (Tobisch et al., 2016) in that it
only performs a single weighted fit, rather than iteratively refining it. We will therefore denote the
novel approach as non-iterative, to distinguish it from methods that iterate until some convergence
criterion is met. Our method further employs a novel and more effective outlier score. We also
present a much more extensive experimental evaluation compared to (Tobisch et al., 2016), based
on simulations and in vivo dMRI data. In particular, we include a direct comparison between SHORE
and Gaussian Processes, which indicates that a SHORE-based approach is computationally less
demanding, and more accurate. For further comparison, we create a second baseline method from
REKINDLE. The corresponding method has not been reported previously, even though prior work
highlighted the potential of DKI-based approaches for signal reconstruction (Tax et al., 2014).

7.2

Methods

7.2.1 Detection and Imputation of Signal Dropout by Weighted L1 SHORE
Our method for detecting and imputing signal dropout proceeds in four steps: First, we perform an
initial L1-regularized SHORE fit of the measurements. Second, we reduce the impact of outliers in a
refined fit, by defining suitable weights based on the fitting residuals from the initial step. Third, from
the residuals of the refined fit, we compute an outlier score that is used to detect measurements that
are likely to be affected by signal dropout. In a final step, these are replaced by predictions from a
SHORE model that is fitted to the subset of measurements that have been accepted as inliers.

7.2.1.1

Signal Modeling Using the SHORE Basis

A continuous representation of the attenuation factors measured by diffusion MRI (dMRI) can be
formulated with a linear combination of the SHORE basis Φ (Ozarslan et al., 2009)
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s(qu) =

N∑
max

(Nmax +l)/2

∑

l
∑

l=0,even

n=l

m=−l

cnlm Φnlm (qu)

(7.1)

with Φnlm (qu) = Xnl (q, ζ)Ylm (u)
The SHORE basis separates a radial basis X and an angular basis Y with the radial order n and,
respectively, the angular order and degree l and m. q is the norm of the diffusion gradient vector q, u
a unit vector and cnlm are the SHORE coefficients. Due to the real and symmetric diffusion signal, a
real and symmetric spherical harmonic (SH) basis Ylm is applied. The SHORE scale factor ζ defined
in units of mm−2 as ζ = 1/(8π 2 τ MD) is calculated based on the mean diffusivity (MD) obtained
from the data (Merlet and Deriche, 2013) and the diffusion time τ . The latter can be calculated
as τ = ∆ − (δ/3.0) from the diffusion sequence parameters applied for the dMRI acquisition: the
diffusion gradient separation time ∆ and the gradient duration δ . In this work, we use the Dipy
library (Garyfallidis et al., 2014) that implements the SHORE basis in a way that differs from the
SHORE basis defined by Merlet and Deriche (2013). Due to the limited radial resolution of 2-shell
dMRI investigated in this work, we select a SHORE order of 6 resulting in 50 basis functions.
We select the SHORE basis for our work, since we eventually want to make predictions based on a
subset of our measurements, and SHORE was found to achieve higher accuracy than other continuous basis functions in sparse reconstruction (Merlet and Deriche, 2013). Since L1 regularization
has been found to increase accuracy even when fitting to a complete set of measurements, our
initial step determines the SHORE coefficients ĉnlm corresponding to a measurement vector s as
ĉ = arg minn ∥Φc − s∥l2 + λ ∥c∥l1
c∈R

c

(7.2)

where the entries of s are attenuation factors, obtained by normalizing dMRI measurements S(qu)
by the non-diffusion weighted signal S(0), and the regularization parameter λ balances the data
consistency term ∥Φc − s∥l2 with the sparsity term ∥c∥l1 . We set λ = 10−6 based on experiments with
simulation data, which used five-fold cross validation to empirically evaluate L1 SHORE performance
across a range of parameter values (see Supporting Information Figure 7.9). Eq.~(7.2) defines a
convex optimization problem that we solve via l1 -norm minimization, the LASSO method (Tibshirani,
1996).

7.2.1.2

Robust SHORE Fitting Using Weighted Least Squares

Since our method targets situations in which some measurements are severely corrupted by dropout,
we employ a robust fitting strategy that is similar to some model-specific state-of-the-art approaches
(Chang et al., 2005; Tax et al., 2015). For this, we compute model residuals r = s − ŝ based on
the measurement vector s and the corresponding prediction ŝ := Φĉ from the initial fit. Residuals
are standardized as z = r/σ̂ by a robust estimate σ̂ of their standard deviation, which is obtained
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using the median absolute deviation (MAD): σ̂ = 1.4826 ∗ MAD(r). Standardized residuals are then
1
converted to sample weights using a function w(zi ) = (z2 +1)
2 that is derived from the Geman-McClure
i
M-estimator, and which has previously been found to be suitable for robust dMRI fitting (Chang et
al., 2005; Tax et al., 2015).
Eq.~(7.2) was adapted to incorporate the resulting weights during the L1-regularized fitting routine
for each voxel
c̃ = arg minn ∥Ω(Φc − s)∥l2 + λ ∥c∥l1
c∈R

c

(7.3)

√

where Ω is the diagonal weight matrix containing the weights wi for each normalized measurement
si . Quantities which result from the weighted fit are marked with a tilde, e.g., c̃ and s̃ := Φc̃.

7.2.1.3

Dropout Detection

Dropout is detected when a given measurement si is substantially below the corresponding prediction s̃i . The fact that signal dropout in diffusion MRI is commonly simulated as a multiplicative
attenuation (Andersson et al., 2016; Tax et al., 2015) suggests to use a relative measure of discrepancy between si and s̃i . Implicitly, that approach is taken in REKINDLE (Tax et al., 2015), since it
assesses differences after taking the logarithm of the signal.
On the other hand, even in cases where no dropout has occurred, we have to assume that measurements are affected by noise, which is often approximated as Rician (Gudbjartsson and Patz, 1995).
Therefore, small absolute deviations can reasonably be explained by the effects of measurement
noise, even if they might correspond to a substantial relative error in cases where the true signal is
weak. To account for this, we propose a novel outlier score d for detecting dropout that is in between
an absolute and a relative measure of deviation. It is defined based on the standardized residuals
z̃ from the weighted fit as

d=

z̃
s̃α

(7.4)

where all involved quantities are vectors, so that di is the outlier score of measurement i, and division
is performed element-wise. To avoid numerical issues when evaluating Eq.~(7.4), very small values
of s̃i < ϵ are replaced with ϵ := 0.001 in the denominator. α ∈ [0, 1] can be used to determine the
influence of relative and absolute errors during outlier detection: With α = 0, d behaves as an
absolute measure of deviations, whereas α = 1 turns it into a relative one. Based on simulations, α
was explored across [0, 1] to determine the optimal level for outlier detection.
Since dropout always leads to a signal attenuation, never to an amplification, we detect it using
one-sided thresholding di ≤ −t; all values di > −t are assumed to indicate a valid signal. The exact
threshold value t > 0 balances sensitivity and specificity of detecting faulty data points in a similar
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manner as REKINDLE’s κ parameter (Tax et al., 2015), or the limit against which zgs is compared
in eddy (Andersson et al., 2016). Suitable thresholds t for mild to severe motion corruption in dMRI
data were determined in simulation experiments. In practice, the threshold can be further adapted
based on visual inspection of the resulting map of detected outliers.
Instead of detecting outliers on the voxel level, state-of-the-art outlier removal techniques propose
to impute complete image slices corrupted by motion. In this work, we thus investigate slice-based
outlier detection for the correction of motion corrupted in vivo dMRI. We compute a summary outlier
score for each DWI i over all disn for voxels n of slice s
d¯is = median(disn )
n∈Ωs

(7.5)

where Ωs is the set of brain voxels in slice s, with cardinality |Ωs |. The d¯is are transformed to modified
z-scores. In this way, the outlier threshold can be chosen based on numbers of standard deviations,
as in state-of-the-art outlier correction (Andersson et al., 2016). Slices are considered to be outliers
if (d¯is − median(d¯is ))/σ̂(d¯is ) ≤ −ts . The threshold value ts > 0 was tuned based on visual inspection
of the dMRI data and based on the NMSE with respect to a reference data set without motion, if
available.

7.2.1.4

Imputing Corrupted Measurements

For signal imputation of detected motion corrupted dMRI measurements, L1 SHORE is applied
to the retained DWIs and rejected measurements are reconstructed. In this work, we consider
outlier detection on a voxel and slice level for simulations and in vivo dMRI, respectively. Because
the slice-based approach is not applicable for our simulations, we impute the detected outliers on
the voxel level. We further investigated an alternative imputation strategy that reconstructs not
only detected outliers, but all measurements. For in vivo dMRI, the outlier score d is determined
after conventional dMRI preprocessing to correct for slow motion and distortion artifacts (Andersson
et al., 2003; Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2015). The summary outlier score per slice and DWI,
however, is best computed in the original measurement space where outliers are not yet spread
across different slices due to image realignment. This is due to the fact that in dMRI artifacts caused
by motion during the diffusion sensitization can be expected to affect full slices because of the
conventional single shot acquisition. d is therefore transformed from the coregistered space into the
original measurement space to determine the map of outlier slices. This map is then transformed
back into the coregistered space and used for slice-based signal imputation.

7.2.2

Simulations and in vivo dMRI

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki
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declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

7.2.2.1

Simulations

Using the Camino Monte-Carlo simulator (Cook et al., 2006), we generated synthetic diffusion signals to validate the proposed method. Based on a clinical dMRI protocol (see section 7.2.2.3),
signals were simulated for two shells in q-space at b-values 700 and 2000 s/mm2 . Respectively,
30 and 64 diffusion-weighting directions were distributed uniformly for an optimal angular q-space
coverage. Additionally, signals for two b = 0 scans were simulated. Other diffusion sequence parameters required for the realistic simulation of a clinical dMRI experiment were set to TE = 96 ms, ∆ =
444 ms and δ = 299 ms. For signal generation a substrate for crossing microstructure was applied.
Three different crossing angles were investigated: 35◦ , 55◦ and 90◦ . For each crossing angle, 600
instances of a crossing microstructure of well-defined, but random orientation were generated. Signal dropout due to subject motion was simulated through the reduction of signal intensities by 70% in
a well-defined amount of data. Rician noise was added with SNR of 20 defined on the non-diffusion
weighted data, i.e. SNRDWI < 20.

7.2.2.2

In vivo research data

DMRI scans from one healthy subject (male, 34 years) were collected on a 3T Siemens MAGNETOM
Skyra MRI scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Monopolar diffusion weighting was
applied to acquire the same number of DWIs at b-values 700 and 2000 s/mm2 as for the simulations.
In addition, 5 b = 0 scans were collected twice with opposite phase encoding (PE) polarity. Further
imaging parameters are spatial resolution of 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 , TR / TE = 9400 ms / 96 ms, ∆ = 445
ms, δ = 334 ms and FOV = 208 x 208 mm2 for 72 contiguous slices. The complete data set was
acquired twice: once with and once without deliberate fast head movements to simulate fast subject
motion during the collection of single or between different slices. topup and eddy (Andersson et al.,
2003; Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2015) are applied to correct for susceptibility-induced distortions,
eddy-current-induced artifacts and slow motion occurring during dMRI acquisition. For a voxel-wise
comparison and NMSE computation, both data sets were linearly registered to a mid-space.

7.2.2.3

In vivo clinical data

We investigated the impact of wL1 SHORE on in vivo clinical dMRI scans that are affected by strong
motion artifacts. They were acquired from children suffering from metachromatic leukodystrophy, a
rare neurodegenerative disease. Parents gave informed written consent for the scientific use of the
data. The images were collected on a 3T Siemens MAGNETOM Prisma MRI scanner (Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a twice-refocused echo planar imaging sequence. Again,
30 and 64 DWIs were acquired for two shells at b-values 700 and 2000 s/mm2 , respectively. 3 b = 0
scans were collected and one additional non-diffusion weighted image with opposite PE polarity.
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Further, a spatial resolution of 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 , TR / TE = 9100 ms / 89 ms, and FOV = 192 x 192
mm2 for 50 contiguous slices were applied. As for the research data set, slow motion and distortion
correction was performed using topup and eddy.

7.2.3

Evaluation metrics

For simulations, we evaluated the performance of the proposed approach with respect to outlier
detection, signal prediction and signal imputation. For those three categories, different evaluation
metrics were considered. For wL1 SHORE outlier detection, sensitivity and specificity were determined by means of the true positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR). From those metrics,
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated. Further quality measures for out∗R
lier detection are the F1 score, F 1 = 2∗P
P +R , that incorporates precision (P) and recall (R) of the
TP(β)+TN(β)
detection and the accuracy score A(β) =
based on the detected true positives (TP) and
P+N
negatives (TN) for a specific outlier detection threshold β . We selected the optimal threshold for
accurate outlier detection based on β = TPR(FPR = 0.05).
Besides outlier detection, we also investigated the ability of L1 SHORE to accurately predict the
signal of excluded data samples. Signal prediction was evaluated for simulations with and without
noise. After excluding 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of the DWIs, the ground truth (i.e. noise free) signals
were estimated from the remaining data set using L1 SHORE. The R2 score was used to quantify
signal prediction.
For the evaluation of signal imputation based on wL1 SHORE, the normalized mean square error
(NMSE) at voxel location j was computed between the imputed signals ŝ and the ground truth s
according to
2

NMSEj =

∥ŝj − sj ∥
2

∥sj ∥

(7.6)

and then averaged over all voxels. We compared two different approaches for imputation: replacing
all measurements by the estimated signal or only the detected outliers.
For in vivo research and clinical data, we performed whole brain slice-based outlier detection and
imputation. In case of the research data set, the data set without deliberate subject motion was
considered a ground truth data set. A whole brain NMSE for each DWI i was calculated between the
ground truth and the corresponding motion corrupted data which was corrected using wL1 SHORE.
For this, we formed vectors vi and v̂i containing the ground truth and motion corrected signals of
DWI i, respectively, for all brain voxels. Equation 7.6 was then applied to these vectors.
Across all validation experiments we compared our proposed approach, wL1 SHORE, against an
established state-of-the-art method for outlier detection and imputation, based on Gaussian Process
modeling (Andersson et al., 2016). To obtain another point of reference, we created a second
baseline method from REKINDLE. As described by Tax et al. (2015) and implemented in ExploreDTI
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(Leemans et al., 2009), REKINDLE robustly estimates the diffusional kurtosis model, but does not
attempt to recover the DWIs that have been discarded as outliers. We investigate how useful it is
to impute discarded DWIs from the robustly fit kurtosis model. We further investigate slice-based
rather than voxel-based outlier detection and signal imputation for in vivo dMRI, as conventionally
performed by a state-of-the-art method based on Gaussian Process modeling which is implemented
in FSL (Andersson et al., 2016). For research and clinical dMRI data, we compare the proposed
method to this state-of-the-art method. Finally, we show that wL1 SHORE outperforms IRL1 SHORE
as presented in our previous work (Tobisch et al., 2016).

7.3

Results

7.3.1 Simulations
7.3.1.1

Outlier detection

Our novel outlier score d involves a parameter α, which we explored across [0, 1] based on the 2-shell
simulations (Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1: Across different levels of outliers in the simulation data (5-20%), the ROC-curves are
used to quantify the performance of the outlier detection using wL1 SHORE with different values of
α. Balancing sensitivity and specificity, α := 0.75 was found optimal for outlier detection using wL1
SHORE.
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Results suggest that intermediate settings achieve overall higher true positive rates than absolute
differences (α = 0). At the same time, they avoid a sharp decrease at low false positive rates,
which was observed for relative differences (α = 1). Consequently, we set α := 0.75 in all further
experiments.
Outlier detection was compared on simulations corrupted by artificial signal dropout. For wL1
SHORE, IRL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP, the respective thresholds t, tIR , κ and g were determined based on the ROC curves depicted in Figure 7.2.

True Positive Rate

True Positive Rate

For TPR(FPR = 0.05), the ROC curves indicate that wL1 SHORE has higher TPR than IRL1 SHORE,
REKINDLE and GP, independent of how many outliers are present in the data. REKINDLE performs
better than GP for 5%, 10% and 15% of outliers. For higher numbers of outliers, GP yields better
outlier detection than REKINDLE. This trend is supported by several measures extracted from the
ROC curves. For each outlier detection approach, Figure 7.3 reports the TPR at TPR(FPR = 0.05)
and the corresponding threshold β as well as the maximum F1 score and accuracy.
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Figure 7.2: Across different levels of outliers in the simulation data (5-20%), the ROC-curves are
used to quantify the performance of the outlier detection methods wL1 SHORE, IRL1 SHORE,
REKINDLE and GP. Based on the true positive rate at TPR(FPR = 0.05) wL1 SHORE provides
the best outlier detection independent of the amount of outliers in the data, followed by REKINDLE,
GP and IRL1 SHORE.

wL1 SHORE outperforms IRL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP in terms of TPR, F1 score and accuracy, independent of the number of outliers. REKINDLE performs better than GP, except for outlier
percentages as high as 20%, for which the opposite trend is observed. For low percentage of out-
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liers in the data, a threshold of t = 3.0, tIR = 2.0, κ = 4.0 and g = 1.5 is found to provide a good
balance between sensitivity and specificity. For higher numbers of outliers the optimal threshold
decreases. For 20% of outliers in the data, t = 2.0, tIR = 1.5, κ = 2.5 and g = 0.5.
The results of our previously introduced outlier detection approach IRL1 SHORE are in line with
those reported in (Tobisch et al., 2016). However, carefully optimizing REKINDLE’s parameters
and model constraints now led to a consistently better performance than with IRL1 SHORE. IRL1
SHORE is clearly outperformed by our novel wL1 SHORE method, not only for outlier detection as
presented in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3, but for all other experiments. Combining our new outlier
score with a larger number of iterations did not improve the results, it only led to longer running
times. Thus, in the following, we will only report the results for wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP.
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Figure 7.3: Outlier detection: For GP, REKINDLE, IRL1 SHORE and wL1 SHORE, the true positive
rate (TPR) and the threshold β , both determined at TPR(FPR = 0.05), and the maximum F1 and
accuracy are calculated from the ROC curves depicted in Figure 2. For 5-20% of outliers in the
simulation data, wL1 SHORE performs the best across all metrics in detecting signal dropout.

7.3.1.2

Signal prediction

With respect to signal prediction, high R2 scores are observed across all methods, independent of
the amount of outliers. As presented in Table 7.1, wL1 SHORE and REKINDLE perform comparably,
with a slight advantage for the latter. Both work better than GP.
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Table 7.1: Signal prediction using GP, REKINDLE and wL1 SHORE is quantified by R2 for different
levels of outliers in the simulation data (5-20%). wL1 SHORE and REKINDLE provide comparable
signal prediction, with the performance of the latter being slightly better. For GP, R2 is lower than for
both wL1 SHORE and REKINDLE.
GP
Metric
R2

7.3.1.3

% of outliers
5
10
15
20

0.9438
0.9599
0.9588
0.9548

REKINDLE

wL1 SHORE

0.9709
0.9799
0.9798
0.9779

0.9608
0.9732
0.9733
0.9721

Imputation

Imputation involved predicting values after discarding outliers using the thresholds reported in Figure
7.3. To assess signal imputation, we determined the NMSE between noise-free simulations and
noisy simulations with and without imputation of detected outliers on the voxel level. Figure 7.4 (top
row) shows the NMSE as a function of outlier percentage.
Table 7.2 compares wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP used for signal imputation against no correction of the noisy data corrupted by outliers. The noise level can be estimated from the NMSE
between ground truth and noisy, but uncorrupted simulations (0% outliers). The NMSE for wL1
SHORE and REKINDLE is similar to this level. When correcting all measurements, the NMSE even
drops below it (see Supporting Information Figure 7.10 and Supporting Information Table 7.3). For
GP, the NMSE is comparable for both correction strategies. With the chosen variant, which reconstructs only detected outliers, all methods perform similarly well, with a slight advantage of wL1
SHORE at high outlier ratios. In comparison, when correcting all measurements, the NMSE and
its standard deviation is lower for wL1 SHORE and REKINDLE compared to the imputation of only
detected outliers. REKINDLE and wL1 SHORE perform comparably, and both are better than GP.
Lowest NMSE values are obtained by REKINDLE if less than 20% of the data is corrupted by outliers.
Otherwise, wL1 SHORE performs better than REKINDLE and GP.
The middle and bottom rows of Figure~7.4 show the effect of signal imputation on diffusion and microstructural measures (FA: fractional anisotropy, MD: mean diffusivity, AK: axial kurtosis, ND: neurite density) obtained by means of state-of-the-art dMRI model fitting (Harms et al., 2017). NMSE
values are shown between the ground truth and the motion corrupted data set, as well as for data
corrected via wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE, and GP. All imputation methods improved accuracy when
estimating dMRI measures from corrupted data. Compared to REKINDLE and GP, a slight advantage is observed for wL1 SHORE in FA, MD and AK, and in ND at high outlier ratios.
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Figure 7.4: NMSE with respect to ground truth for different levels of outliers (0-20%) in simulations.
The NMSE between the ground truth and the motion corrupted data is shown for reference (black
line). Top row: Signal imputation using wL1 SHORE leads to NMSE comparable to REKINDLE,
while GP has larger NMSE. Middle and bottom row: For FA, MD, AK and ND, NMSE is lowest using
wL1 SHORE for signal imputation.
Table 7.2: Mean NMSE and standard deviation over all simulated signals. Based on the NMSE,
wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP used for signal imputation of the detected outliers are compared
against no correction of the noisy data corrupted by outliers. Overall, all methods provide comparable NMSE. wL1 SHORE performs slightly better in case of high percentages of outliers in the data.
wL1 SHORE yields lowest standard deviations, REKINDLE the highest.

Metric
NMSE
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% of outliers
0
5
10
15
20

GP

REKINDLE

wL1 SHORE

No correction

0.0074±0.0013
0.0073±0.0013
0.0076±0.0017
0.0083±0.0025
0.0094±0.0031

0.0069±0.0013
0.0069±0.0013
0.0069±0.0020
0.0072±0.0040
0.0096±0.0091

0.0073±0.0012
0.0072±0.0012
0.0071±0.0013
0.0073±0.0021
0.0080±0.0041

0.0076±0.0012
0.0335±0.0100
0.0592±0.0136
0.0790±0.0161
0.1051±0.0179

7.3. Results
Our current interest is focused on clinically feasible protocols. However, as a proof-of-concept, we
also simulated a diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) acquisition, to investigate the performance of
our method at higher b-values. Specifically, we simulated 258 q-space samples on a spherically
truncated Cartesian 11x11x11 grid (TE = 135.5 ms, bmax = 8350 s/mm2 , ∆ = 65.9 ms, δ = 57.4
ms). Supporting Information Figure 7.11 depicts the results for wL1 SHORE with respect to outlier
detection and imputation. An average maximum accuracy of 0.9428 and a mean R2 of 0.9633 for
signal prediction indicate accurate performance also in this scenario.

7.3.2

In vivo research data

NMSE

The NMSE per DWI between the reference data without deliberate head movements and the measurements including subject motion is depicted in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: The NMSE computed per DWI between the reference and the motion corrupted in vivo research data is higher for DWIs with signal dropout due to deliberate fast head movements compared
to DWIs not corrupted by this motion (Motion). Slice-based outlier detection and data correction is
performed using wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP FSL . All methods reduce the NMSE of motion
corrupted DWIs, while non-corrupted DWIs are not modified. At low b-values, all methods perform
comparable. At high b-values, lower NMSE values are obtained for wL1 SHORE compared to the
other methods.

Distinct peaks of high NMSE are detected for DWIs corrupted by head movement compared to the
other volumes (Motion). Different choices of the parameters λ and α were investigated for wL1
SHORE. The results are shown in Supporting Information Figure 7.12. They confirm that the parameters that were found to be well suited in synthetic experiments generalize well to in-vivo data and
enable accurate outlier slice detection. Slice-based outlier detection and signal imputation using
wL1 SHORE and REKINDLE was performed using outlier thresholds ts = 2.5 and κs = 3.5. Those
threshold values were found to be optimal in balancing accurate detection of true outliers and a
minimum number of false positives (see Supporting Information Figure 7.13). We further compare
to the outlier detection and imputation using FSL’s eddy (GPFSL ), as a state-of-the-art method for
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the correction of signal dropout. A threshold gF SL = 3 was found to be optimal for this data (see
Supporting Information Figure 7.13). Figure 7.6 compares the number of defective DWIs and corresponding outlier slices detected by the correction methods to the manual detection of defective
DWIs by means of visual inspection (red stars).
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Figure 7.6: Number of outlier slices per DWI of the in-vivo research data detected by wL1 SHORE
(top), REKINDLE (middle) and GP FSL (bottom). Applying ts = 2.5, κs = 3.5 and gF SL = 3 results in
comparable outlier slice detection. Reds stars indicate defective volumes identified through visual
inspection.

For wL1 SHORE and REKINDLE using ts = 2.5 and κs = 3.5, respectively, an overlap in outlier slice
detection of 98.9% (94.6% / 99.9%) was obtained across all DWIs (motion corrupted / uncorrupted
DWIs). For wL1 SHORE and GPFSL applying gF SL = 3, the overlap was 97.9% (89.5% / 99.9%).
Comparing REKINDLE and GPFSL , an overlap of 97.4% (87.2% / 99.8%) was observed.
All methods reduced the NMSE for the corrupted DWIs to an NMSE level closer to that of the noncorrupted DWIs. At b = 700 s/mm2 , a mean NMSE of 0.0717 ± 0.0188 is observed for DWIs with
distinct motion peaks compared to a mean NMSE of 0.0151 ± 0.0012 for non-corrupted DWIs. Using wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GPFSL reduces the mean NMSE of the motion corrupted DWIs to
0.0233 ± 0.0059, 0.0189 ± 0.0032 and 0.0306 ± 0.0118, respectively. As expected, the NMSE is
higher overall for b = 2000 s/mm2 . Here, a mean NMSE of 0.1114 ± 0.0425 for motion corrupted DWIs
compares to a mean NMSE of 0.0528 ± 0.0029 for the non-corrupted DWIs. The average NMSE
for DWIs with distinct motion peaks is reduced to 0.0650 ± 0.0151, 0.0655 ± 0.0120 and 0.0700 ±
0.0197 after motion correction using wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GPFSL , respectively. Statistical
significance of the differences in NMSE values across DWIs, as reported in Figure 7.5, was evaluated with a paired t-test. Statistically significant differences in NMSE were observed between the
motion corrupted data and each of the motion correction methods (p < 0.001). Likewise, the NMSE
for GPFSL differed from the one for wL1 SHORE (p < 0.01) or REKINDLE (p < 0.05). Differences
between NMSE values for wL1 SHORE and REKINDLE were not statistically significant.
Figure 7.7 depicts a coronal slice of DWIs with (Motion) and without (Reference) deliberate head
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movement and the slice-based correction of the former using wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GPFSL .
The corresponding maps of detected outlier slices are depicted in Supporting Information Figure
7.14 and show that all methods located faulty signals caused by subject motion. Overall, comparable quality is obtained from all correction methods, all of which substantially corrected the DWIs
from severe signal dropout. wL1 SHORE, however, performed the fastest compared to the other
methods. Runtime estimates were achieved on a workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon e5 24
core CPU (2.40 Ghz). The proposed method required 1.83 minutes for whole brain outlier detection and imputation. Processing times for GPFSL , GP and REKINDLE were 27.85, 41.55 and 42.30
minutes, respectively. In comparison to the iterative REKINDLE and GP approaches, wL1 SHORE
was much faster.

Figure 7.7: DWIs at b-values 700 s/mm2 (top) and 2000 s/mm2 (bottom) are depicted for the in vivo
research data with (Motion) and without (Reference) deliberate fast head movements. The imputed
motion corrected DWIs are presented for wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP FSL . All methods detect
severe signal dropout in the motion corrupted data and provide imputed DWIs comparable to the
reference data set.

7.3.3

In vivo clinical data

In clinical human in vivo images tainted by motion artifacts, we present the advantages of wL1
SHORE. As for the research in vivo dMRI, slice-based outlier detection and signal imputation using
wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GPFSL was performed using outlier thresholds ts = 4, κs = 4.5 and
gF SL = 4. We selected the optimal thresholds for whole brain outlier detection based on the results
from simulation experiments and visual inspection of the data. Figure 7.8 depicts a coronal slice
of acquired DWIs at b-values 700 s/mm2 and 2000 s/mm2 corrupted by severe signal dropout. For
all methods comparable maps of detected outlier slices were obtained (see Supporting Information
Figure 7.15) and used to impute the affected DWIs. The results highlight that the proposed method
succeeds in locating faulty signals and substantially corrects the DWIs. While minor motion artifacts
still remain present as for the research in vivo dMRI, all methods successfully correct severe signal
dropout.
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Figure 7.8: DWIs at b-values 700 s/mm2 (top) and 2000 s/mm2 (bottom) are depicted for the motion
corrupted in vivo clinical data (Motion). The imputed motion corrected DWIs are presented for wL1
SHORE, REKINDLE and GP FSL . All methods perform accurate and comparable outlier detection
and imputation of severe signal dropout in the data.

7.4

Discussion

We proposed a novel approach for dropout detection and imputation, wL1 SHORE. We evaluated it
in terms of outlier detection, signal prediction from a subset of measurements, and signal imputation,
which combined both. We compared it to our previously introduced IRL1 SHORE, to a state-ofthe-art method based on Gaussian Processes and to another alternative, which we derived from
REKINDLE.
Based on simulations, we found that wL1 SHORE accurately detects signal dropout, outperforming
the other methods in terms of sensitivity at a fixed level of specificity. In contrast to the previously
introduced iterative SHORE-based approach for dropout detection and imputation, wL1 SHORE
avoids iterative reweighting which only increased processing time but did not further improve outlier
detection for the proposed method. Results in Figure 7.1 indicate that this improvement can be
attributed to our novel outlier score, which is in between an absolute and relative error measure,
and therefore accounts for the fact that relative error is a natural indicator of dropout, while small
absolute errors should still not be given excessive weight, since they might be due to measurement
noise. Reported results involve diffusion weightings up to b = 2000 s/mm2 , but findings have been
confirmed on experiments on 3-shell simulation data with b-values up to b = 3000 s/mm2 .
Our proposed method uses a sparsifying basis and an L1-regularized fit. We expected that this
would lead to a benefit when restoring the full set of DWIs from a sparse set of inliers. Indeed, results were better than with the Gaussian Process model. However, on average, predicting the signal
from a robustly fitted diffusional kurtosis (DKI) model produced even slightly lower errors. This may
indicate that DKI was sufficient to capture the signals in our experiments (up to b = 3000 s/mm2 ), for
which it provides an even more parsimonious representation (6 coefficients in the diffusion tensor
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plus 15 in the kurtosis tensor, compared to 50 SHORE basis functions). A proof-of-concept experiment on simulated diffusion spectrum imaging confirmed accurate performance of wL1 SHORE
also for b-values that far exceed the typical range for DKI. Future work will investigate this further in
in-vivo dMRI, and will explore the extent to which other basis functions that were found to be well
suited for sparse reconstruction, such as the mean apparent propagator (MAP) basis (Fick et al.,
2016; Ozarslan et al., 2009), might further improve our approach.
The ability of signal prediction is reflected in the results for signal imputation. For simulations, the
NMSE was significantly reduced after detection and imputation of dropout compared to the motion
corrupted data, with REKINDLE and wL1 SHORE performing the best. The fact that replacing all
measurements further reduced the NMSE and its standard deviation indicates a regularizing effect
on the dMRI signal. However, since it is difficult to rule out the risk of removing informative parts of
the signal along with the noise, we decided to impute only detected outliers in our final method. Our
simulation experiments suggest that signal imputation should be performed prior to dMRI model
fitting and that outlier correction by means of wL1 SHORE provides accurate measures for the
characterization of the diffusion process and the underlying tissue microstructure. Future work will
further investigate the impact of motion on diffusion measures extracted from in-vivo dMRI.
In addition to simulations, we collected in vivo research dMRI acquisitions with and without head
movement deliberately provoked by the participant to obtain a reference data set and one corrupted
by fast motion artifacts. In this way, the performance of slice-based outlier removal and correction
methods could be compared against a reference data set without motion artifacts. Overall, wL1
SHORE, REKINDLE and GPFSL all substantially reduced motion related dropout. At b = 2000 s/mm2 ,
slightly lower NMSE values were obtained for our proposed method. Future work will explore this
at even higher b-values. Finally, all correction methods were compared under severe uncontrolled
motion in in vivo clinical dMRI. Visually, the proposed method gave similar results as the state-ofthe-art for detection and imputation of signal dropout.
A limitation of all methods is the need to select a threshold β for outlier detection. Default values provide a reasonable balance of outliers and false positives. However, optimal results require adapting
β to the degree of motion present in the data, which needs to be determined through visual inspection. Our imputation results based on the NMSE with respect to ground truth data in simulations and
in vivo data suggest that imputing slightly more measurements than the true outliers has no adverse
effect. Indeed, applying lower thresholds resulted in even lower NMSE in our investigated data sets.
Nevertheless, in the in vivo data, we investigated suitable choices of β and chose rather conservative thresholds. As a consequence, comparing results to a manual assessment revealed nearly no
false positives. Thresholds agree with typical threshold values reported for REKINDLE and GPFSL .
As a result, severe signal dropout was successfully detected by all methods. Minor motion artifacts
still remain present in the in vivo data after imputing signal dropout. However, those can be related
to a different type of motion artifact due to intra-volume movement for which a specifically tailored
motion correction model has been proposed recently (Andersson et al., 2017).
We found that, on data with limited b ≤ 3000 s/mm2 , wL1 SHORE and the method we derived from
REKINDLE achieve similar quality. This can also be seen from the high overlap in their detection of
outlier slices. An advantage of wL1 SHORE is its processing speed, due to its simplicity and non-
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iterative nature. In our experiments, it performed more than twenty times faster than REKINDLE
and GP. All our implementations are in Python. They use parallel processing, but have otherwise
not been optimized for speed. Therefore, we expect that further speedups are possible. This is
confirmed by observing that the optimized implementation in eddy was faster than our Python-based
GP implementation (but still much slower than wL1 SHORE) despite the fact that eddy simultaneously
performs image realignment and distortion correction.
Finally, in contrast to state-of-the-art methods for outlier removal, wL1 SHORE corrects DWIs tainted
by motion artifacts independent of the applied acquisition strategy. In this work, we focused on simulation and in vivo dMRI data with diffusion weightings suitable for processing using REKINDLE, which
can only be applied for b-values up to 3000 s/mm2 . Further, we only investigated multi-shell dMRI,
since GP modeling requires q-space samples distributed on shells. Those limitations, however,
do not apply to wL1 SHORE, as illustrated by our experiment on simulated DSI data (Supporting
Information Figure~7.11).

7.5

Conclusion

In this work, the novel approach wL1 SHORE was proposed for the detection and imputation of signal
dropout in dMRI. It corrects motion artifacts by restoring imaging data suffering from dropout, and
thereby reduces the impact of defective DWIs on diffusion measures. Accurate detection of signal
dropout by means of wL1 SHORE was confirmed in simulations and in vivo dMRI experiments
for both voxel and slice-based outlier detection. An advantage of our method is computational
speed: Successful signal imputation of corrupted measurements in a clinically feasible protocol
was performed in about 2 minutes. At the same time, it is more flexible than existing alternatives
with respect to the q-space sampling strategy and maximum diffusion weighting. On data where
previous approaches can be applied, our proposed method compares to or even outperforms them
in terms of outlier detection and imputation.
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Supporting Information Figure 7.9: Signal prediction using wL1 SHORE with different values for the
regularisation parameter λ is quantified by R2 for different levels of outliers in the simulation data
(5-20%). λ = 10−6 is optimal for modeling the 2-shell simulation data.
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Supporting Information Figure 7.10: NMSE with respect to ground truth for different levels of outliers
(0-20%) in simulations. All measurements were replaced by the estimated signals. Signal imputation
using wL1 SHORE leads to NMSE comparable to REKINDLE, while GP has larger NMSE. The
NMSE between the ground truth and the motion corrupted measurements is shown for reference
(black line).
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Supporting Information Figure 7.11: Left: Across different levels of outliers in the simulation data
(5-20%), the ROC-curves are used to quantify the performance of the outlier detection method wL1
SHORE in DSI simulations. Right: NMSE with respect to ground truth for different levels of outliers
(0-20%) in DSI simulations. Compared to the NMSE for motion corrupted measurements (black
line), signal imputation using wL1 SHORE decreases the NMSE.
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Supporting Information Figure 7.12: Number of outlier slices per DWI of the in-vivo research data
detected by wL1 SHORE applying ts = 2.5 and using different values for α (top) and λ (bottom). As
for simulations, α = 0.75 and λ = 10−6 are found to be optimal for outlier slice detection. Reds stars
indicate defective volumes identified through visual inspection.
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Supporting Information Figure 7.13: Number of outlier slices per DWI of the in-vivo research data
detected by wL1 SHORE (top), REKINDLE (middle) and GP FSL (bottom) applying different values
for β . ts = 2.5, κs = 3.5 and gF SL = 3 were found to be optimal for outlier slice detection, respectively.
Reds stars indicate defective volumes identified through visual inspection.
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Supporting Information Figure 7.14: DWIs at b-values 700 s/mm2 (column 1-2) and 2000 s/mm2 (column 3-5) are depicted for the in vivo research data with (Motion) and without (Reference) deliberate
fast head movements. Maps of outlier slices and the imputed motion corrected DWIs are presented
for wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP FSL . All methods detect severe signal dropout in the motion
corrupted data and provide imputed DWIs comparable to the reference data set.
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Supporting Information Figure 7.15: For DWIs at b-value 2000 s/mm2 (column 1-4) and 700 s/mm2
(column 5) of the in vivo clinical data, maps of outlier slices depict the location of signal dropout
present in the measurements (Motion) detected by wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP FSL . All
methods perform accurate and comparable outlier detection and imputation of severe signal dropout
in the data.
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Supporting Information Table 7.3: Mean NMSE and standard deviation over all simulated signals.
Based on the NMSE, wL1 SHORE, REKINDLE and GP used for signal imputation are compared
against no correction of the noisy data corrupted by outliers. The correction strategy replaces all
measurements by the estimated signal (all). wL1 SHORE and REKINDLE provide lower NMSE
compared to the latter. wL1 SHORE yields lowest standard deviations, REKINDLE the highest.

Metric
NMSE (all)

% of outliers
0
5
10
15
20

GP

REKINDLE

wL1 SHORE

No correction

0.0074±0.0013
0.0073±0.0013
0.0064±0.0015
0.0064±0.0023
0.0076±0.0029

0.0030±0.0011
0.0028±0.0010
0.0031±0.0016
0.0035±0.0032
0.0056±0.0073

0.0036±0.0010
0.0035±0.0010
0.0036±0.0011
0.0039±0.0016
0.0046±0.0031

0.0076±0.0012
0.0335±0.0100
0.0592±0.0136
0.0790±0.0161
0.1051±0.0179
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8
Conclusion

8.1 Thesis summary
In this thesis several contributions in the field of dMRI were presented. Our works on accelerated
CS-DSI and novel techniques for fast and robust motion correction were described in chapters 4 7. In this concluding chapter, the thesis contributions are summarized:
1. CS theory demands the application of suitable basis functions for compressed sensing and
sparse representation of the signal of interest. Chapter 4 presented multiple strategies for
sparse q-space sampling and suitable basis functions for the acceleration of DSI by means
of CS. 3D non-Cartesian q-space sample distributions as proposed by Knutsson and Westin
(2013) were applied as CS-DSI acquisition schemes for the first time and were found to be
optimal for robust CS reconstruction of orientational information even at high CS acceleration
factors. Similarly, the performance of conventional Fourier-based CS-DSI was compared for
the first time to CS-DSI based on SHORE signal modeling. Comprehensive evaluation experiments were implemented based on simulations, diffusion phantom data and in vivo dMRI.
Comparable performance of both CS-DSI approaches was reported in terms of reconstructing orientational information. Better reconstruction quality of the dMRI signal and propagator
features was obtained using Fourier-based CS-DSI.
2. In chapter 5, we proposed Fourier-based CS-DSI as a forward-looking dMRI acquisition strategy that allows for time efficient and versatile diffusion imaging at 3T. A pilot study was designed and conducted to fulfill the requirements of a long-term population study with limited
scan time per MRI protocol. The aim was to investigate the feasibility of CS-DSI for application
in a prospective cohort study, the Rhineland Study. Based on a comprehensive evaluation
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framework the proposed dMRI protocol was evaluated against an alternative state-of-the-art
3-shell HARDI protocol for population imaging. In the estimation and reliability of diffusion and
microstructural parameters and of orientational information, comparable performance of both
dMRI imaging schemes was reported. Providing high b-value acquisitions, CS-DSI enabled
analysis strategies such as CHARMED modeling and biomarkers from the diffusion propagator.
3. A pipeline for automatic analysis of dMRI acquisitions was designed and specifically tailored
for CS-DSI. This pipeline facilitated and accelerated processing of CS-DSI data acquired in
the extensive pilot study and will be likewise beneficial for the analysis of big data acquired
in other studies, e.g. the Rhineland Study. It was implemented including both in-house developed and existing state-of-the-art processing tools, e.g. for motion and distortion correction,
CS reconstruction and diffusion and microstructural feature extraction.
4. Two different methods for automatic detection of signal dropout and imputation in dMRI were
developed as described in chapters 6 and 7. The latter extended and improved the initial iterative approach. A novel outlier score for the detection of dropout was introduced and evaluated
in simulations as well as research and clinical in vivo dMRI. The final contribution was a method
for fast detection of outliers based on weighted SHORE model residuals and accurate replacement of the affected measurements. Thus, the complete dMRI data set was recovered through
imputed values obtained from a SHORE model fit to the sparse set of inliers. Compared to alternative approaches for outlier detection and imputation, our proposed method provides an
advantage in terms of processing speed due to its simplicity and non-iterative nature and because of its ability to be applied independently of the dMRI acquisition strategy.

8.2

Future directions

The aim of the works presented in chapter 5 was to decide on a suitable dMRI protocol for time
efficient versatile diffusion imaging in the Rhineland Study. A CS-DSI protocol was found optimal
for application in a prospective cohort study and was therefore implemented in the Rhineland Study.
Based on this finding, CS-DSI data has been collected from several thousand study participants by
now. This amount of high resolution dMRI data allows on the one hand to tackle the limitations of
the pilot study discussed in chapter 5 and to improve CS-DSI analysis. On the other hand, future
work will focus on the interpretation of derived diffusion features and microstructural features of
brain tissue. The works presented in chapter 5 thus are an important contribution to the following
investigation of the aging process and the development, progression and potential prevention of
brain diseases. With an automatic analysis pipeline for CS-DSI, this thesis contributed to enable
fast processing of the acquired dMRI data. This pipeline will further be extended with novel and
future analysis strategies.
Obtaining accurate and precise diffusion and microstructural parameters, requires robust preprocessing of the dMRI scans after data collection. As discussed in chapter 5, state-of-the-art strategies for the correction of motion artifacts in dMRI are not designed for DSI data. As a first approach
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to investigate acquisition and model independent correction methods for CS-DSI, future work will
thus combine the works on CS-DSI as presented in chapters 4 and 5 with the correction method
proposed in chapters 6 and 7. This is of interest for both clinical applications and population imaging,
especially when conducting studies with children, the elderly or patients, for which subject motion is
a common source of imaging artifacts.
The methodology proposed in this thesis for accelerated dMRI is, in general, applicable to studies
with limited scan time. Stringent scan time limits are imposed in population imaging, but also in
most clinical studies. Strategies for rapid and robust high quality dMRI are thus of great interest
for many applications. Once established in clinical studies, the contributions of this thesis can thus,
firstly, benefit inter-site and -scanner harmonization of clinical and research dMRI. Secondly, they
can facilitate the transition of research findings in large cohort studies to clinical applications.
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